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Zusammenfassung
Die Einhaltung der Datens hutzerklärungen von Online-Händlern, bspw. im Hinbli k auf die gesammelten Daten und deren Verwendung, kann von Kunden in der
Praxis kaum überprüft werden. Die Sammlung von Nutzungsdaten an si h ist hierbei aber ni ht das gröÿte Problem, sondern dass diese Daten mit der realen Identität
eines Nutzers verknüpft werden können und es Händlern somit mögli h ist, Prole
ihrer Kunden ohne deren Kenntnis zu erstellen. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, Methoden und Verfahren zu entwi keln, die entweder ganz ohne personenbezogene Daten
auskommen oder dazu beitragen, dass anfallende Daten ni ht gegen den Wuns h
der Nutzer mit deren realer Identität verknüpft werden können.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde hierfür ein abstraktes Modell entwi kelt, das es erlaubt, die Transaktionen einer Kunde-Händler-Beziehung aus Datens hutzsi ht zu
analysieren, um bspw. festzustellen, inwieweit die in einer Transaktion anfallenden
Daten von der Identität des betroenen Kunden entkoppelt werden können. Das
Modell bezieht Phasen ein als Mittel zur Unterteilung einer Transaktion in kleinere semantis he Einheiten. Bisherige Ansätze in Mehrparteienmodellen betra hteten
ledigli h die Ni htverknüpfbarkeit einzelner Transaktionen der beteiligten Parteien,
während der hier vorgestellte Ansatz darüber hinaus geht und zusätzli h die Ni htverknüpfbarkeit von Phasen mit einbezieht, was den Datens hutz weiter stärkt.
Die weiteren Beiträge dieser Arbeit stellen Anwendungsfälle des Modells dar und
befassen si h näher mit Phasen von Transaktionen, die in besonderem Maÿe dazu
angelegt sind, einen Einbli k in das Privatleben von Kunden zu erlangen und damit
wesentli h zur Erstellung bzw. Anrei herung eines Kundenprols beitragen können.
Diese Phasen sind zum einen die Su hphase, in der Kunden zunä hst na h Produkten Auss hau halten, dabei aber u.U. bereits Vorlieben und Abneigungen Preis
geben, ohne dass sie dies beabsi htigt hätten  hierfür wurde eine Ar hitektur
vorges hlagen, die auf die Abkopplung der Su hphase von darauf folgenden Phasen abzielt. Zum anderen wurden Phasen betra htet, die mit digitalen Anreizsystemen und Kundenbindungsprogrammen in Zusammenhang stehen. Letztere sind aus
der realen Welt in Form von Bonus- und Kundenkarten als Mittel zur Kundenbindung, aber au h zur Ausfors hung des Kundenverhaltens, hinlängli h bekannt. Als
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Alternative zu herkömmli hen Bonussystemen wurde ein datens hutzfreundli hes
System entwi kelt, wel hes den Belohnungsaspekt von Bonuskarten berü ksi htigt,
aber dur h die Mögli hkeit einer anonymen Nutzung bewusst auf die Mögli hkeit
zur Prolbildung verzi htet. Das Bonussystem wurde speziell für den Online-Handel
entwi kelt und ist das erste, das auf te hnis her statt auf organisatoris her Ebene
die Privatsphäre von Nutzern s hützt und au h die Si herheitsbelange von Händlern berü ksi htigt. Eine andere Art von Kundenbindungssystem sind so genannte
Multi-Coupon-Systeme. Das hier vorgestellte Protokoll zum Einlösen eines TeilCoupons erlaubt es dem Kunden, gegenüber dem Anbieter anonym na hzuweisen,
dass sein Multi-Coupon mindestens no h ein gültiges Coupon aufweist, wobei im
Rahmen dieses Na hweises ein Coupon entwertet wird, sodass dessen erneute Einlösung ni ht mögli h ist. Das hier vorges hlagene Multi-Coupon-System stellt na h
Kenntnis des Autors weiterhin das erste System dar, das eine Nutzungsbegrenzung
eines Bere htigungsna hweises erlaubt (im Englis hen als

limited-show redential

bezei hnet) und dabei denno h die Anonymität des Besitzers si herstellt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In re ent years, the World Wide Web has evolved into a business platform with
worldwide rea h and 24h/7 servi e for selling various kinds of goods.
more than 1 milliard people have a
potential
early

Presently,

ess to this business platform and thus, are

ustomers for online vendors. Many people wel ome the liberation from

losings of bri k-and-mortar shops and enjoy shopping around the

addition, they

lo k. In

an do their shopping from home and do not have to drive several

kilometres to visit their favourite store. Internet vendors' pri es also often under ut
pri es of bri k-and-mortar shops and hen e, are even more attra tive to

ustomers

out for a bargain. However, this freedom of shopping and seemingly lower pri es
are often traded in for an important aspe t of personal freedom, priva y.
Almost all Internet vendors demand their

ustomers' names and addresses, ei-

ther for payment or for shipping, and hen e, pur hases be ome personalised. By
inspe ting the
a

ustomer's shopping basket, vendors get at least a glimpse of

ustomer's life that they would not have gotten if they were bri k-and-mortar

vendors. Of

ourse,

ustomers also pay with

redit

ards in bri k-and-mortar shops

and hen e, even there vendors learn something of their
en e to Internet vendors, however, is that
their

redit

ustomers' lives. The dier-

ustomers may pay

ards and therefore, they have the

ash instead of using

freedom of hoi e

and still get the desired goods. But even if they

to stay anonymous

hoose to use their

redit

ards,

a vendor normally learns only what is in his

ustomer's shopping basket. He does

not learn, for instan e, what other goods the

ustomer eyed while visiting his shop.

Conversely, an Internet vendor
shopping habits.

an eortlessly observe his

He learns what goods the

ustomers' behaviour and

ustomer viewed, he learns how long

they have been viewed, how often they have been viewed, if they have been viewed
in

onjun tion with

ertain other goods, et . In short, the online vendor pra ti ally

learns everything that

an be observed.

1

One may argue that the observation argument is also true for bri k-and-mortar
shops, as they often have

ameras installed, e.g., to

tomers are being re orded by

at h shoplifters. Thus,

bri k-and-mortar and the Internet s enario

an hardly be

ompared as the depth of

detail of the observation and the order of magnitude of observable
dier. Although this may
shops today

hange in the (near) future,

an hardly tra k

in the shop, as

every move

of a single

ustomers widely

ameras in bri k-and-mortar
ustomer that walks around

ameras are installed at xed lo ations and it would require either

human intervention or some kind of hand-over between
tra k a spe i

us-

ameras even in normal supermarkets. And still, the

ameras to automati ally

ustomer's shopping tour. But even if this is made possible, e.g., by

atta hing RFID tags to produ ts and

onstantly monitoring them, it may still take

a lot of additional human eort, or sophisti ated re ognition software, to determine
what goods from the shelves had been eyed by the

ustomer. In the Internet, su h

information is pra ti ally for free. It is eortlessly possible to re ord every move of

every ustomer

every time the

ustomer visits the Internet store  imagine the ef-

fort for this in a bri k-and-mortar shop. By

olle ting all this data, a vendor

a history that allows him to re all everything that a
even things whi h the
alled

proles

reates

ustomer has seen and done,

ustomer had already forgotten. Su h histories are usually

and in this work, we are mainly

on erned about them.

Another dieren e between a shopping tour in a bri k-and-mortar shop and
in an Internet shop is that a
observed by third parties.

ustomer's trip

For instan e, the

an be unnoti eably and a

urately

ustomer's Internet servi e provider

(ISP) may learn almost the same information as the Internet vendor. In fa t, the
ISP or everyone else able to observe the

ustomer's

ommuni ation may learn

even more than the vendor, as the ISP may observe every Internet
of every one of its own
ri her prole of the

ustomers, and hen e, potentially is able to

1
ustomer.

So it seems the pri e Internet
hours), e ien y and

ommuni ation
reate an even

ustomers have to pay for exibility (shopping

onvenien e (no driving and home delivery), and possibly

lower pri es, is that they have to give up their priva y to some degree.
deed, many are willing or at least have no

And in-

hoi e but to pay this pri e, while others

ompletely reje t Internet shopping or are at least holding ba k. One may argue
at length whether the pri e for this loss of priva y seems reasonable or too high,
and whatever side one eventually takes in this argument, the
be determined by several subje tive fa tors, in luding

hoi e will most likely

ultural issues and how one

per eives priva y in general. Even though this dis ussion is not the subje t of this
work, we will briey tou h this issue in Se tion 2.2 and we will also illustrate a few

1

This threat

ould be alleviated a bit, if the

omplete

ommuni ation between

ustomers,

vendors, and others would be en rypted. However, this is rarely done.

2
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s enarios in Se tion 2.4 where a la k of priva y prote tion

ould have, or already

had, seriously ae ted the lives of individuals.
In this work, we are not going to dis uss the value of priva y
the author personally believes that priva y indeed has a value

per se, even though
per se. Instead, we

fo us on the development of me hanisms whi h are primarily intended to give users
more
every

ontrol over the dis losure of personal data related to Internet shopping. Thus,
ustomer shall be enabled to

de ide for himself/herself

he/she is willing to dis lose, given that this information

what information

an be withheld, i.e., the

information is stri tly speaking unne essary to progress his/her transa tion at
hand.
The kind of

ontrol we aim at, however,

annot be exer ised without the

ooper-

ation of the Internet vendor. That is, the approa hes put forth in this work assume
that the vendor also has an interest in giving his

ustomers a guarantee of priva y

that goes beyond lip servi e and sole trust. From the point of enfor ement this
operative approa h is

learly a disadvantage

te hnologies (PETs), as a single

ustomer

o-

ompared to other priva y enhan ing

an hardly for e a vendor to oer more

priva y-friendly shopping. However, if the group of priva y-demanding

ustomers

a tual or potential is large enough, vendors may eventually start thinking of
priva y as a

ompetitive advantage or even as a unique selling proposition. We will

get ba k to this point in Se tion 2.6. Before that, we will give an overview of some
widely deployed PETs in Se tion 2.5 and also dis uss some of their short omings
when it

omes to Internet shopping.

The main

ontributions of this work, however, are more te hni al in nature.

Spe i ally, we have developed a model that formalises the notion of a prole and
allows to analyse the

reation and expansion of

ustomer proles, given

ustomers'

ommuni ation with a vendor. Basi ally, the model allows us to examine the interrelationships of some
basis for a

ustomer's transa tions whi h may eventually be used as the

onsumer prole. The model itself is introdu ed in Chapter 3 and will be

used it in Chapters 46 to dis uss the priva y properties of the solutions presented
therein.
Using our model, we

an also take a deeper look into a transa tion and nd

the ner grained sub-transa tions of whi h the whole transa tion is
We will generally refer to these sub-transa tions as
phases are sear hing a vendor's

phases.

omprised of.

Examples for su h

atalogue, ordering items, paying a bill, returning

an item, et . The main idea of this work, found in all subsequent

hapters, is to

prevent linking of phases either within the same transa tion or between the phases
of distin t transa tions. Clearly, preventing linkage is not always desirable, as it is
sometimes ne essary, e.g., to determine if the bill for a parti ular pur hase had been
paid. However, phases and transa tions are often linked, even if it is not ne essary.
For instan e, having a link from a

Chapter 1. Introduction

ustomer's

urrent transa tion to previous ones

3

will often be unne essary and will only allow the vendor to build a prole of the
ustomer.
The basi

idea of preventing links between transa tions had been employed

before. For instan e, ele troni

payment systems had frequently been designed su h

that payments (in dierent transa tions) of the same

ustomer

ould not be linked

by a vendor. These works, however, fo used on a single phase, payment, and the
other phases of a transa tion had not been

onsidered, though they have the same

potential for providing links as the payment phase, and

onsequently, may allow the

building of proles, too. Another dieren e between the

on ept of many payment

systems and our works is that we are fa ed with two-party proto ols, involving
only a

ustomer and a vendor, while many payment systems add additional online

players, in luding but not limited to trusted third parties, in order to establish
a priva y-prote ting

ontext.

In this work, we aim at the larger

ontext, i.e., we

also keep an eye on the whole transa tion when we introdu e priva y-enhan ing
solutions for a single phase. By

onsidering the whole transa tion within our model,

we a knowledge that even partial solutions, i.e., solutions for a single phase,
help to improve overall priva y, e.g., by providing
vendor, though the vendor may still re eive
aspe t is sometimes

some

less

an

personal information to the

personal information. The latter

alled  olle tion limitation and is a prin iple that

an be

found in many priva y laws.
Colle tion limitation is also at the heart of the ar hite ture presented in Chapter
4.

It basi ally allows a

ustomer to shop an Internet vendor's site free from the

vendor's wat h, as the vendor is taken the ability to identify a spe i
shopping tour, i.e., her sear h phase.
the

ustomer's

This is realised by preventing links from

ustomer's sear h phase to subsequent phases, whi h prevents the vendor from

learning what things the

ustomer is interested in, other than the ones the

ustomer

hose to buy.
Preventing the identi ation of a spe i
also the theme of Chapter 5 where we are

ustomer's intera tion with a vendor is

on erned with loyalty systems. Although

loyalty systems have traditionally been used to retain and reward loyal
nowadays they are primarily used to
les. Normally, loyalty systems

olle t data for the

reation of

ustomer pro-

reate links from one pur hase, i.e., transa tion, to

another one by adding an additional issue phase for some sort of
loyalty points. Clearly, the transa tions linked in this way
prole of the

ustomers,

olle tible, e.g.,

an be used to

reate a

ustomer. We developed a loyalty system for the Internet that in a way

goes ba k to the roots, meaning that it a ts as a rewarding/retention me hanism
but does not permit the

reation of proles. The latter is realised through a system

that does not employ any identifying information to keep tra k of the
gathered by the
to issue the

4

olle tibles

ustomer. Hen e, the additional phase, introdu ed by the system

olle tibles, does not negatively ee t the priva y of

ustomers be ause

Chapter 1. Introduction

it does not produ e any additional information that

an be used as a link to other

phases of the same transa tion or to any phase of other transa tions, in luding these
transa tions' issue phases for

olle tibles. The system is also the rst of its kind,

sin e to the author's knowledge no te hni al proposal for priva y-prote ting
loyalty systems had been made before. The system also does not sa ri e se urity
for priva y, or vi e versa, but realises both goals simultaneously. We provide two
variants of the loyalty system, ea h based on dierent
giving rise to dierent properties. For the
du e

anonymous ounters

however,

ryptographi

assumptions

onstru tion of both systems, we intro-

that keep tra k of the number of

olle tibles gathered,

annot be manipulated by unauthorised parties.

Another type of

ustomer retention me hanism en ountered in the real world

are multiple-use admission ti kets, whi h we are
kind of ti kets
ti ket for a

on erned with in Chapter 6. This

an be used for a preset number of times, su h as an admission

inema that allows its owner to see 10 movies, say, for the pri e of 9.

Having similar ti kets available for Internet oerings may be advantageous. Sin e
the proliferation of broadband Internet a
for bri k-and-mortar

inemas to

ess grows, it might be ome possible, say,

omplement their range of produ ts with Internet

home

inemas that oer Internet users the same kind of in entive that is oered to

their

ustomers in the real world by issuing multiple-use admission ti kets. Su h a

s enario might be an appli ation for the multiple-use ti kets presented in Chapter
6.

Similar to the loyalty system, these ti kets had been designed with se urity

and priva y in mind, i.e., they

annot be easily forged and allow

ustomers to stay

anonymous, just as with a real-world multiple-use admission ti ket. More generally,
these ti kets

an be seen as

erti ates that provide a means to anonymously and

gradually dis lose any kind of information en oded in the

erti ate.

Apart from their use in the appli ation s enarios mentioned above, the
graphi

rypto-

s hemes developed for the loyalty system and the multiple-use admission

ti kets from Chapters 5 and 6, respe tively, may be of independent interest, as they
an be used in a wider range of appli ations.

Chapter 1. Introduction
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Chapter 2

On Privacy
Priva y is an extremely

omplex matter as it tou hes many areas of our daily life

 even though we are not always aware of that. For instan e, when someone uses
a

ell phone in a

every

rowded street, the person gives up priva y to some degree, as

asual bystander

an overhear the phone

all. But usually people do not

to listen or try not do so be ause, by so ial norms, eavesdropping is

are

onsidered

impolite. So even if there is potential for a priva y invasion in this situation, it is
rarely realised. However, this may not be true for people living in non-demo rati
ountries where a bystander might be a government agent taking notes or re ording
the

all. But even people living in a free so iety should be wary as their priva y may

be

hallenged too, e.g., in the name of ghting terrorism. For instan e, as of this

writing, it is but a year that the European Parliament and The Coun il introdu ed a
dire tive that demands the retention of data from ele troni
su h as phone

alls, or data from

ommuni ation servi es,

ommuni ation networks, su h as the Internet

[EU06℄. This a tion is merely one example where legal, te hni al, and also ethi al
issues pose a

hallenge to the priva y of individuals. Although all three issues would

demand proper treatment, it is beyond the s ope of this work to even
to this, due to ea h topi 's inherent

omplexity. Instead, we provide a

ome
rash

lose
ourse

on priva y issues where we highlight some ethi al and te hni al aspe ts relevant for
this work and introdu e terminology used in subsequent

hapters. We

leave out legal issues, as national priva y laws dier from

ountry to

ompletely
ountry, and

the goal of this work is to provide priva y for Internet users on a te hni al level,
irrespe tive of any priva y law in pla e.

2.1 Demand for Privacy
Often it is assumed rather than argued that Internet users all over the world
have similar

on erns for priva y when they go online.

In the following, we will
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ba kup this presumption by presenting the results of surveys,
last

ouple of years in several (western)

ondu ted in the

ountries, whi h show that users have had

on erns about their priva y sin e the beginning of the

ommer ialisation of the

World Wide Web in the late 90's. Although initial

on erns may have been due to

the new media Internet and the un ertainty that

ame along with it, the surveys

show that these

on erns persist and are even felt stronger by experien ed Internet

users.
The rst survey we present was
U.S.A., the U.K., and in Germany.

ondu ted in 1999 by Harris Intera tive in the
In this survey, only 21% (US)/ 13% (UK)/

10% (DE) of the respondents said that they were
asked about their

ondent or very

ondent when

onden e in the proper handling of their personal data by In-

ternet vendors [Int99℄. Consequently, 58%/45%/61% of the respondents said that
it is very important that those [vendors℄ adopt and follow strong priva y prote tion poli ies. A total of 59%/48%/69% among the Internet users said that they
at least on e refused to provide information that they thought was too personal or
unne essary and 57%/41%/56% said that they at least on e de ided not to pur hase
from a retail site be ause they were not sure about the handling of their personal
information.
In a 2001 survey

ondu ted in the U.S. [CM01℄, sensitivity for priva y was even

higher than in the 1999 survey by Harris Intera tive, as 82% of the respondents
said that they had at least on e refused to provide personal information and 64%
responded that at least on e they hose not to pur hase be ause of priva y

on erns.

In the same survey, 70% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they are
usually bothered when

ompanies ask [. . . ℄ for personal information.

A more re ent survey (2005)
U.K. [Res05℄ shows that

ondu ted in Canada, Germany, the U.S., and the

on erns for priva y have not dropped over the years. In

this survey, 72% of all respondents said that they are somewhat, very, or extremely
on erned about their Internet se urity, where the highest

on erns in this regard

were selling of personal information to third parties and identity theft.
The series of surveys

ondu ted by the German television networks ARD and

ZDF among Internet users in Germany, also supports previously mentioned ndings.
In the 2004 survey [vGF04℄, 86% of the respondents said that they are
about the transfer of personal information to third parties whi h,

on erned

ompared to the

2003 study, was another 4% higher ( ited in [vGF04℄). These numbers are relatively
stable, as the 2006 survey [FG06℄ showed that 85% of the respondents still worry
about a transfer of personal information.
Although almost all surveys

onrm that

ustomers feel that their priva y

erns are not properly addressed, the online business is ourishing.

on-

Thus, there

seems to be a di hotomy or ambiguity between reported attitude and a tual behaviour. An explanation for this might be that priva y itself is an ambiguous

8
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ept, i.e., views on priva y widely dier. A quisti and Grossklags [AG04, AG05a℄
argue that the behaviour of

ustomers is in part due to their in omplete informa-

tion about a vendor's intentions and due to their bounded rationality, i.e., their
inability to properly pro ess all information and rea h a rational de ision.
Conversely, Syverson [Syv03℄

laims that

hoosing immediate grati ation in

ex hange for personal data may well be the result of a rational de ision making. He
onje tures that

ustomers are perfe tly rational when they dis lose

ertain infor-

mation in ex hange for some benet, if they have a low expe tation that something
bad will happen from the dis losure. However, A quisti [A q02℄ found that this expe tation, or rather behaviour, is myopi , as

ustomers are usually overestimating

short-term benets while underestimating negative

onsequen es in the future, and

in addition often have an optimism bias.
In the ARD/ZDF survey [vGF04℄, another explanation is oered for online users'
seemingly ambiguous behaviour, namely that

ustomers will usually not have a

hoi e but to provide personal information, if they want to use a
Irrespe tive of why

ustomers, despite uttered priva y

ertain servi e.

on erns, eventually de-

ide to buy online, the presented results from the surveys show that priva y seems
to be on the

ustomers' mind.

Therefore, also from a marketing perspe tive, it

might be bene ial for a vendor to invest in priva y safeguards and use the priva y
argument to gain a

ompetitive advantage over other vendors.

2.2 Privacy in General
The previous se tion suggests that some kind of

ommon understanding of the

term priva y exists between Internet users, though the details are still fuzzy and
seemingly ambiguous. The latter might be one reason why priva y theorists have
been working for de ades on answering the question what priva y really means and
how it

an be dened in terms of a theory whi h should ideally

over all aspe ts

of priva y in any given situation. In the following, we give a brief overview of some
widely respe ted theories in this eld in order to illustrate the diverse possibilities
for the meaning of priva y.
Given these dierent meanings, it

omes as no surprise that the notion of priva y

is per eived and interpreted dierently by dierent people in the world [Tav00℄ 
and, to make matters worse, the situational

ontext also inuen es the per eption of

priva y [Gav95, Nis04℄. The reasons for these diverse views on priva y are manifold,
ranging from interests of
to

ertain parties, su h as priva y advo ates and marketeers,

ultural issues, e.g., freedom of spee h vs. personal rights. Next, we will briey

review some priva y theories and also mention some of their short omings.
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Non-intrusion.

In the seminal work of Warren and Brandeis [WB90℄, priva y is

dened as the right to be let alone. This is often interpreted as being free from
intrusion [Tav99b℄, however not free from surveillan e. In that sense, an Internet
afé owner or an ISP spying on its

Seclusion.

ustomers would

not

violate their priva y.



Another theory, put forth by Westin [Wes67℄, des ribes priva y as the

voluntary and temporary withdrawal of a person from the general so iety through
physi al [means℄ in a state of solitude. In other words, Westin equates priva y with
solitude. This means that to enjoy a state of priva y, one has to be alone. Criti s
of this theory further point out that it is possible to have 'priva y' (in a non-Westin
sense) but no solitude and to have no 'priva y' while being alone [Tav99b℄. Indeed,
the latter situation arises if one a

esses the Internet from one's home

while being alone and yet, one's

omplete

omputer

ommuni ation might be observed

by third parties.

Control.

The



ontrol theory, stated, e.g., in [Fri90℄, argues that one

if and only if one has

an have priva y

ontrol over information about oneself. This implies that one

hoi e to deny or grant

has the freedom or, in other words,

about oneself. In pra ti e, however, one will never have

a

ess to information

omplete

ontrol over one's

information as soon as it is released. And in addition, this kind of
that one is
latter

aware

ontrol implies

of the fa t that personal information is dis losed.

Clearly, the

annot be assumed in general, let alone for Internet appli ations.

Limitation.

The ability to limit or restri t a

ertain ontexts

ess to information about oneself

is at the heart of the limitation theory,

that the more restri ted the a



ess to one's information is, the more priva y one

enjoys [Tav00℄. However, it is often not only the number of persons having a
some information that is important but also the
is released.

in

.f. [Gav95℄. This suggests
ess to

ontext in whi h this information

For instan e, telling a do tor in a private room about an illness and

later on telling another do tor in a hospital the same will not ne essarily lead to less
priva y despite the fa t that another person learned about the illness, i.e., gained
a

ess to the private information.

And also, voluntarily telling a group of

friends personal things is usually not per eived as giving up priva y, though
a number of persons learned about these matters.

Nissenbaum [Nis04℄ makes a

similar point in saying that personal information revealed in a parti ular
is always tagged with that

integrity

In that sense, she also speaks of

ontext

ontextual

meaning that priva y is maintained, if some information that was dis losed

in an appropriate

10
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lose
learly

ontext is not being distributed or used outside this

ontext.
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Control/restricted access.
[Moo97℄

The theory of

ontrol/restri ted a

ombines the ideas of the limitation and

the notion of priva y is always atta hed to a
itself, i.e., some information is not private
in

ertain

ontrol theory. In Moor's theory,

ontext and not to the information

per se

but may be

ontexts. Unlike the limitation theory, one may

information in a

ertain

ess developed by Moor

hoose to dis lose some

ontext, i.e., one grants someone a

tion, and still maintains the

same level

onsidered private

ess to some informa-

of priva y. This means that, say, a vendor

may rightfully learn and pro ess information obtained from some
spe i

point in time, e.g., during the

ustomer at some

ustomer's pur hase, but may violate the

ustomer's priva y if he would use it for a dierent purpose or even at another
time, i.e., in a dierent
denition of a

ontext. Note that this is also

violation of ontextual integrity

onsistent with Nissenbaum's

[Nis98, Nis04℄.



We do not extend this dis ussion any further, as it seems

lear that the notion

of priva y in general is not easily dened in any 'formal sense'. Still, the theory of
ontrol/restri ted a

ess

omes

lose to the kind of

ontrol over information that we

have in mind for this work, as it re ognises that to maintain priva y information
from one

ontext, e.g., a pur hase at an online shop, must not be

information obtained in another
tion from
homepage.

ombined with

ontext, su h as downloading personal informa-

1

2

3

ommunity portals, e.g., Fa ebook , StudiVZ , Xing , or from a private
The latter is parti ularly interesting, as su h sites are publi ly a

sible, whi h leads to the problem of priva y in publi
whether there

es-

[Nis98℄ and to the question

an be a reasonable expe tation of priva y in publi

areas. If su h

an expe tation is unreasonable then, perhaps, Internet users should not expe t any
priva y while being online.
All of the theories above seem to impli itly assume that dis losed information
an always be related to a spe i

person.

However, as we will see in the next

se tion, there is a whole range of possibilities between the ongoing identi ation of
an individual and anonymity, i.e., the inability to even re ognise a spe i

person.

2.3 Shades of Identities
Identities are usually asso iated with
of a person when we speak of

natural persons,

and we refer to the identity

ombined information that relates to her, like her

name, address, date of birth, et .

Often, we also relate a person's identity to a

devi e's identi ation, e.g., when we refer to the number of her

ell phone or to the

1

http://www.fa ebook. om
http://www.studivz.net
3
http://www.xing. om
2
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IP address of her
spe i

omputer. In su h

person has a

ases, we make the presumption that only a

ess to the devi e, i.e., takes/makes the phone

omputer. In the Internet,

automated servi es

of as having an identity, as they

like Web-servers

all or uses the

an also be thought

an be addressed, e.g., by their domain name.

However, in this work, we will only

onsider identities whi h are related to natural

persons.
An identity need not ne essarily be determined by an identi ation (ID) su h
as a name or a devi e's ID. For instan e, we often refer to people whose names
we do not know, e.g., the newsdealer around the
this person is determined  at least for a
around the

orner, and yet, the identity of

ertain audien e. If it is un lear where

orner is or if there are several newsdealers around the

orner then

the identity might be undetermined.
A person might be known to others by dierent

traits

[Wal99℄, e.g., the news-

dealer's friends will know him by his full name and not just as the newsdealer
around the

orner.

This example also shows that for any number of a person's

traits, there might be a group whi h is able to relate them and others who are
not, e.g., the newsdealer's friends and the

ustomers who do not know his name,

respe tively.

Note that the newsdealer's friends and his

two dierent

ontexts.

Thus, one

known about some person in a given
Traits

an also be

temporary,

ontext.

su h as, the man with the red

the Broadway. Without wearing the red
re ognised when

ustomers also make up

ould say that an identity is the sum of the traits
ap who

rossed

ap, the same man will possibly not be

rossing the Broadway two days later, as opposed to the newsdealer

who always sells newspapers at the same

orner.

In the following, we will introdu e the terminology used throughout this work
to distinguish various shades of identities.
ele troni

As this work is settled in the eld of

ommer e, we usually have Internet users in the ba k of our minds, when

we speak of some person.

Personally Identifiable.

If the real-world identity of an Internet user, e.g., her name

and address, is known by her

ommuni ation partner, or

from it through other information, e.g., her

redit

an be inferred or learned

ard number, we say that the user

personally identied. The information whi h ontributed
the user we all personally identiable information (PII).

is

A user might have several,
tain PII, they
they

ontext-dependent identities. However, if they

PII, hen e allows mat hing with a natural person, we

12

on-

an be related and tra ed ba k to the same natural person and thus,

an be regarded as a single identity. If an identity is

identity.

to the identi ation of

omprised of or

ontains

all su h an identity a

person
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Pseudonymity.

re ognisable

If a user is not personally identiable, she may still be

by some distinguishing mark, though not ne essarily something that would intrinsi ally reveal her real-world identity.
(without quali ation), if she

We will therefore

while her real-world identity remains unknown and
mark.
a

A mark

rypti

all a person

identiable

an be distinguished from others through some mark,
annot be inferred from this

an be virtually anything: a ( titious) name, a unique number,

string, et . We

su h, a pseudonym

all su h a distinguishing information a

pseudonym.

As

an be regarded as an identity.

An important dieren e between a person identity and a pseudonym is that
a pseudonym

an be arbitrarily sele ted.

In our

ontext, this is usually done by

the vendor's shopping software, e.g., by setting a session
appli ations or

ontexts, users may

IRC ni knames are
will

hoose pseudonyms by themselves, e.g., in the

hosen by users.

all the pseudonym's

holder.

ookie [KM97℄. In other

The person using a

ertain pseudonym, we

By using a pseudonym more than on e, its holder

allows others to re ognise her/him and, possibly, also allows them to relate other
information to the pseudonym.
pseudonym, in general,

Another dieren e to a person identity is that a

an be dropped without eort, e.g., by stopping its use.

If one is using a pseudonym over a

onsiderable period of time, a

ommuni ation

partner might be able to pie e together enough information from their

ommon

om-

muni ation to nally allow the personal identi ation of the pseudonym's holder.
So even if, at rst, no PII is

onveyed to a

ommuni ation partner,

are must be

taken regarding the dis losure of new information and the pseudonym's duration of
use.
Ptzmann and Köhntopp [PK01℄ distinguish pseudonyms regarding their duration and their

ontext of use.

For instan e, a

person pseudonym

is used as a

substitute for a user's real-world identity and may be used over a long, possibly lifelong, period in
in a

single

many

ontexts. Conversely, a

diers from

ontext to

is used only

ontext. In this work, however, we are primarily interested in

a third type of pseudonym, a so
is used only on e in any single
the same

relationship pseudonym

ontext, possibly also for some time. Hen e, a relationship pseudonym
alled

transa tion pseudonym.

Su h a pseudonym

ontext/transa tion. Thus, even if the user enters

ontext again, her pseudonym will be dierent from previous ones.

summary, using either type of pseudonym mentioned before, the holder's
ni ation partner may re ognise her in a given (temporal)

Anonymity.

ontext.

The traditional understanding of anonymity, i.e.,

In

ommu-



on ealing or with-

holding one's name, is no longer adequate (for the Internet), as other information
exist, e.g., so ial se urity numbers (SSNs),

redit

ard and passport numbers, IP

and email addresses, et ., whi h allow identi ation of a natural person [Wal99℄.
Even more, these traits allow the
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mining data that was on e dis losed about some identity [Nis99℄. Su h a dossier,
ontaining not only fa ts but also inferred data, is
Information that feeds a prole is often

ommonly referred to as a

prole.

reated by the user's own intera tions,

e.g., by sending and re eiving information over open networks, like the Internet.
In order to link a message to a prole, the message must
or re ognisable information that

anonymity

ontain some identifying

an be asso iated with the prole.

Conversely,

refers to the absen e of su h identifying or re ognisable information.

In the (te hni al) priva y literature, it is understood that anonymity still holds,
even if a message's sender, re eiver, or both have a transa tion pseudonym. On this
a

ount, we

an have anonymity with respe t to the sender and/or with respe t to

the re eiver of a message [PW86℄. By anonymity we mean that a user, i.e., a sender
or a re eiver, is non-identiable, mu h like in the denition of pseudonymity, and

in addition,

he

annot even be re ognised by his

ommuni ation has ended.

ommuni ation partner on e the

Note that when we speak of anonymity, we normally

fo us on a parti ular layer, e.g., the appli ation layer. However, it is

lear that true

anonymity is only possible, if all layers, possibly in luding low-level
tion layers, are anonymised  at least to the point where an identity
determined or resolved by the

annot be

ommuni ation partner.

In this work, we are mostly
troni

ommuni a-

on erned with sender anonymity, sin e in ele -

ommer e s enarios the re eiver of a message is usually some vendor whi h

is known to the sender/ ustomer.
user, returning to some site,

Sender anonymity implies that an anonymous

annot be distinguished from a rst-time visitor by

the site's operator. Still, the vendor is free to make a guess whether the user under
wat h is a returning or rst-time user. If the vendor bets on the former then the
user's anonymity depends in part on the number of former visitors of the vendor's
site and so depends the vendor's

han e for making a

to the user's identity. The group of former visitors is

anonymity group,
han e of

orre t guess with respe t
alled the

anonymity set

or

as the size of this group gives a lower bound on the vendor's

orre tly guessing the user's identity (person identity or pseudonym).

The anonymity set for a message is dened as the group of other network parti ipants who

ould have

sent the message. Intuitively, anonymity is the stronger the

larger the anonymity set. This intuition, however, is not always
got an anonymity set

onsisting of

l members from the set

n users.

on

l

n, would

not be the de isive fa tor. Be ause in

ase, the anonymity of a parti ular sender does not depend on the size
(and its probability), whi h determines the

(for message

m),

i.e.,

n − l.

ee tive size

n

but

of the anonymity set

Therefore, besides the absolute size of the anonymity

set, other fa tors su h as side information
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m, a group of

an be ruled out as potential senders with a high probability,

the size of the whole anonymity set,
this

orre t. Assume we

Now, if for a given message

onveyed by messages of a spe i

group
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of parti ipants may inuen e overall anonymity (see [SD02, Ser04, DSCP02℄ for a
dis ussion).



Unlinkability.

At rst sight, unlinkability seems to be somewhat mispla ed here, as

it has nothing to do with identity

lasses, su h as the ones introdu ed above.

It

mainly has to do with proling. However, as a prole leads to an identity and every
identity belongs to one of the

lasses above, introdu ing the term unlinkability in

this se tion seems to be appropriate.
The notion of

unlinkability of sender and re eiver

rst appeared in [PW86℄ and

was des ribed as a measure that hides the relation between sender and re ipient
of a message from everybody but [...℄

the sender of the message.

Later, Reiter

and Rubin [RR98℄ des ribed it as a state where a sender and a re eiver
re ognised as parti ipating in some
by an atta ker as

ommuni ation while they

an be

annot be identied

ommuni ating with ea h other.

Although a hieving this kind of unlinkability is desirable, we do not aim that
high.

In a typi al e- ommer e s enario, the sender of a message will usually be

some

ustomer and the re eiver will be a vendor who, with respe t to priva y, plays

the role of an atta ker.

Therefore, we are parti ularly interested in preventing

that a tions of the same

ustomer

what we look at in this work is

an be related, i.e.,

message unlinkability,

linked

by a vendor. Thus,

meaning that two or more

pie es of information, e.g., messages sent by the same user,

annot be related by

the re ipient of the information. In other words, message unlinkability ensures that
the re ipient's

a priori

probability for relating two or more messages of the same

user does not in rease, if he in fa t (unwittingly) re eives another message of this

a priori probability for
a posteriori probability.

user. That is, the
the same as the

linking two messages of the same user is

2.4 Privacy Concerns
The widely known know your

ustomer mantra of marketeers

heights given the data made readily available by
pro esses.
marketeers
shop,
redit

Online

an be taken to new

ustomers in ele troni

ommer e

ustomers provide online vendors with all kinds of data that

ould only have dreamt of before the Internet era.

In a typi al web

ustomers provide their names, addresses, payment information su h as
ard numbers, and pur hased goods.

This is not a new threat to the

priva y of individuals as this had been possible before the Internet era of shopping.
However, in the oine world, e.g., in bri k-and-mortar shops, one has the
stay anonymous and still get the desired goods without having to a
penalty. In the Internet,

hoosing to stay anonymous usually means

to

ept a (nan ial)
hoosing not to

buy at all. In a 2004 survey [vGF04℄, this kind of 'take it or leave it'
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oered as an explanation for the phenomenon of users reporting

on erns about

the treatment of personal data provided to online vendors and the users' a tual

86%
58% try

behaviour to provide data nonetheless. However, the survey also shows that
of the respondents are

on erned about their priva y and that a total of

to do something about it, e.g., by deleting
primary means of

ookies at least on e a month. As the

ookies is to store data about a

ustomer and also to tra k the

ustomer's behaviour, one suggestion of this nding is that users are not too fond
of being re-identied and/or tra ked, despite the alleged advantages of being more
qui kly informed about new potential items of interest.
Before we outline spe i

on erns / threats, we should perhaps argue why

ol-

le ting information from individuals may be seen as a priva y infringement. In the
priva y literature, autonomy, liberty, demo ra y, et . have been identied as being
ore values [Joh85, Moo97, Nis98, Tav99b℄, i.e., values whi h are good in themselves.
And many agree that priva y has instrumental value, i.e., leads to something good,
and is at least the expression of a
aspe t of [the
it

ore value [Moo97℄ or even an essential

ore value℄ autonomy [Joh85℄. Priva y leads to something good as

an prote t us from harm, e.g., dis rimination, harassment, stigmatisation, and

so forth [Ved99℄. It also supports autonomy, liberty, and eventually demo ra y, as
fear from being wat hed all the time will inuen e where we go, how we intera t
with others, and how we a t in the publi , in general.
In some

ountries, the former notion, though seemingly a philosophi al one,

also led to the adoption of

on rete priva y laws. For instan e, in 1983 the German

Federal Constitutional Court ruled on similar grounds that people have the right
of informational self-determination whi h it saw as an expression of personal freedom [BVe83℄. The right of informational self-determination is often paraphrased as
having the right to know who learns whi h information on whi h o

asion about

oneself . The Court's de ision eventually led to Germany's rst Federal Data Prote tion A t, rst ena ted 1990, whi h in later years had been amended several times
[BDS03℄. Su h a right of self-determination, however, will be of little use, if individuals

annot keep tra k or do not know of all the database systems where some

pie e of information about them is stored, as they will be unable to seek a
these systems in order to review,

ess to

orre t, or even demand deletion of their data

[Lau96℄.
As mentioned before, many threats to priva y are not new or genuine threats of
Internet pra ti e. However, in the real world, we would normally obje t to

ertain

pra ti es whereas in the online world we take them for granted. In the following,
we will present some s enarios whi h make up priva y issues in the real world but
an also be en ountered in the Internet in a similar form and are even exa erbated
by the speed and s ale of modern information te hnology.
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Data Links.

Often, it is not the data by itself whi h is private but the

data to a spe i
su h a

linkage

of that

person  the data might just be publi ly available. To illustrate

ase, Fulda gives the following example [Ful99℄.

Suppose Ali e visits her

friend Bob. While waiting for him in his living room, she sees a sta k of magazines.
Obviously every magazine from the sta k had been published and hen e,
onsidered publi

an be

information. Also, the fa t that Bob possess a sta k of magazines

is publi ly available on sight. Now, suppose that in the sta k a 'men's magazine'
is buried.
anyone

Of

ourse, the magazine by itself is also some publi

information 

an buy one at a newsstand. Now the question Fulda asks is, if Ali e would

go through the sta k, noti ing this magazine, wouldn't she violate Bob's priva y?
Probably yes, even though all information by itself is publi ly available.

It is,

however, the linkage of the magazine to Bob as a reader whi h was private.
Another example in this regard

an be found in [Ful98℄ where the

pregnant woman is made who uses an ATM and is wat hed by a
the author asks: Is the woman's priva y infringed, if being

ase of a

amera. Again,

aught on

amera trig-

gers targeted advertisements, spam-mails, and the likes promoting produ ts for
newborns?
In the Internet, it is even easier to mat h and

ombine observed publi

mation from dierent sour es, on e the linkage to a spe i
instan e, by personalising pur hases, online vendors

person is known. For

a posteriori

ustomer's sear h phase whi h enables them to see what the
in, similar to Ali e who

a priori

Essentially, online vendors

infor-

reate a link to the

ustomer is interested

knew the link from Bob to the sta k of magazines.

reate a link from a

ustomer's digital/online identity

to her real-world/oine identity [A q02℄. This enables vendors to tap information
sour es, online and oine, that link to the same oine identity, i.e., the same natural person, and therefore
on a parti ular
tion

an be used to further expand the vendor's knowledge

ustomer. Nissenbaum [Nis98℄ adds that the sum of this informa-

an be further aggregated, e.g., to nd similarities between

ertain groups of

people, and this in turn may allow to in orporate a ri her portrait of the individual into proles. Consequently, an information asymmetry will arise that
favours vendors, sin e the vendor will know mu h more about the
vi e versa, and the
that

learly

ustomer than

ustomer will not even know about it. The problem with this is

ustomers who are not aware of what others know about them may be easier

targeted, dis riminated, and manipulated than others [Nis98℄.

Data Mining.



Data mining is basi ally about nding useful patterns and relation-

ships in data [FU96, Tav99b℄. Useful means that additional, new knowledge

an

be inferred from data and subsequently put to use, e.g., for targeted marketing
ampaigns [FPSS96℄.

The whole pro ess for extra ting non-obvious, previously

unknown, and potentially useful information from data

Chapter 2. On Privacy

omprises several steps,
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in luding data preparation, data sele tion, in orporation of prior knowledge, et .
This pro ess is usually

alled knowledge dis overy in databases (KDD) [FPSS96℄,

however, we will use it inter hangeably with the more familiar term
Although, data mining
interested in

data mining.

an be applied to all kinds of data, we are espe ially

ases where new data is extra ted, or rather inferred, by aggregating

and generalising data

olle ted from a group of individuals.

Note that there is a

big dieren e between fa t data, i.e., things that a tually happened, and inferen es,
e.g., predi tions, as the latter are ai ted with un ertainty. Therefore, Gotterbarn
uses the term

virtual information

to produ e them [Got99℄.

to distinguish inferen es from the fa t data used

Virtual information may

onsist of inferen es about a

person's future behaviour, personality traits, and so forth. Gotterbarn also remarks
that virtual information is often aorded the same vera ity as a tual fa t data, as
soon as it be omes an ele troni

fa t, i.e., is re orded in a database.

An illustration of virtual information is given in [Tav99a℄, where Tavani makes
the following hypotheti al

ase. Suppose Bob, an exe utive working for a marketing

rm, applies for an automobile loan at his bank. To this end, he lls out the usual
forms required by the bank. In these forms, Bob indi ates that he annually earns
$90,000 and

urrently repays a $15,000 loan for a family va ation to Europe taken

during the previous year.

He also

onsents to internal pro essing of this data by

the bank, i.e., his data is not given to third parties. Now, assume that the bank
uses KDD to mine data from its databases and the KDD pro ess

omes up with the

following pattern: Exe utives earning more than $70,000 but less than $120,000
annually, and who pur hase luxury

ars (su h as BMWs), and who take expensive

va ations, often go into business for themselves within ve years of employment.
Further assume that a separate data mining pro ess nds that the majority of
marketing entrepreneurs who go into business for themselves de lare bankrupt y
within one year of starting their own businesses. Now this virtual information
be

an

ombined to a new virtual information, making Bob a member of the group

of marketeers likely to start a business and de lare bankrupt y within a year.
Consequently, Bob poses a long-term

redit risk for the bank and should be denied

his loan.
At rst sight, the example does not seem to illustrate a priva y problem, as Bob
gave his

onsent to the pro essing of his data. However, re all from the beginning

of this se tion, that priva y had been identied as an expression of autonomy and,
a

ording to the

able to limit the

ontrol/restri ted a

ess theory (see Se tion 2.2), one should be

ontext or purpose for whi h the provided data will be used. Now,

the problem is, if we

annot possibly know what

pro esses, how are we supposed to limit a

new data

will be unearthed by KDD

ess to data we have neither provided

nor are ever made aware of ? And, looking at the example again, this does not even
take into a
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by a KDD pro ess  Wei hert

alled this a statisti al prejudi e [Wei06℄. If we have

to fear that harmless fa ts re orded in some database, like a trip to Europe, lead to
unforeseeable

onsequen es, like the denial of a loan, then this will surely have an

impa t on our autonomy.
Another problem in this regard is, espe ially for legislative approa hes, that it
is hard to give an 'informed

onsent' to the pro essing of one's data, if it is un lear

whi h new data will be found by the KDD pro ess and how it will be used [Tav99a℄.
In addition, there is also an ethi al issue with generalisations produ ed in a data
mining pro ess, as generalisations give rise to
e.g., due to a predisposition for a
a parti ular job [Ved99℄.

stigmatisation

ertain disease, a

Thus, anonymity, in su h a

and

dis rimination,

ertain type of lifestyle, or
ase, would also a t as an

equaliser [Joh97℄.

Profiles.



A prole is usually the sum of information gathered from and about a par-

ti ular person and may also

ontain information whi h had been derived from the

available fa t data, e.g., by data mining te hniques. In

ertain business bran hes,

data mining will be used to amend personal proles, e.g., in order to redu e risks
asso iated with

ertain groups found by the KDD pro ess. In this

ase, the gen-

eralised data is ee tively treated as if it were personal data [Ved99, Wei06℄, i.e.,
virtual information is treated as fa t data even if it is by far less than
Another problem is that a
site, enables the vendor to

urate.

ustomer, who regularly pur hases at some vendor's

onstantly expand on her prole, allowing more a

inferen es on her household.

urate

In addition, hypotheses drawn from inferen es

be easily tested and re orded by the vendor, the next time the
online shop. As an example for this, imagine a
are presented to the

100% a

ustomer. If the

an

ustomer visits the

rafted list of items of interest whi h

ustomer

li ks a

ertain item from the list,

she supports the hypothesis, if she ignores the list, she reje ts the hypothesis. This
way, the vendor may easily test the
lists may also

ustomer's likes and dislikes. Note that su h

ome with spe ial oers and thus,

an be mu h more manipulative

than ordinary advertisements whi h are dire ted at the masses. Also note that the
negative event item was not

li ked

an be re orded just as easily as its positive

ounterpart. Therefore, it is not only possible to observe what a
also what she did not.

ustomer did but

This, together with the fa t that information is already

olle ted in a digital format, makes it mu h easier to pro ess, verify, and enri h
ele troni

ustomer proles than, say, using surveillan e

store dete tive to

reate dossiers of only a small group of

ameras or instru ting a
ustomers whi h

an be

observed this way. Therefore, the potential for priva y invasion in the online world
is mu h greater than in the oine world. Still, we may not even have seen the full
potential of re orded Internet tra
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often underutilise their available
potential of Web analyti
In addition, the

li kstream data, i.e., they do not fully exploit the

tools yet.

olle tion of the data at a

entral point, the ease of a

ess to

the information, in luding sophisti ated sear hes and queries, the speed of sorting,
updating, and sifting through the data, as well as the pra ti ally endless amount of
memory to store all the data makes up the priva y issue [Joh85℄.

Surveillance.

Surveillan e is one of the building blo ks for the



reation of proles.

Internet te hnology allows to put every single user under surveillan e in ways that
had not been possible before. To distinguish surveillan e aided by information te hnology from

lassi

oined the term

surveillan e te hnology, e.g.,

ameras and mi rophones, Clarke

dataveillan e, meaning the systemati

in the investigation or monitoring of the a tions or
persons [Cla88℄. However, with

use of personal data systems

ommuni ations of one or more

on epts like ubiquitous/ pervasive

and ambient intelligen e the line between

omputing

lassi al and IT aided surveillan e di-

minishes more and more  see [DTG06℄ for a dis ussion on some more priva y
aspe ts in pervasive

omputing environments. Indeed, su h

onverging sour es of

information may be ome one of the major future problems with respe t to priva y,
as most likely it will not be possible to draw a line between online and oine data
pools, and everything observed in the real world immediately be omes an ele troni
fa t available in the online world.

Merging of Information.
the dis losure of

Users often


annot foresee the

onsequen es resulting from

ertain information, sin e they only have limited knowledge of

a tions taken by the re eiver of the information [AG05b℄, su h as passing on the
data to other parties. For instan e, a user may authorise the
information relating to her on various o

ferent stores.

dif-

However, this in no way means that for the union of this information

su h as a prole
authorisation

olle tion of dierent

asions, e.g., pur hase information at

omprised of the pur hase information from

all stores  a similar

an be assumed, sin e the union of this information may

olle tively

release more information than was originally desired [Got99, S h03℄. Still, it

an

be assumed that the predominant way of dealing with information obtained from
various sour es online or oine is to simply merge them.
is often overlooked by users when they give an 'informed'

This

onsequen e

onsent permitting the

transfer of some of their data to third parties.
In [Got99℄, Gotterbarn

ites a real

ase where two information sour es had been

merged, without the persons' knowledge or
for the persons involved. In the parti ular
his state's health

onsent, whi h had serious

ase, a banker in the U.S., who was on

ommission, pulled a list of

an er patients and mat hed them

with his bank's re ords of outstanding loans. Then he

20
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on the list in expe tation of their premature demise.
violation of

This

ase also illustrates a

ontextual integrity [Nis04℄ be ause the health and nan ial information

were extra ted from their initial

Trading of Personal Data.

It is

ontexts and

ombined in a new

ontext.

lear that proling will benet some groups while

others will be dis riminated. People belonging to the advantageous group
expe ted to willingly release



an be

ertain information in order to re eive some sort of

benet [AG05b℄.

In prin iple, there is nothing wrong with this, provided that

people gave their

onsent for the pro essing of their data and a

onsequen es of the dis losure, i.e., that they forfeit any

ept the potential

ontrol over the se ondary

use of their data ( .f. the paragraph Data Mining in this se tion).

As already

outlined in an earlier paragraph, dis losing information may have unforeseeable
onsequen es for the future and thus, even the advantageous group may realise that
information provided in the past

an turn against them, e.g., if the information

provided, later asso iates them with some risk group.

So the dilemma is, if one

trades in personal data to a hieve some benet today, one may be denied benets
in the future be ause of information provided in the past. However, withholding
information may also not be ideal, e.g., if one will be heavily penalised for not
providing

ertain data, e.g., paying twi e as mu h interest for a loan. The latter is

also an ethi al issue as, in su h a

ase, voluntariness

annot be assumed anymore

and then, proling will give rise to an in reased erosion of priva y.
It is, however, not only the trade between business and
trade from business to business whi h raises
sumer information is driven by
and to make use of dynami

onsumer but also the

on erns. Indeed, the market for

on-

ompanies that wish to oer personalised servi es

pri ing in order to maximise their prots [AV05, Tay02℄.

Sin e a market exists, online vendors do not have to solely rely on their own proles
but may also buy (sell) additional information from (to) professional data brokers,

4

5

6

su h as DoubleCli k , I-Behavior , or Lo atePlus .

The said

ompanies are par-

ti ularly a tive in the U.S. market, however, this does not ne essarily mean that,
say, the priva y of Europeans would be better prote ted from information brokers
be ause of European priva y regulations. As many U.S. based
Amazon or Google, pro ess their

ompanies, su h as

olle ted data outside the European Union, the

EU's priva y regulation is hardly ee tive.
Another

on ern easily overlooked by

over by another

ompany and all of the

ustomers arises, if a

olle ted

ompany is taken

ustomer information is transferred

to the new owner. The new owner may or may not have made a priva y statement
about the treatment of

ustomer information and may

onsequently have a dierent

4

http://www.double li k. om
http://www.i-behavior. om
6
http://www.lo ateplus. om
5
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perspe tive on the pro essing of personal information than the
originally

olle ted the data. This

ompany whi h had

ould have happened in the past to

the now bankrupt online retailer ToySmart. om, whi h oered its
for sale when it went into bankrupt y [EAASS06, TM01℄.

ustomers of

ustomer database

This, however, was

prevented by an a tion of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC), but only
be ause the

ompany's priva y poli y stated that personal information would

never

be shared with a third party and the FTC's position was that ToySmart. om had
to abide to this promise, even in
Meanwhile,

ase of the

ompany's failure [EAASS06, Fed00℄.

ompanies have learned from this 'mistake', and nowadays even large

ompanies, su h as Amazon. om, have made it expli itly
poli y that
the

lear in their priva y

ustomer information is an asset that will also be transferred, should

ompany be a quired by another rm (see also [MD03℄).

Price discrimination.



Although not stri tly a priva y problem, pri e dis rimination

is presumably one of the

onsequen es of proling that will be immediately felt by

ustomers. Pri e dis rimination means that a vendor
pri es for the same good.

harges

The posted pri e seen by a

based on some extra information, su h as a prole. In
the real world, pri e dis rimination is very

ustomers dierent

ustomer will usually be

ertain business bran hes in

ommon, e.g., at

ar dealers or at ea

markets. However, there are at least two dieren es to online pri e dis rimination.
In the real world, it is done more openly, i.e., one usually knows that pri es are
subje t to haggling and that the pri es are a starting point for further negotiation.
In the online world, posted pri es are xed and
pri es are the same for all

ustomers. If not,

ustomers will assume that the

ustomers feel treated unfair and are

outraged, as experien ed by the online bookstore Amazon. om when its experiment
in pri e dis rimination was revealed [Ram05, Ros00℄.
[Odl03℄ expe ts that
future be ause

open

For this reason, Odlyzko

pri e dis rimination is not going to happen in the near

ustomers will be able to

ir umvent this. For instan e,

ustomers

ertain good will re-sell the good to

ustomers

who are

harged with a low pri e for a

who are

harged with a higher pri e. However, this does not ne essarily suggest that

pri e dis rimination will not happen, it rather suggests that if it is done, it is likely
to be done in se ret and hen e its manipulative

hara ter will not be obvious to

ustomers.
Vendors may also be interested to learn an individual
ertain goods in order to maximise their prots. They
odi ally raising pri es until the
ustomer is likely to a

ept, a

ustomer's valuation for

ould do this, e.g., by peri-

ustomer reje ts the oer and then post a pri e the
ording to her re orded behaviour [Ken01℄. This

also be regarded as a variant of the aforementioned hypothesis testing

an

apability

(see the paragraph on Proles).
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However, Taylor's analysis [Tay02℄ suggests that, if
fer of their personal data and a t strategi ally,

ustomers anti ipate a trans-

ustomers with a high valuation for

a good will even redu e their demand, i.e., reje t initial pri e oers today, thereby
misrepresenting themselves as low-valuation

ustomers, in order to be oered a

heaper pri e in the future, i.e., the next period.
forward-looking, buying

Thus, if most

ustomers were

onsumer proles would not be attra tive for vendors be-

ause, from the re orded behaviour, vendors would not be able to distinguish between strategi ally a ting
low-valuation
ustomers

ustomers, who would also buy at a high pri e, and

ustomers, who would only buy at a low pri e. Thus, in some sense,

an be said to be 'anonymous' as they are indistinguishable from the

vendor's point of view with respe t to their valuation for some good. However,
if

ustomers are myopi

or do not a t strategi ally, they

hoose not to misrepre-

sent themselves and vendors will want to employ pri e dis rimination, as they are
better o with this [AV05℄. In the myopi
losses from losing

ase,

ustomers dis ount the potential

ontrol of their personal information with the un ertain proba-

bility that su h an out ome will take pla e [A q02℄. In the latter

ase,

may value some servi e whi h saves them time and eort, e.g., longer

ustomers

he kouts due

to entering data anew or having to install an anonymising software. However, as
the authors admit, these results should be regarded with
on the fa t that only two selling periods had been

aution, as they depend

onsidered and by adding more

periods several additional fa tors would have to be taken into a

ID Theft.

ount.



Identity theft means to assume someone else's name or some other trait,

usually in order to run up bills or

ommit

rimes in someone else's name [Com04℄.

ID theft is, on the one hand, a se urity problem, as it should not have been possible
to steal personal information in the rst pla e, but on the other hand, it is also a
priva y problem, as personal information had been learned by unauthorised third
parties  the thieves.

By stealing proles,

riminals gain a dossier of a person

whi h makes it all the more easier for them to literally be ome that person.
A story on MSNBC [Sul03℄ shows to what extremes su h thefts

an be a tually

stret hed. The arti le reports about Mal olm Byrd, an inno ent man, who had been
arrested several times for
led a

rimes

ommitted by others in his name. He had been

riminal re ord, had his driver's li ense suspended for unpaid tra

was temporarily denied unemployment benets be ause of 'his'

even ended up in jail be ause someone else used his identity every time he got
by the poli e. Byrd's

nes,

riminal re ord, and
aught

ase also illustrates that on e an event be omes an ele troni

fa t ( .f. the paragraph on Data Mining), e.g., Mal olm Byrd's

riminal re ord is

added to his prole, the data is believed to be true and automated de isions are
made based on this grounds, su h as the denial of unemployment benets. If the
thief of Byrd's identity had been more
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have lived years without noti ing that someone is damaging his reputation.
Byrd applied for a loan, he might have been turned down be ause of 'his'

Had

riminal

re ord and the bank may not even have told him.
ID theft is not a singular in ident.

For instan e, the FTC reported

omplaints in 2004, whi h is a rise in online ID theft by

15%

247, 000

ompared to the pre-

vious year [Com04℄. Additionally, ID theft may not only happen be ause someone
broke into a se ured database but may also happen be ause
and willingly publish information that

ompanies a t sloppy

an be related to individuals. As a witness

to that, the ISP AOL unsuspe tingly published on its resear h web site about 19
million sear h requests of more than half a million of its
requests had not been anonymised and

ustomers [Hei06℄. These

ontained, among other information, the

users' s reen names, i.e., the online IDs of AOL

ustomers. Apart from learning the

AOL users' s reen names, it was possible to learn some of their interests, names of
friends, et ., whi h

an be helpful not only in assuming the person's identity but

also in identifying the person. And indeed, it took only a few days until the New
York Times

ould report that the rst person behind one of the s reen names had

been identied [Tim06℄.
So, one

ould also say make the argument that the more information is known

about a parti ular person, the easier it be omes to assume this person's identity,
and this in turn means lower se urity.



We have made the point above that one of the priva y problems in the Internet is
that everything said and done will likely be re orded in some le, e.g., prole, audit
log, server log le, and so forth. Even though this is already a greater problem than
in the real world, where the default is not to re ord everything, the real problem is
that all this re orded information, and
a spe i

on lusions drawn from it, will be linked to

person, possibly without the person being aware of that, and potentially

being stored for over a lifetime. This also raises

on erns that even minor in idents

in one's life or errors in re ords will follow one through life [Joh85℄ and may even be
passed on to one's

hildren, e.g., if some kind of gene defe t had been diagnosed and

stored in the prole of one of the
data at large
the

hild's parents. In addition, the

olle tion of the

entral / inter-linked databases, the s ale, speed, and ease of a

ess to

olle ted information, in luding sophisti ated sear hes and queries, the speed

of sorting, updating, and sifting through the data, as well as the pra ti ally endless
amount of memory to store all this information raise major

on erns for the priva y

of individuals.
The problems outlined in this se tion mainly arise be ause the ae ted persons
are personally identied. By using the same identity in all or many

ontexts, it is

easy to link, extra t, and pro ess information from these

ompile them

ontexts,

into a prole, and eventually learn information that the data subje t believed to
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be private. Without persistent identities, however, these problems would be nonexistent, or at least greatly alleviated, as the information dis losed by a person in
one

ontext

ould not be related to information from other

ontexts, if the person

did not intend this, e.g., by deliberately using the same pseudonym in more than
one

ontext. Thus, by a ting anonymously or pseudonymously people will redu e

the odds for be oming subje t to priva y infringements.

Therefore, the solutions

developed in this work fo us on anonymity as this prote ts online

ustomers in the

rst pla e and allows them to avoid priva y problems su h as the ones outlined
before.

2.5 Privacy Enhancing Technologies
The term priva y enhan ing te hnology, or PET for short, is
to refer to s hemes whi h aim to give users more

olle tively used

ontrol over the information,

espe ially personally identiable information (PII), that is dis losed by intera ting
with others in the Internet. Some of this information
as it is inherent to the proto ols used to
a

omputer's IP address.

ompletely withheld,

In the following, we provide a qui k overview of PETs

aimed at anonymising network tra
thus,

annot be

ommuni ate over the Internet, su h as

or

ontent re eived by individual users and

an be said to be universally appli able. These PETs are

omplementary to

the ideas developed in this work and will sometimes need to be employed in order
to provide the level of priva y prote tion we aim for.
not meant to be

The sele tion of PETs is

omprehensive and just in ludes those PETs whi h the author

deemed relevant for this work and universally appli able, and whi h allow a kind of
te hni al enfor ement by the data subje ts, e.g., the users. A more
list of PETs, in luding some of their histories,

Proxies.

The Anonymizer

7

an be found in [GWB97, Gol02℄.

is an HTTP proxy server that sits between a user's

browser and every web server the browser
omplete HTTP tra

omprehensive

onne ts to. This means that the user's

is routed through the Anonymizer and the addressed server

will see the Anonymizer's IP address instead of the user's. Therefore, a site operator
only learns that someone browses via the Anonymizer but not the user's IP address.
Another example of a proxy solution is the Lu ent Personalized Web Assistant
(LPWA) [KGG

+ 98, GGK+ 99℄. It is similar to the Anonymizer in the sense that

it also a ts as a proxy between the user's browser and a web server. However, it
oers some additional fun tionality that allows users to establish a pseudonymous
relationship with web sites.
7



http://www.anonymizer. om
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Proxy approa hes, however, suer from at least two major problems. First, the
proxy must be ultimately trusted by its users sin e it sees all of its users' traf , whi h may in lude sensitive information.

Se ond, it is a single point of fail-

ure/atta k. That is, atta kers do not have to target a large number of servers in
order to learn private information, they

an get all the information by monitoring

or hija king the proxy.

Anonymity Networks.
a

The problem of single proxies

network of independent proxies

an be alleviated by introdu ing

where a user's message travels along a path that

onsists of a subset of these proxies. This way, if one proxy be omes
user's priva y will not ne essarily be

ompromised, as the

orrupted, the

orrupted proxy may not

know who sent the information and who is to re eive it. Two popular s hemes exist
for anonymity networks, Crowds [RR98℄ and
Onion Routing [GRS99℄ (and its su

Mix-based

systems [Cha81℄, su h as

essor Tor [DMS04℄), Freedom [BSG00℄, and

Web Mixes [BFK00℄.
Mix-based systems
any two parties.

an be used to hide the

servers the Mixes and
Mix

ommuni ation relationship between

In a nutshell, a Mix-based anonymity network is

omprised of

lients, i.e., senders and re eivers of messages.

Ea h

olle ts en rypted messages from a number of sour es senders of messages

or other Mixes and forwards them in random order to other Mixes or to the
Thereby, Mixes make use of a te hnique alled layered
en ryption. As the name suggests, a message is en rypted in layers and ea h Mix
en route peels o a layer of en ryption and sends the resulting message either to the
messages' nal re eivers.

next Mix able do de rypt the next layer or to the nal re eiver, if the removed layer
was the last one. An observer of the Mix network may only noti e that some users
send messages while others re eive them but not who
 this is sometimes referred to as

unobservability.

ommuni ates with whom

A variant of

lassi

Mixes are

Peer-to-Peer based Mix systems (P2P mixes) [RP02, RP04, FM02℄, where ea h peer
parti ipating in the Mix network is a Mix by itself.

Content Filters.

Filters



an prevent Web sites from stealing information from the

user, e.g., her browsing history, or

onveying (identifying) information to third

party sites. Filter me hanisms usually in lude, but are not limited to, the blo king
of

ookies in various forms (totally, per site, third party only), ltering of ads,

blo king of
Flash.

ertain images, and disabling the exe ution of

ode, e.g., JavaS ript,

In this respe t, today's browsers oer a lot of ltering

o the shelf or through extension me hanisms.
an provide similar ltering
however, may

Alternatively,

apabilities for user groups.

apabilities, either
entralised proxies

Filtering out

ontent,

ome at the pri e of page quality [KMW07℄, i.e., the page looks

'ugly' be ause some elements had been ltered out, resulting in the displa ement
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of other elements. Krishnamurthy

et al.

[KMW07℄ provide a survey on the impa t

of ltering me hanisms on page quality and the ee tiveness of these me hanisms
with respe t to priva y.

Apart from the PETs above, other me hanisms, su h as priva y poli y languages,
are sometimes mentioned in the
just an alternative means to

ontext of PETs. These me hanisms, however, are

ommuni ate a

ertain priva y poli y to users. Thus,

in general, they provide noti e but no enfor ement.

However, even the aspe t of

notifying users might fail, as human-readable priva y poli ies in the Web tend to
be in omplete [Pol07℄, e.g., are silent on issues like data sharing, third-party data
olle tion, et . Thus, there is little reason to believe that ma hine-readable poli ies
will give users more

omplete information than their human-readable

However, if the ma hine-readable poli y mandates answers to
honest vendors who thought that, say,

not

ounterparts.

ertain questions then

sharing data is not worth mentioning

may indeed provide more information. Still, we do not

onsider poli ies or any of

the following items as PETs or even adequate means to prote t the priva y of users
be ause their enfor ement is

ompletely up to the vendor and merely telling users

what is being done with their data does not improve their priva y. Nevertheless, we
provide a brief dis ussion in this se tion in order to point out some of their other
short omings.

Privacy Seals.

Priva y seals are not so mu h driven by te hnology but more by

organisational means.

8

Its providers, e.g., TRUSTe

9

[Ben99℄ or BBBonline , are

paid by vendors to audit their sites with respe t to priva y rules established by the
seal's provider. If the site in question passes the audit, the vendor is granted the seal
and may subsequently display it on his Web pages. This suggests to
the shop is priva y

ompliant, sin e it got a

ustomers that

erti ation from the seal's provider.

However, seal providers usually perform a relatively super ial review of a web
site, looking for, e.g., priva y noti es, opt-out fun tions, pro edures for

omplaint

resolution, et ., but oer no priva y [FKH00℄  insofar the term priva y seal is
also misleading, as it usually does not attest any priva y safeguards in pla e but
rather the mere existen e of

ertain operational pro edures.

a vendor

an get from his

olle ts all data he

In addition, even if

ustomers, some providers may still

grant a seal, provided that the vendor de lares in his priva y poli y all the data he
olle ts. Friedman

et al.

on e

ompared this to a hotel garnering a ve-star rating

simply by promising not to guarantee its

ustomers good servi e and then faithfully

keeping its promise [FKH00℄.
8
9

http://www.truste. om
http://www.bbbonline. om
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In a study, Moores [Moo05℄ found that on the one hand users asso iate seals with
priva y but on the other hand generally do not know what the seal guarantees or
how even a genuine seal looks like. Consequently, about
in this study also 're ognised' a priva y seal that was
addition, even genuine seals

an be easily

14.7%

of the respondents

ompletely made up.

In

opied and in orporated into Web sites

that have not undergone an audit [MD03℄. Su h sites

an, of

ourse, be sued by the

seal provider but this requires that the provider re eives noti e of su h an a t in the
rst pla e. Thus, sites that pop-up out of nowhere (and whi h may disappear just
as qui kly as they showed up) have a good

han e of tri king

ustomers by illegally

displaying a priva y seal and getting away with it.

Privacy Policy Languages.



Priva y poli y languages are a means to en ode a human-

readable priva y poli y in a ma hine-readable format that is ready for pro essing,

+

e.g., P3P [CLM 02℄, EPAL [AHG03℄, and CPEx hange [BH00℄  see [KCLC07℄ for
more examples. Su h poli ies usually in lude statements of data pro essors saying
what they intend to do with the data obtained from some entity, e.g., a user or a
ompany, or what a tions the entity

onsented to.

However, even if data pro essors internally use some kind of enfor ement system
to adhere to some poli y, e.g. the E-P3P system introdu ed in [KSW02℄ or the system developed by Casassa Mont

et al. [MPT06℄,

users have no way of knowing that

the system is a tually in pla e, works and is operated as promised. Furthermore,
if users revoke their
overed by the

onsents, they

annot verify that all pro essing of the data

onsent is stopped and that previously inferred data will not be used

by the data pro essor hen eforth.

2.6 Competitive Advantage
Priva y prote tion is not for free and there are

osts asso iated with it. Swit hing

to priva y enhan ing te hnologies (PETs) will in ur
also to their
not always

ustomers. However, the

osts for adopting vendors and

ustomers' willingness to pay for priva y is

onsistent with the degree of their

on ern ( .f. the survey results of

Se tion 2.1). There are many subje tive fa tors that may lead
extra

ustomers to de line

osts for PETs [AG04℄, in luding ideologi al beliefs, e.g., that priva y is a

human right that nobody should pay for. But on e adopted, the a tual usage

osts

for PETs will be low [A q02℄.
However, if, on the one hand, the initial swit hing

osts for PETs are greater than

the expe ted net present value then vendors are unlikely to invest in PETs [FFSS04℄.
On the other hand, if su h investments are not made, the expe ted loss in online
sales in the U.S. due to
be $2.4 billions, a
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on erns are expe ted to

ording to a 2002 study by Jupiter Resear h [Lea02, Jup02℄. And
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this just takes into a

ount lost opportunities, i.e.,

or not at all online.
allow similar

ustomers

hoosing to buy less

The surveys [CM01, Int99℄ already dis ussed in Se tion 2.1

on lusions, as some of their results indi ate that vendors are already

losing money from

ustomers

hoosing not to pur hase online be ause of priva y

on erns. Another point is that the numbers from Jupiter Resear h do not in lude
dire t

osts asso iated with damages

may in ur indire t
inability of the

aused, e.g., by ID theft, whi h additionally

osts, su h as damage to a

ompany to prote t its

ompany's reputation due to the

ustomers' information. Therefore, Internet

vendors may want to prote t themselves from su h damages by adopting PETs and,
by doing so, may additionally gain a

ompetitive advantage over

ompetitors whi h

do not oer a similar prote tion.
Priva y issues may also hinder

ompetition. In the Culnan-Milne survey [CM01℄,

most respondents said that they are bothered when vendors ask for personal data.
This implies that they are, in general, relu tant to provide su h data.

However,

if they on e did, they may not want to have other vendors to have their data
and

onsequently, may sti k with the rst vendor they got in tou h with. Su h a

behaviour would ee tively
by mere

reate a kind of priva y lo k-in, that would be governed

oin iden e rather than by an attra tive selling proposition.

However, even if vendors start

ompeting in terms of priva y, Feigenbaum

warn that if the amount of priva y advertised by vendors
measured (by

annot be a

et al.

urately

ustomers), vendors may be tempted to get sloppy with the entrusted

information [FFSS04℄. Measuring may indeed prove to be di ult, if not impossible,
if priva y is to be enfor ed by vendors alone. This is more or less the situation today
where vendors 'promise' their

ustomers a

ertain amount of priva y.

if vendors a tually live up to their 'promises',
verify su h

ustomers will usually be unable to

laims and again have to trust that the

where the results of this work

laims are indeed true. This is

ome into play.

In the approa hes put forth in this work, a

onsiderable amount of personal

trust in the vendor is shifted to 'impartial' priva y enhan ing
These software
a

omponents are ran by both

ustomer's agent

ustomers

and

omponents instead.
vendors.

This way,

ommuni ating with some vendor's agent may better

the amount of personal data that is released and may also
out omes of transa tions, i.e., vendors' priva y guarantees
ed and thus, a

No matter

ompetition in terms of priva y is

verify

ontrol

priva y-related

an a tually be veri-

on eivable.

This approa h

is dierent than those of general PETs ( .f. Se tion 2.5), sin e it also requires to
hange/augment the server side, i.e., the vendor's software. From the point of enfor ement, this is

learly a disadvantage, sin e we need the vendors'

On the other hand, probably all

ooperation.

lient-side-only PETs are not enough to prote t

ustomers' priva y in an e- ommer e transa tion. This is be ause they only prote t
the 'lower'

ommuni ation layer whereas transa tions are normally taking pla e at
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a 'higher' appli ation layer. Consequently, our approa h
takes into a

an be more ee tive, as it

ount information ex hanged at the appli ation layer. The approa h is

also attra tive to priva y- ommitted vendors, as it allows them to ba k their priva y
promises by a tual proof. However, we may still fail in our attempt to improve
tomers' priva y, if identifying information is
e.g., if a

ustomer's

omputer has a stati

onveyed at the

ommuni ation layer,

IP address. Thus, our approa h

and was never meant, to repla e general PETs under all
pursue a

ir umvented or even broken.
solutions as well as in

annot,

ir umstan es. Instead, we

omplementary approa h that allows to put in pla e

in order to minimise priva y invasions, in

us-

additional safeguards

ase one of the employed s hemes is being

Therefore, our results

an be used as stand-alone

ombination with one another, and also with other PETs,

making the resulting framework even more resistant to priva y infringements.

2.7 Conclusion
In this

hapter, we addressed several issues surrounding priva y.

First, we ap-

proa hed priva y from an ethi al side and pointed out that the meaning of priva y
has many fa ets and that its meaning is neither

lear

per se

nor universally agreed

upon.
This work's goal of enhan ing priva y in e- ommer e is best des ribed in terms
of the

ontrol/restri ted a

ess theory, as its goals seem to

pursued in this work. That is to say,
want to dis lose

ome

losest to the ones

ustomers should be able to

ontrol if they

ertain information in luding their own identity and if they

do, they should know what information they dis lose and made aware of potential
onsequen es of their

hoi e. However, refusing to provide

ertain information may

as well result in denial of servi e, as vendors seem to have embra ed the idea that
se urity is in reased, if priva y is de reased, whi h
[Syv03℄.

For

learly is just a presumption

ustomers, the situation be omes in reasingly unintelligible, as the

more information is dis losed to dierent parties, the more di ult it is to understand who knows or thinks to know what about oneself.
on erns as more and more data is being
in order to

This raises priva y

olle ted and pro essed in large databases

reate detailed proles of persons, whi h in turn form the basis for

automated de isions made about them.
Persons subje t to su h pro essing are often unaware of it and as the results of
the employed KDD pro ess are unpredi table, they
respe t to their personal data, i.e., they

annot exer ise any rights with

an neither obje t to the pro essing nor

restri t the use of the dis overed data for a spe i

purpose. But even if the latter

would be possible, the question would still be how

ustomers should be able to

verify that personal data is only used in a way permitted by the
this
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ustomer. Today,

omes down to sole trust in a vendor, who does not ne essarily a t in favour of
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the

ustomer or may not have implemented appropriate pro edures to prote t the

personal data of his

ustomers, e.g., from ID theft.

To limit the impa t of priva y infringements or to prevent them right from the
start, it is possible to modify pro edures on the vendor's side su h that less or
no personal information is being

olle ted. Priva y enhan ing te hnologies (PETs)

are means designed to do just that, prevent or limit the
data.

olle tion of personal

Several approa hes have been put forth in this regard, mainly fo using on

anonymising the

ommuni ation layer. Although this had been an important step

forward, it is often not enough to prote t users' priva y, as users are asked mu h of
their private data at an appli ation level that
only on the

annot be prote ted by PETs fo using

ommuni ation layer. So, in addition to su h PETs, we need others that

deal with the appli ation layer. Clearly,

ustomers would be better prote ted from

priva y invasions, if by using PETs at an appli ation layer less personal information
would be released, as even vendors who sensibly handle personal information 
without employing PETs may be subje t to data theft or may be a quired by
another

ompany whi h has a more liberal approa h to priva y, as seen in the

ToySmart. om example (see the paragraph on Trading of Personal Data in Se tion
2.4).
PETs for the appli ation layer will not be as generally appli able as PETs for
the

ommuni ation layer be ause the latter

porated into existing appli ations, as they

an be easier and transparently in oran rely on

ertain standards, su h as

the Internet Proto ol (IP) or the HyperText Transport Proto ol (HTTP), and the
former will mostly be fa ed with proprietary software and pro esses that build on
it. However, even among pro esses realised with proprietary means, one

an nd

ommon grounds. For instan e, from an abstra t point of view, buying at the online
bookstore Amazon is not mu h dierent from buying at Barnes & Noble, another
online bookshop. Both allow their
view

ertain book

ustomers to browse and sear h their shop, pre-

ontent, order books, and of

ourse, arrange payment for the

books ordered. Hen e, from an abstra t point of view, pro esses are

omprised of

similar building blo ks.
This work is driven by the idea that ea h building blo k
allow for more priva y prote tion of

ustomers.

an be redesigned to

Ta kling every blo k separately

is also advantageous as it allows to do a kind of lo al optimisation with respe t
to priva y and blend out issues of other building blo ks.

However, as the blo ks

together eventually form a pro ess, we still need to pay attention to priva y issues
when it

omes to the pro ess as a whole. For instan e, an online

ustomer does not

gain mu h from using an anonymous payment system when she gave her address
before to have the order delivered to her door. The
if no physi al delivery is needed to
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ase would be dierent, however,

omplete the pro ess, e.g., in

ase of online
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servi es, software, musi

or video downloads. In this

ase, the whole pro ess

an be

arried out anonymously.
Anonymity of

ustomers may pose a risk to vendors, if the employed s heme

deprives them of information that is needed, e.g., to guarantee payment. However,
no one expe ts vendors to adopt su h e onomi ally inviable s hemes. Most priva y
enhan ing tools are therefore designed to only suppress/lter information that 
in a stri t sense is unne essary, say, to
employ

omplete an order.

ryptography to balan e the interests of both

in parti ular do not sa ri e vendors' se urity for
In the next

ustomers' priva y, or vi e versa.

hapter, we are going to formalise the idea of fa toring out the

abstra t building blo ks of pro esses. We will argue, how
of information, treated only informally in this
the priva y of individuals.
information

Other tools may

ustomers and vendors, and

hapter here,

ontrol over the linkage
an be used to improve

For instan e, by preventing linkage in the rst pla e,

an be withheld and by making links temporary, information

annot

be permanently atta hed to a person's prole.
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Abstract Model
In our model, we usually
vendor. As a

onsider two

ommuni ating parties, a

ustomer and a

onvention throughout this work, we will speak of the former in the

female and of the latter in the male form.
We assume that the
as possible or if

ustomer is always trying to dis lose as little information

ertain information is required, she will at least try to distribute

her data among non- ooperating parties, su h that it be omes harder for any single
entity to relate all of her data. Thus, it is her goal to prevent that someone is able
to link data that belongs to her.
For the vendor, we assume that he is always eager to learn as mu h from his
ustomers as possible. He

ould do this by making the

ustomer provide the infor-

mation dire tly (with or without her knowledge) or by a

essing data provided by

third parties, su h as information brokers. In other words, the vendor is assumed
to be always
his

urious and he will try to learn whi h pie es of information relate to

ustomers or, more spe i ally, to any single

ustomer. Hen e, it is the vendor's

interest to link as mu h data as possible to a spe i
more a

ustomer, e.g., to allow for

urate targeted promotions.

In the following, we are going to formally dene what is meant by linking data
and what is needed to do so. Sin e our main interest lies in te hni ally preventing
unsoli ited proles of

ustomers, we rst need to dene what is te hni ally meant by

a prole and what its pre ursors are. Only then will we be able to develop methods
whi h eliminate or minimise these pre ursors, su h that proles
the rst pla e or at least

an be prevented in

ontain less information. However, for a formal denition

of a prole, we need some more terminology and denitions whi h are introdu ed
in the next se tions.
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d0 := (ℓA , GET /somepath/302-6125076-8274400 HTTP/1.1
d1 := (ℓB , Host: www.somesite. om )
d2 := (ℓC , User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 )
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7
d8
d9

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

(ℓD ,
(ℓE ,
(ℓF ,
(ℓG ,
(ℓH ,
(ℓI ,
(ℓJ ,

)

A ept: text/xml,appli ation/xhtml+xml,text/html;q=0.9
A ept-Language: en-us,en;q=0.5 )
A ept-En oding: gzip,deflate )
A ept-Charset: ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.7 )
Keep-Alive: 300 )
Conne tion: keep-alive )
Cookie: ubid-a bde=028-1156239-9525019 )

)

d0 , d1 , . . . , d9 ∈ DHTTP
D := {d0 , d1 , . . . , d9 } ∈ DHTTP
Figure 3.1: Example for a set of data elements DHTTP and a data space DHTTP

3.1 Links
D denote a set of data elements and let data elements d ∈ D be pairs of the
(ℓ, x), where ℓ is a label and x is some ontent data, usually from {0, 1}∗ .
D denote the powerset of D , i.e., the set of all subsets of
Furthermore, let D := 2
D . We will all D the data spa e (of D ). A parti ular subset of D known by an
entity V , e.g., a vendor, will be denoted by DV  we will sometimes refer to this
set as V 's view. Although D onsists of all subsets of D , usually only a parti ular
subset of D will be onsidered. In the following, when we speak of a data set X it
is understood that X is nite.
Let

form

Example.

As an example for

proto ol, su h as HTTP. We
from the proto ol and of

D

D

and

D,

an think of

onsider the

D as a set

ontext of a

ommuni ation

ontaining all possible messages

as the set of all possible re ords of a message (with an

atta hed label). In Figure 3.1, it is shown how an HTTP message is represented in
our model. The boxed elements of rows
i.e.,

d0



d9

are re ords of an HTTP message,

ontent data, and together they make up a valid HTTP request. As mentioned

before,

ontent data is labelled in our model. In the example, the data element

say, is labelled with
will be labelled

ℓB .

ℓB

and also every other  Host:

Every  User-Agent:

...

...

data element from

element will be labelled

ℓC ,

d1 ,

DHTTP

and so

forth.
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DHTTP

The data spa e

itself

ontains all possible instan es of valid HTTP

D := {d0 , d1 , . . . , d9 } is an elDHTTP . Clearly, all valid
HTTP messages are in luded in DHTTP . From the denition of D above, it is lear
that in this parti ular ontext we an also nd invalid HTTP messages in DHTTP .
′
For instan e, the set D := {d1 , d2 , . . . , d9 } surely is an element of DHTTP but not a
re ords.

Consequently, the shown HTTP message

DHTTP

ement of the data spa e

that is asso iated with

valid HTTP message as it is missing an HTTP request / status line. However, this is
of no

on ern here. Usually, we will not deal with the whole data spa e anyhow and

onsider only a

ertain subset, e.g.,

ex hanged between some vendor

V

DV ⊂ DHTTP

and its

ontaining the HTTP messages

ustomers (whi h we

an expe t to be

valid be ause otherwise they would have been reje ted by either the vendor's Web
server or the
of

D

and

D,

onsidered

Remark 1.

ustomers' browsers). Therefore, when we speak of
we silently ignore elements of

D

whi h are not in a

on rete instan es
ordan e with the

ontext, if su h elements exist at all.

Stri tly speaking, for HTTP we would not need labels as the

data itself is already labelled ( GET
due to the proto ol spe i ation.
the position of some

ontent

. . . ,  Host: . . . ,  User-Agent: . . . , . . . ),

However, if this would not be the

ase, e.g., if

ontent data in a message determines its meaning, then the

elements may need to be labelled, e.g., with their position. Without labels,

ontent

data of the same type that appears at dierent positions in a message, signifying
dierent meanings,

annot be distinguished. For instan e, if a message

timestamps, one for the message's
its sent time at position
onsider the

j,

reation time at position

then it would not be

ontains two

and another one for

lear whi h one is whi h if we just

ontent data, i.e., the timestamp, and ignore its label, i.e., the position

information. In other words, labels help to disambiguate
In later

i

ontent data, if ne essary.

hapters, we will largely omit the labels and just give the

ontent data,

as ambiguity is usually not an issue when we deal with abstra t data, i.e., it will be
lear from the

Remark 2.

ontext / notation what kind of

ontent data we are dealing with. 

Note that it is not our intention to

of any data element, i.e., we do not
instan e, neither are we

apture the meaning or property

are about semanti s in our denitions.

on erned with the semanti s of element

d2

For

from Figure

3.1, e.g., that the HTTP request might have been sent by a browser of the Mozilla
family, nor is

d2 's

label

ℓC

meant to imply su h an interpretation.

only interested in the fa t that some data is
making sense of all the

not

part of our model.
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Here, we are

olle ted by some entity. In our view,

olle ted data is subje t to a later pro essing step that is
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Next, we let

identiers.

denote an

ID spa e

that

ontains

ertain elements whi h we

all

Identiers allow us to distinguish or relate dierent data sets, i.e., el-

ements from
ol, SSNs,

I

D.

Examples for identiers are non es in a

redit

be indu ed by an

ard numbers,

extra tor fun tion ξ : D → I

ordinary data elements.

ommuni ation proto-

ookies in HTTP, and so forth.

For instan e, the

omprised of tag information  Cookie:

 028-1156239-9525019. The fun tion

I

The set

will

that extra ts identiers from

ookie element

d9

from Figure 3.1 is

ubid-a bde= and identifying
ξ extra ts the latter, e.g.,

information

ξ((ℓJ ,  Cookie: ubid-a bde=028-1156239-9525019)) =  028-1156239-9525019 .
x ∈ D does not in lude an identier then ξ returns the empty identier
d8 from the HTTP example, ξ(d8 ) = ε . Furthermore,
for some data set X ∈ D, we let ID (X) := {ξ(x) | x ∈ X} ⊆ I refer to the set
of identiers ontained in X . Note that dierent ontexts give rise to dierent
If an element

ε,

e.g., taking data element

extra tor fun tions and hen e, dierent ID spa es.
expli itly mention

ξ

In the following, we will not

again and instead speak of the ID spa e

Identiers are basi ally short uts for referring to
spe i

transa tion or a person's prole.

I

indu ed by it.

ertain sets of data, e.g., a

A person's name, for instan e,

an be

regarded as a short ut for referring to the information known about her and at the
same time it

an be regarded as a data element. An identier may not ne essarily

be globally unique, though it will often be unique in a
the bar

ode of a produ t is unique in the

the bar

ode is no more unique in the

ertain

ontext. For instan e,

ontext of other produ ts. Conversely,

ontext of re eipts, as the same bar

ode may

appear on many re eipts. Hen e, when we refer to elements of an ID spa e
elements may possibly instantiate the uniqueness property only within the
at hand.

Note that this means that only the

that is determined by the

I,

its

ontext

ontext (or rather the extra tor

ξ

ontext), and not the element itself, implies some form

of semanti s for identiers.
Using the terminology introdu ed above, we are now ready to formally dene
what it means that data

an be linked.

Definition 1 (Linkable) We say that two data sets, X and Y , are linkable ( an be
linked) if a set of identiers L is known that relates the two. More formally, for a
data spa e D and an ID spa e I , we have a relation L : D × D whi h we dene as

∀ (X, Y ) ∈ L : ∃L ⊆ I . (L ∩ ID (X ) 6= ∅ ∧ L ∩ ID (Y ) 6= ∅)

.

We will write L(X, Y ) as a shorthand for (X, Y ) ∈ L and we all L the link data
for X and Y .
At rst sight, the denition above seems to be unne essarily

ompli ated. How-

ever, in the following we will give some examples whi h illustrate that somewhat
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'easier' denitions

an easily lead to false inferen es. After these non-examples, we

will give an example using the
we now expose two
(a)

(b)

orre t Denition 1. So, for the sake of illustration,

unsatisfa tory 'denitions'

Dis ounting Identiers.
linkable if X ∩ Y 6= ∅ is

If

X

and

Y

whi h may

ome to mind.

are data sets, then we say that they are

true.

Ignoring auxiliary information. If X and Y are data sets, then we
they are linkable if ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y ) 6= ∅ holds, i.e., X and Y have

say that
ommon

identiers.

The rst non-example serves to illustrate why (a) is unsatisfa tory and why we
introdu ed identiers. Without identiers, we would most of the time relate things
whi h are really unrelated and this would most likely produ e meaningless or wrong
data.

For instan e, to learn how many dierent persons

between 2:00 pm and 3:00 pm, we let
boots, et ., and hen e,

D

ase, the link relation

D

be

would be any

rossed a

ertain street

lothing, e.g. red shirt, blue so ks, bla k

ombination of pie es of

ould indi ate that a person wearing

lothing. In this

ombination

rossing the street at 2:05 pm, is the same person as the one who wears

Y

and

X

and

ombination

rosses the street at 2:30 pm, if they both wear, say, brown sneakers. Usually

this alone hardly su es to tell whether the two are the same and hen e, the results
we are interested in would only be

orre t by

han e.



Regarding (b), we will show that this denition is a tually subsumed by Denition
1 and also that it is not universal enough, as we will explain in a moment.
rst, let us see why (b) is indeed a spe ial
link data
we get

L := ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y )

and

L 6= ∅.

But

ase of Denition 1. Suppose we have
Using this and applying Denition 1,

L ∩ ID (X ) = [ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y )] ∩ ID (X ) = ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y )

(3.1)

L ∩ ID (Y ) = [ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y )] ∩ ID (Y ) = ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y )

(3.2)

ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y ) 6=
ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y ) 6= ∅, as in (b). Hen e,

Plugging Equations (3.1) and (3.2) into Denition 1, we get

∅ ∧ ID (X ) ∩ ID (Y ) 6= ∅,

(b) is a spe ial

whi h simplies to

ase of the more universal Denition 1.

An example for su h a

ase would be a vendor's

are re eipts of some vendor's

harging data. If, say,

ustomers and the re eipts in lude information about

pur hased goods as well as payment information then
ustomer used her

redit

L(X, Y )

holds, e.g., if some

ard twi e to pay for the goods found in

ase linking is easy be ause the
that, in

redit

X

and

Y.

In this

ard number appears in both re eipts. Note

ontrast to the former example, we have an identier, the

Chapter 3. Abstract Model
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ard number, whi h is uniquely asso iated with a spe i
will not always have su h a ni e

ase where the link is apparent.

We may en ounter situations where two sets of data
do not have an identier in

an be related, even if they
ase whi h is also

As an example for the general

link is not apparent,

onsider two data sets,

person.

X

Y



ommon. This is the most general

the motivation for Denition 1.
Assume that

ustomer. However, we

X

and

Y,

ase, where the

whi h belong to the same

ontains the person's phone number (an identier) and

the person's name and address (another identier).

identifying data, the two sets

In absen e of any other

annot be linked. However, looking into an ordinary

phone book (auxiliary information), one may nd an entry

E

whi h is

omprised

of the person's phone number, her name and address, and possibly other data. By
mat hing elements from

Y

(and vi e versa)

L := ID (E )

with

X 's

and

Y 's

identiers, a link from

X

to

an be found. Although, more than one link might be found for

two data sets, for our purpose it is usually enough that at least one link is known.
For the last example, we will illustrate that not only the denition of linkable
itself is important but also how it is applied.
ID spa e

I

also needs to be

ne essary requirement for
elements

I,

arefully

In parti ular, we stress that the

hosen for the denition to be of use. One

though not the only one as we shall see, is that its

an be used to uniquely relate elements

X ∈ D.

However, uniqueness

does not ne essarily guarantee that links are always meaningful. For instan e, let

D's

elements be any data sets of pur hase information, e.g., a re eipt

yogurt, 2 bananas, 1 pkg. of toast,

1

...,

grand total

9, 59

,

2006/05/16/17:23:47 } . Today, ea h good is usually assigned a bar

is a globally unique identier for a
would be a bad

ertain good. However,

unrelated

RA

1

ode, whi h
odes for

I

ustomers.

ustomers, say, Ali e and Bob, may buy

the same produ t and hen e, the produ t's bar
re eipts,

hoosing bar

hoi e, if the goal is to distinguish pur hases of dierent

The reason for this is that two

R := {

 he kout 17,

ode will be printed on ea h of their

RB ∈ D, respe tively. This, however, would indi ate a link from
RA to Bob's pur hase RB , whi h is learly not what was intended.

and

Ali e's pur hase

Hen e, the ID spa e must also be

hosen su h that the same identier will only be

used if the entity assigned to the identier is the same (with a high probability). 

L, apart from its broad appli
L an equivalen e relation. To

The link relation
erties whi h make

ability, has some other ni e propshow this, we

he k the required

properties of an equivalen e relation, i.e., reexivity, symmetry, and transitivity,
with respe t to
1
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Reflexivity.

X ∈ D,
for Y := X

Given

denition, that,

Symmetry.

L(Y, X).

Transitivity.

an easily be seen from the right-hand side of the

and

L := ID (X ), L(X, X)

holds.

L(X, Y ), we have L ∩ ID (X ) 6= ∅ ∧ L ∩ ID (Y ) 6= ∅, for some L,
L ∩ ID (Y ) 6= ∅ ∧ L ∩ ID (X ) 6= ∅, whi h in turn is the denition

Given

whi h is equal to
of

it

Let

L(X, Y )

and

L(Y, Z)

Lxy and Lyz be one of their
Y := Z , L := Lxy ∪ Lyz and plugging this
1, we immediately get L(X, Z).

be given and let

sets of link data, respe tively. Setting
into the right-hand side of Denition

3.2 Transactions and Profiles
In this work, the

ore problem we are dealing with is the

reation of proles against

the users' will, and possibly even without their knowledge. In the following, we will
use the introdu ed notion of links to give a formal denition of a prole and model
how proles are

reated.

In pra ti e, we usually do not en ounter isolated data sets, as introdu ed in the
previous se tion.

Instead, we often have groups of data sets whi h, in a

ertain

ontext, logi ally or semanti ally belong together. For instan e, the pro ess of nding an information via the Internet typi ally involves a

essing an Internet sear h

engine, entering

ertain sear h terms, and sifting through the returned hits, whi h

may result in a

ess to the hyperlinked pages. Every previously mentioned a tion

produ es data, e.g., a

ess to the engine typi ally reveals the user's

urrent IP ad-

dress, possibly her operating system, and browser type, and the sear h engine's
response to a query

ontains the sear h terms and hyperlinks to pages whi h may

be related to the sear h terms. So we

an say that the data set

user's query is related to the sear h engine's response data set
also, the data set
in the response
the query

Q,

Ai

produ ed by the user's a

an be said to be related to

ontaining the

R, i.e., L(Q, R).

And

ess to any one web site hyperlinked

L(R, Ai ), and naturally also to
transitivity of L. Note that the same

R,

whi h already follows from the

Q

i.e.,

query sent at a dierent time will usually be regarded as a dierent query and so
are their asso iated data sets. In order to separate related sets of data from other
sets of related data we introdu e the following denition for a distinguisher.

Definition 2 (EID) An ephemeral identier (EID) is an element from the powerset

2I whi h relates a given number of data sets in a given period of time τ . That
is, if for data sets X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm produ ed from time t until time t + τ it holds
that S
L(Xi , Xj ) for i, j ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . , m} then we will all the set of link data
ǫ := i,j∈I Lij an ephemeral identier.
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In pra ti e, however, we often en ounter EIDs whi h only
tier, su h as a session

ookie or a dynami

URL. For instan e, the element

Figure 3.1 is an example for an EID, as the dynami
a means to identify a

ertain session in the

ontain a single iden-

d0

of

URL of the shown request is

ontext of HTTP. In other words, it

serves to relate all data that is ex hanged between a

lient and a server as long as

the session is a tive. Note, however, that we do not have a formal understanding
of a session, yet.



We also want to be able to talk about the set of related data sets be ause they
usually do not appear randomly but are means to serve some 'higher level purpose',
e.g., nding a paper or buying a book in an Internet shop. Although we do not
intend to formalise the semanti s of related data sets, we still want to look at them
as a kind of high level obje t that is
level obje t a

transa tion

omprised of

ertain data. We

all su h a high

and dene it as follows.

Definition 3 (Transaction) Let DV ⊆ D be the data spa e observed by V through

ommuni ating with others. Let E ⊆ 2I be a set of EIDs possibly hosen by V 
and let the data sets X1 , X2 , . . . ∈ DV be given. We all a set Ti of data sets a
transa tion if they are related by the same EID ǫi ∈ E . More formally we have
Ti := {Xj | L(Xj , Xl ); Ljl ∩ ǫi 6= ∅; Xj , Xl ∈ DV },

where Ljl denotes the link data for the relation L(Xj , Xl ). If we do not are about
a parti ular EID, we simply drop the index i from the notation.
Informally, the denition says that a transa tion is the sum of all related data
sets, i.e., those whi h

an be linked by the same EID. Using this denition, we

an view a session as an instan e of a transa tion. In our example from Figure
3.1, all message ex hanges between a

ertain

lient and a server, i.e., requests and

session identier found in d0 .
denition above, DV is partitioned

responses, will use the same
Note that, by the

loser look reveals that these partitions are a

onsequen e of

into transa tions.

A

L being an equivalen

e

relation. Hen e, in our model, transa tion is just another name for equivalen e
lass under

L.

Also note that an EID

and hen e, it is the best we

an be regarded as a

transa tion pseudonym

an hope for with respe t to priva y ( .f. Se tion 2.3).


In pra ti e, vendors often use identiers whose s ope goes beyond a single transa tion. We have briey mentioned relationship and person pseudonyms in Se tion
2.3, whi h are identiers that last for the duration of a business relationship or
even for a lifetime, respe tively. Sin e su h identiers outlive EIDs, we
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persistent identiers

(PIDs). In

ontrast to an EID, a PID will typi ally be used

more than on e, e.g., to identify an already registered
the

he kout. As a

the same

onsequen e, PIDs

ustomer who pro eeds to

an be used to link dierent transa tions of

ustomer and therefore, they are relevant with respe t to the

ustomer's

priva y. With the next denition, we in orporate PIDs in our model.

Definition 4 (PID) A persistent identier π (PID) is an element from the powerset

2I whi h relates distin t transa tions. More formally, let T := {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm } be
a set of transa tions. If it holds that for any two distin t transa tions Ti , Tj ∈ T,
where i, j ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . , m}, we have L(Xi , Yj ) for some data set Xi ∈ Ti and
some data set Yj ∈ Tj then we all the unison π ofSea h related transa tion Tk 's EID
ǫk a persistent identier. Thus, we have π := k∈Iˆ ǫk for a persistent identier,
where Iˆ ⊆ I is the index subset of the related transa tions Tk . If two transa tions
T and T ′ are related by a PID we write L(T, T ′ ).2
Note that a PID, similar to an EID, may also be

omprised of only a single

element, e.g., if the identier is issued only on e and always in luded in the transa tions belonging to the same

ustomer. The dieren e between a PID and an EID

is that the latter might be reused (after some time) for another person while the
former, in general, will not.
Examples for PIDs are stati
redit

IP addresses, login information, name and address,

ard numbers, et . PIDs may also allow to link transa tions to data obtained

from other sour es, i.e., data obtained by other means than dire t
with the data subje t. Although we will usually not

ommuni ation

all su h data a transa tion, it

is te hni ally not dierent from a transa tion and hen e, also ts into the model.

Finally, we have arrived at the point where we

an give the term prole a formal

meaning. Similar to transa tions, we dene a prole by using the

on ept of a PID.

Definition 5 (Profile) Let a set of PIDs P ⊆ 2I possibly hosen by V  and a set

of transa tions TV := {T1 , T2 , . . . } a essible by V be given. We all a set Prof i of
transa tions a prole if they are related by the same PID πi ∈ P . More formally
we have
Prof i := {Tj | L(Tj , Tl ); Ejl ∩ πi 6= ∅; Tj , Tl ∈ TV },

where Ejl denotes the link data for the relation L(Tj , Tl ). If we do not are about a
parti ular PID, we simply drop the index i from the notation.
2

This notation somewhat abuses the relation

L

be ause

L

is dened over pairs of data sets

and not over pairs of sets of data sets. It is, however, straightforward to dene the link relation
for transa tions too, as the denition does not

hange mu h, ex ept for some 'adjustments' with

respe t to the underlying mathemati al stru ture of the paired elements.
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Informally, the denition above says that as soon as a user is assigned one or
more persistent identiers, a prole of the user

an be build by linking all trans-

a tions that in lude these identiers. For instan e in Figure 3.1, a PID is shown
in the form of a persistent HTTP
request. In the

ookie that is found in element

d9

of the HTTP

ontext of HTTP, a user's browser will always in lude this element

in messages ex hanged with, e.g., a vendor's web server. Consequently, every time
the user

onta ts the vendor, the vendor will re ognise her and this allows him to

relate information obtained from past sessions in other words transa tions with
her

urrent session. The knowledge obtained from previous transa tions of the user,

i.e., the prole, may then be used by the vendor, e.g., to re ommend goods to the
user whi h she might be interested in a
Note that a prole

ording to her prole.

omes down to a transa tion, if

V

an neither link distin t

transa tions nor relate transa tions with other data  having said this, a transa tion

an be seen as a spe ial

prevent some vendor

V

ase of a prole. Hen e, if a

from learning anything beyond what is

transa tion, the most favourable situation is the

proles,

i.e.,

ustomer's goal is to

Prof i = Ti ,

for all of

V 's

proles

onveyed in a single

ase where we only have

Prof i

and transa tions

trivial

Ti .

3.3 Applications of the Model
We have modelled a transa tion

T ⊆ D

as a set

(messages), whi h are normally ex hanged by a
o

ontaining abstra t data sets

ustomer

C

and a vendor

V

at some

asion. However, in e onomi s, for instan e, more ne-grained models are often

used to
model

phase

hara terise a transa tion. An example for su h a model is the three-phasesonsisting of an

information phase,

an

agreement phase,

and a

settlement

[SL98, PRW03, Reb00℄. Hen e, phases an be seen as a means to further group

ertain data within a transa tion and give them additional semanti s.
models, su h as the three-phases-model,
transa tion

T

Con rete

an be generalised to a model where a

is viewed as a nite sequen e of phases

Pi ,

i.e.,

T := (P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn ).
Pi still onstitute

From the point of analysis with respe t to priva y, however, phases
data sets, i.e.,

Pi ∈ D,

and hen e, also t in our abstra t model.

In Figure 3.2, the relations between EIDs, PIDs, transa tions, proles, and
phases are illustrated.
transa tions

Ea h row in the gure represents a transa tion

onsist of several phases

vendor is given in

urly bra es

{·}

Pi,j .

T.

The

For ea h phase, the data seen by the

below the phase ID

Pi,j .

This data is used to

link the phases of a transa tion with ea h other. The link data is an instan e of
an EID and

an be viewed as auxiliary information available to the vendor. It is

given in angled bra es

h·i.

Sin e the links between the phases represent an equiva-

len e relation, and hen e in lude transitive links, we
between any two phases of the same transa tion.
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ould have drawn links/edges

However, for the sake of read-
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hA,D,X,... i

hEi

h... i

h... i

...

89:;
?>=<
P
i,1

89:;
?>=<
P
i,2

89:;
?>=<
P
i,3

{A, B, C}

{D, E}

{E, F, G}

...

89:;
?>=<
Pi,i

@ABC
GFED
Pi,n

{X, . . . }

{. . . }

JX,...K

JE,P,T,...K
hP,T i

hM,N,Y,... i

h... i

h... i

h... i

@ABC
GFED
Pj,1

@ABC
GFED
Pj,2

@ABC
GFED
Pj,3

{M, N, O}

{P, Q}

{R, S, T }

h... i

h... i

...

h... i

...

89:;
?>=<
P
j,j

@ABC
GFED
P
j,m

{X, . . . }

{. . . }

Figure 3.2: Links within and between Transactions
ability, we have left them out. Note that link data need not be minimal, i.e., link
data may

ontain more information than ne essary to establish a link between two

Pi,1 and Pi,2 onsists of hA, D, X, . . . i where
hA, Di, as these are the elements in luded in Pi,1

phases. For instan e, the link between
the minimal link data would be
and

Pi,2 ,

respe tively. Also note that for a link it is not ne essary that some

mon data element exists in the linked phases: For the link
element exists while there is none for the link

L(Pi,2 , Pi,3 )

L(Pi,1 , Pi,2 ).

a

om-

ommon

The same is true for

links between phases of dierent transa tions, i.e., PIDs. Links between phases of
dierent transa tions are given in square bra kets

J·K.

As we have links between

two transa tions in Figure 3.2, they together make up a non-trivial prole.
So far, we only talked about phases as abstra t sets of data.
ourse, more

In pra ti e, of

on rete instan es of phases are given for any business pro ess. One

su h instan e is the phase model frequently used in e onomi s.
possibly other phase-based models as well,

This model, as

an be used to give phases a meaning

and therefore, add semanti s to our abstra t model.

As an example of a model

that uses four phases to spe ify a business transa tion, we

onsider the following

subdivision of a transa tion into:

•

Sear h

•

Order

•

Payment

•

Delivery

The subdivision of an e- ommer e transa tion into these four phases is

om-

monpla e in e onomi s [SL98, PRW03℄, though they are not always made expli it.
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In

ases where fewer phases are used, the left out phases are usually in luded as

a tions in the remaining phases [Reb00℄. Sometimes even an additional fth phase,

after sales,

is in luded [PRW03, Reb00℄ whi h refers to servi es su h as

support or marketing eorts for

ustomer

ustomer retention, whi h may take pla e after or

within the transa tion.
The abstra t model introdu ed before, allows us to reason about the priva y of
instan es of su h a phase-based model. Spe i ally, by using this formalism, we

an

determine the type and extend of data gathered in a given phase and whether the
data from one phase is propagated to any subsequent phase or even to a subsequent
transa tion, the latter ultimately leading to a prole.

3.4 Privacy Protection by Decoupling
The model presented in the previous se tions is an eort to systemati ally and
formally approa h the anatomy of Internet users' data trails, in order to better
understand what

an be done to improve the priva y of online users. Data trails

are often generated by the users themselves or with their assistan e while they
intera t with other online entities.

If data trails

an be linked to a personally

identied user, the user's priva y may be at risk, as it is often un lear how this
information will be used, i.e., if it is being used in the user's favour or to her
disadvantage.
Our model, however, is

ompletely oblivious to the intentions of the parties

involved in the generation and potential exploitation of data trails.
allow to asso iate or
to a

al ulate a spe i

risk whenever

It does not

ertain data is dis losed

ertain party. Instead, our approa h is more qualitative than quantitative in

nature.

That is, we take on the

that the more data is

onservative position of most priva y advo ates

olle ted about an identied person, the higher the

potential

for priva y invasion.
Data trails are not all alike and thus, we intend to
a teristi s within an abstra t model.

Trails

apture their anatomy/ har-

an be relatively short-lived, making

them less of a threat, or long-lived

ausing them to potentially follow one through

life ( .f. Se tion 2.4). In order to a

ommodate both, we introdu ed the notion of

ephemeral identiers (EIDs) and persistent identiers (PIDs), giving rise to either
short-lived transa tions or possibly longer lived proles, respe tively.
The relation of transa tions and proles, i.e., the former being

olle ted in the

latter, brings up the natural idea of simply preventing su h relations, i.e., preventing
that transa tions

an be linked with ea h other and subsequently being stored in

a prole. In the following, we will refer to the
as

de oupling.

design on ept

of eliminating links

De oupling is not quite a methodology, as it does not govern the

methods to a hieve de oupling, other than to prevent links in the rst pla e. No
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matter how de oupling is eventually realised, the abstra t model

an always serve

as a starting point to analyse the generation pro ess of the data trail at hand and
possibly provide guidan e to design a more priva y-friendly pro ess, yielding less or
no personal data.
The idea of de oupling transa tions had already been impli itly employed in the
past when ele troni

payment systems emerged in the 80's and 90's. Many of these

systems oered anonymity in the payment pro ess with respe t to the vendor and
to the bank who were to a

ept and to

lear the ele troni

other words, the systems prevented links between the

money, respe tively. In

ustomer's withdrawal and

her payment transa tion. However, from our point of view, the latter was merely
one phase in a larger transa tion that usually in ludes more than just payment.
Still, mu h work with respe t to priva y went into the payment phase, mostly

+

from a ademia (see for example [BGH 95, BGK95, CFT98, Cha89, CFN90, Fer93,
JY96, OO90℄) but also industry made an eort to adopt some of the proposed

+

s hemes, e.g., [BGH 95, Cha89, MV97a, MV97b, MV97 ℄  a
of payment systems and their respe tive properties

omprehensive list

an also be found in [SS03℄.

However, little eorts have been made for the other phases. Noteworthy ex eptions
are the European proje t SEMPER [LPSW00℄ and the German proje t DASIT
[EE02, ER02, Roÿ02℄ whi h both pursued holisti
business transa tion were taken into a
only in DASIT

approa hes, i.e., all phases of a

ount for se urity and priva y.

However,

omplete pseudonymity with respe t to the vendor was possible

when tangible goods needed to be shipped.
A problem with holisti
works whi h are

approa hes is, however, that they tend to produ e frame-

omplex, di ult to integrate in existing environments and there-

fore, hard to deploy.

Another problem is that they often la k exibility as one

annot easily repla e some phase's

omponent by another one without ee ting

omponents of other phases be ause of existing dependen ies.
Our approa h is more ne-grained and more general, as it also allows to deal
with information at the phase level. Furthermore, it

an be employed in any kind

of transa tion, as we are only dealing with data itself and not with its semanti s
 ex ept for identiers, of

ourse. Spe i ally, our goal is to prevent unne essary

information of some phase to propagate to subsequent phases from the same
or from a dierent transa tion if that information is not required to progress the
transa tion as a whole. As an example for what this means,
reated during a

onsider the information

ustomer's information phase. In this phase,

through the vendor's

atalogue,

ustomers often sear h

li k at this promotion and that promotion, view

this item and that item, before they eventually sele t some of them and pro eed
to the
the

he kout, or simply leave the site. Now, assuming the

ustomer pro eeds to

he kout, i.e., moves on from the information phase to the agreement phase, all

information required from the previous phase is whi h items she wants to buy and
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how many of them. Everything else is not required, though it is normally available
to the vendor and may be used for proling the

ustomer, e.g., to

ross-sell produ ts

or to promote viewed items in future visits ( .f. Se tion 2.4).
Following this idea, we have employed our model to systemati ally go through
the phases of typi al online transa tions and found that, by eliminating
unne essary links, data relating to a spe i
asions whi h had not been
phases,

person

onsidered before. However, these o

an provide great insights into a

sear h phase and

omponents improving priva y in the

ustomer's

omponents dealing with priva y in the after sales phase.

omponent-based approa h whi h we pursue is also exible as it allows

us to repla e a
ment

ount, we developed priva y-

omponents for phases whi h have re eived little or no attention so far.

To be spe i , we have developed
The

asions, or rather

ustomer's behaviour, as well as her likes

and dislikes, even if she is not aware of that. On this a
enhan ed

ertain

an be redu ed at several o -

omponent of one phase while leaving in pla e others, e.g., pay-

omponents. By en apsulating

extensibility.
developed

omponents, we also support re-usability and

For instan e, if an additional phase is to be introdu ed, previously

omponents

an be used for the old phases and only for the new phase

will it be ne essary to develop a new solution. This requires that

omponents for

the dierent phases do not fun tionally depend on ea h other, i.e., no
should require that any other

omponent is present in order to a hieve its priva y

goals (with respe t to a given phase). This isolation of
not pre lude using the
to have several
Indeed, one

omponent

omponents in

omponents should, however,

ombination. Moreover it is even desirable

omponents in pla e to allow for more priva y safeguards.
omponent will generally not be enough to defend the whole transa -

tion against priva y infringements, sin e the prote tion of one's priva y throughout
a whole transa tion will normally depend on all phases of the transa tion though
some phases will potentially be more priva y intrusive than others and possibly
even on subsequent transa tions.

However, starting to improve priva y from the

phase level allows us to employ a kind of divide and

onquer strategy be ause by

starting to solve small problems at rst, i.e., improving priva y within phases, we
will eventually have a solution for the big problem, i.e., enhan ed priva y for the
whole transa tion. Therefore, even if we do not have solutions for every phase of
a given type of transa tion right now, this should not stop us from employing the
available priva y-enhan ing

omponents as these may still improve priva y

om-

pared to the situation today.
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Enhancing Privacy by
Decoupling Searches and Orders
In this

hapter, we are going to formally model what it means, with respe t to

priva y, that sear h and order phases

an be linked. For this, we will use the abstra t

model from Chapter 3 to derive a model for reasoning about the relationship of
sear h and order phases.
that

Furthermore, we will introdu e a

on eptual solution

an be employed to 'unlink', or de ouple, phases from ea h other.

see that this general

on ept

We will

an be implemented in a number of ways, ea h with

dierent strengths and weaknesses, as well as dierent requirements for the te hni al
environment.
Major portions of the following text have been presented before in [EKS02d,
EKS02b, EKS02a, EKS02 , EKS03℄.
model part and the

These works, however, did not in lude the

on eptual solution introdu ed here.

4.1 Introduction
In today's Web pra ti e, we
gies [Cla99℄.

It

an identify a la k of priva y enhan ing te hnolo-

an be assumed that this la k of adequate priva y enhan ing

te hnologies is an additional barrier for the diusion of e- ommer e appli ations
[HNP99, WLW98℄.

Thus, there is a need to

hange the present situation by the

introdu tion of new te hni al solutions that allow to avoid or to redu e the invasion
of priva y.
In a ademi

work done so far, solutions for prote ting the priva y of

were mostly proposed for

ustomers

ases where the trade obje ts are restri ted to intangi-

ble goods, e.g., see [BD01, BDF01, SSG99℄.
do uments, images, musi , or video les,

Intangible goods, su h as ele troni

an be delivered via

ommuni ation net-
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works, in

ontrast to tangible goods whi h require shipping.

intangible goods, all phases of a typi al business transa tion

order, payment,
veloped for

and

delivery

This means with
onsisting of

sear h,

an be handled ele troni ally and the s hemes de-

ommuni ation networks

an be used to prote t a

ustomer's priva y,

e.g., anonymity networks [RSG96, RR98, SRG97℄ and anonymous payment systems
[Cha83, Cha89℄.
When dealing with tangible goods, e.g., books or CDs, these te hniques
also be used. In the sear h phase, when the
atalogue, anonymity networks

an

ustomer browses through a produ t

an be used to prevent re-identi ation, whi h also

helps to prote t against some other threats, su h as pri e dis rimination.
te hniques may help to prevent linking of transa tions, however, they
used to prevent linkability between phases, as phases are a

Su h

annot be

on ept of the appli ation

layer and general anonymisation te hniques apply only to the lower

ommuni ation

layers.
In pra ti e, in order to re eive a tangible good, a

ustomer has to reveal her

identity and address to the vendor to allow for delivery. Alternatively, she

ould use

a shipping address that does not reveal her real identity to the vendor, su h as a
P.O. box, or in a more advan ed s enario, an additional third party may re eive the
pa kage on behalf of the

ustomer and re-sends it to the

ustomer's real address. In

pra ti e, only a few people have a P.O. box and we are la king an infrastru ture like
the one mentioned before. Thus, the vendor normally learns at least who is buying
what. However, the vendor

an learn mu h more today. He

an link the data from a

ustomer's order phase to her a tivities from the sear h phase and thus get a mu h
deeper insight into the

ustomer's interests than ne essary for subsequent phases of

the business transa tion. This situation
where one is being

an be

ompared to real-world s enarios,

ompletely observed while ipping through a

atalogue before

lling out a mail order form, or if one is being tra ed while walking through a bri k
and mortar shop before pro eeding to the

he kout.

The vendor is able to link these two phases, e.g., by using IP addresses,
and dynami

URLs whi h allow to introdu e the

ommuni ation. In general,

ountermeasures are available to

them to avoid linking by themselves. Unfortunately, su h
very

ookies,

on ept of sessions in HTTP
ustomers whi h allow

ountermeasures are not

onvenient be ause they require several additional steps.

In the following, we will introdu e a

on eptual solution whi h ree ts the main

idea of de oupling phases of a transa tion started by a parti ular

ustomer. De ou-

pling prevents the vendor from obtaining unne essary information that only serves
to

reate

ustomer proles. As we will see, de oupling phases

today's Web te hnology. An abstra t solution, as in our
omponent (DC), will
not help in a
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an be di ult, given

on ept of a de oupling

onvey the general idea of de oupling phases, however, it will

on rete s enario. Therefore, we will explore two pra ti al instan es
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of DCs whi h, among other things, will have dierent impa ts on a
usual buying behaviour, on the ne essary te hni al prerequisites for

ustomer's

ustomers and

vendors, and on the te hni al environment in general.
One of these instan es is based on the
a

on ept of mobile agents. In this approa h,

entral mobile agent base station is required, whi h is assumed to be permanently

online. At the base station, users

an initiate their agents' shopping trips and they

an also pi k them up at this base station after the agent has nished all its tasks
and returned to its station.

4.2 Tracking Users
The vendor's ability for linking

ustomer a tivities

possibilities whi h allow user tra king in HTTP

an be based on several te hni al
ommuni ation. Here, tra king

means the re-identi ation of a user subsequently sending requests to a server. We
an distinguish between the re-identi ation of users in distin t sessions and the
re-identi ation of users within one session, possibly in dierent phases. In HTTP
ommuni ation, the term session has the same meaning as transa tion in the
formal model introdu ed in Se tion 3.2. Hen e, a session
on rete instan e of an abstra t transa tion.
se tions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 are

an be understood as a

Likewise, the elements dis ussed in

on rete instan es of identiers, EIDs or PIDs, whi h

allow linking in the rst pla e (see Se tions 3.1 and 3.2).

4.2.1 Means to Collect Profiles
As long as

ustomers do not prevent the vendor from tra king them, the vendor is

able to re ord proles. Su h proles

an be understood as a sequen e of requests

for resour es like Web pages that

an be asso iated with a spe i

hen e with a spe i
When a
online

ustomer

session, and

ustomer, using the methods presented below.

C

li ks on produ ts

atalogue, the vendor will be able to

p 1 , . . . , pν

while browsing through an

olle t these events in a

orresponding

sear h phase. In the following, we will dis uss several possibilities for user tra king whi h are suitable for

reating proles and asso iating proles with

identities. In general, user tra king

an be a hieved by exploiting

the underlying transport proto ol(s) or by spe ially
ertain proto ol and/or

ontent elements

in the following is sometimes

alled a

rafted

ustomer

hara teristi s of

ontent. In both

ases,

an be used to introdu e a link, whi h

hidden hannel

be ause users are often not

aware of su h a link.
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4.2.2 Tracking by Protocol
IP Addresses.

The rst means to link a transa tion's phases is given by IP ad-

dresses. From the

ustomer's perspe tive, one possibility to

is to dis- an re- onne t in order to

ope with this problem

ondu t the order phase with a new IP ad-

dress obtained from her ISP after re- onne ting  a solution whi h is not very
onvenient. Another option to solve the problem

ould be the use of an anonymity

network based on mixes [RSG96, SRG97℄ whi h hide her

1

omputer's IP address

from the vendor.

But if all requests are routed via the same sequen e of mixes the probability for
orre tly linking information on the vendor's side

an be very high, sin e they

orrelated with the IP address of the last mix in the
the

ustomer to hide her own IP address

an be

hain. Another possibility for

ould be the use of the

rowds

approa h

where routes of subsequent messages are dierent with high probability [RR98℄.
But all these anonymisation

ountermeasures

ookies or dynami ally generates user-spe i
ertain time frame ( .f. Figure 3.1, element

Cookies.

Another means to tra k the

d0

an be

ir umvented if a vendor uses

URLs, whi h are unique within a
and Se tion 3.2).



ustomer and to link the phases is given by

ookies [KM97℄. Cookies allow the vendor to

reate a stateful

ontext, the session,

whi h normally would not be possible be ause the HTTP proto ol is stateless. To
prevent a

ookie-based session, a

ustomer may refuse

ookies. However, for shop-

ping appli ations, they are often required. In a more laborious way, the
ould rst browse through the produ t
terwards

atalogue, then delete her

ustomer

ookies, and af-

ome ba k to the desired produ ts and ll them in the virtual shopping

art without any further detours. Beside the in onvenien e of this, the vendor
still tra k the

ustomer with the method presented next.

Dynamic URLs.
of so

The

alled dynami

is returned to a
Web resour e
a

ustomer. A

an



on ept of a session has also been introdu ed to HTTP by way
URLs. In a dynami

URL, a dynami

part of the URL whi h

ustomer is unique in the sense that distin t requestors of the same

an be distinguished via this part. This allows a Web server to tra k
ountermeasure for this would be to shut down the browser after the

sear h phase and restart it in order to go dire tly to the order phase, similar to the
ookie
1

ase's solution.



Mixes sometimes also serve the purpose of preventing third parties from observing

ation between any two
of less

ommuni ating parties. However, this property,

on ern here. We are just interested in

sender anonymity,

alled

ommuni-

unobservability,

is

whi h is another property that

an be realised with Mixes ( .f. Se tions 2.3 and 2.5).
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The previous

onsiderations show, that presently, there are only in onvenient

solutions for the

ustomer to prevent a vendor from undesired linking.

4.2.3 Tracking by Content
A less obvious and more subtle method for tra king users is using the
formation that a user requests. Using
ustomers slightly dierent

ontent in-

ontent tra king, a vendor serves all of his

ontent in one phase in order to use this

subsequent phase for re-identi ation of the same

ontent in a

ustomer. This is possible if the

ontent, or a part of it, is re-sent to the vendor in a later stage. For instan e, it
is possible to asso iate a prole

reated in the sear h phase with a spe i

tomer from the order phase, if su h tagged
matter how

arefully the

us-

ontent is presented in the order, no

ustomer avoided all proto ol tra king. Next, we present

some possibilities to realise

ontent tra king whi h, of

ourse,

an also be used in

ombination.

Product identifiers.

One way of identifying a

ustomer's sear h phase

a posteriori

is using spe ially en oded produ t identiers (ProdID s). Su h an identier
ontain a stati
a

part that refers to the produ t and a dynami

ertain sear h phase. Sin e

ustomers are used to numeri

noti e that they are given information leaking
same

Prices.

on ept as dynami

URLs, but on a

By giving dierent

ProdID s.

In

part that identies

ProdID s, they will not
a way ProdID s use the

ontent level.



ustomers dierent pri es, pri es

the purpose of linking phases when

ould

ontained in an order. In

an also be used for
ontrast to

ProdID s,

pri es only allow unique re-identi ation in theory. In pra ti e, a vendor only has
a nite range of pri es whi h

ustomers are willing to pay for a given produ t.

Thus, if this range is depleted, it is ne essary to re-use some of the pri es and
hen e, uniqueness is forfeited. However, if the
than one produ t than the

ustomer eventually pur hases more

ombination of two or more tagged pri es may establish

uniqueness, again.

Product ordering.


Another method for

in whi h produ ts were
mitted in a

ontent tra king is

orrelating the sequen e

li ked in the sear h phase with the produ t sequen e sub-

ustomer's order. This is possible, sin e the goods in the order normally

appear in exa tly the same sequen e as in the

ustomer's sear h phase. Although

in the sear h phase, they may be interleaved with other produ ts that had been
viewed but not ordered by the
for mapping proles to
produ ed the same

ustomer.

As with pri es, using produ t ordering

ustomers is probabilisti , sin e several

ustomers may have

li k order of produ ts.
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4.3 Model for the Relationship of Phases
In this se tion, we put aside the pra ti al
ment.

onsiderations from above for the mo-

We do this for the benet of a more general and more abstra t view on

the subje t.

We will return to pra ti al

onsiderations after the introdu tion of

the abstra t model. In the following, we will sti k with Internet shopping as a use
ase to illustrate the general options for the prevention of links between sear h and
order phases. This serves to illustrate the general ideas developed for limiting the
dis losure of data whi h is unne essary for the purpose at hand.
We already outlined that ri h information is provided by
their items of interest, su h as,

ustomers sear hing for

ustomers looking for books in an online store will

often sear h for more than one book, potentially revealing many interests. Although
we use the term sear h to denote a parti ular phase, we do not presuppose that
sear h engines or the likes are a tually used in this phase. Our perspe tive on sear h
is fairly broad, i.e., we also view things like

asual browsing of a Web site,

li king

banner ads, et . as potential a tions for a sear h phase. For us, the important point
is that the data from the sear h phase be omes personalised data in a later stage.
The data of a sear h phase

(a)

required data

an be roughly subdivided into two sets of data:

whi h is information needed for the

phase, e.g., the name of the book whi h a
(b)

extra data

ompletion of any subsequent

ustomer nally de ided to buy, and

whi h is whatever other information the vendor may learn from the

sear h phase, e.g., additional items of interest whi h the

In order to pro eed with a transa tion, it is
extra data. However, the extra data may
expanding the

ustomer sear hed for.

learly irrelevant to pro ess the

ontain information whi h is useful for

ustomer's prole. Building or expanding a prole with this extra

data is easily possible as soon as any phase exists in the same transa tion that
identies the sear hing user. For instan e, in the 4-phase model (see Chapter 3) the
sear h phase is followed by an order phase where

ustomers usually have to provide

their names and addresses to get their pur hases shipped.
Sin e our goal is to minimise personal data in general, in the following, we
will introdu e an approa h whi h prevents that the extra information from a user's
sear h phase

an be exploited in a priva y-intrusive manner, e.g., being added to a

prole in order to get a more detailed pi ture of the

ustomer's personality.

Using our model from Chapter 3, we will next abstra tly model the relationship
between sear h and order phases in order to devise two general ideas that prevent
this relationship, and whi h in turn help to eliminate extra data. For this, let
denote an instan e of a
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set of phases

seen by a parti ular vendor

V,

i.e.,

P

P

is what
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we denoted
phases

in earlier

hapters. Note that the link data for relating the

an be easily obtained by the methods presented in Se tions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

Now,

S := Pi

DV ⊆ D

onsider a transa tion

O := Pj , i < j ,

and

T ⊆ P

P1 , P2 , . . . , Pν .

onsisting of phases

Let

be sear h and order phases, respe tively. Although

we use the term order phase in the following to refer to a phase where the user is
identied and some of her information from the sear h phase is required, we do not
mean to imply that this is the only type of phase where our s heme
It is just more

an be employed.

onvenient to have a name for 'the phase where the user is identied

2

and some of her information from the sear h phase is required'.

Hen e, order

ould be substituted with, say, bid if the s enario at hand is an online au tion.
Also, we will simply
We let

P→G

G

all the

denote the

ustomer's items of interest

set of goods

goods.

oered by the vendor and we dene

goods :

as

goods(P ) := {g | g ∈ (P ∩ G)} .

In parti ular, any sear h phase

S

will

ontain a number of goods

gi ∈ G.

mentioned before, some of the goods will be sele ted for pur hase by the

As

ustomer

gi ∈ goods (O) must also be in goods (S).
Si , Sj ⊆ S , we ne essarily have L(Si , Sj ) 3  othto group them in S . Hen e, the ustomer's sear h

and be ome order data. Clearly, every
Given two sear h requests
erwise we would not be able

requests will be linkable by some sort of session identier, i.e., an EID or possibly
even a PID.

L(Si , Sj ), for Si , Sj ⊆ S , su h that goods (Si ) ⊆ O and goods(Sj ) 6⊆ O,
Si are pur hased while Sj 's are not, then pure
sear h data is mixed up with order data in the ustomer's sear h phase S , resulting
in unne essary extra data. Sin e we assumed that S and O are part of the same
transa tion, i.e., L(S, O), the extra data be omes personalised data and further
If we have

i.e., the goods from sear h request

feeds the

ustomer's prole.

However, if the two phases

an be separated, it is

possible to minimise the information learned by the vendor by withholding the
extra data.

In other words, the vendor would only learn of goods

gi ∈ goods (S ∩ O) holds, i.e.,

goods sear hed for in

S

gi

for whi h

4

whi h be ome ordered goods.

To a hieve this, the link data between the sear h and order phase needs to be

eliminated. Assume for the moment that this
approa h whi h a hieves this). In this
for a given order phase

Oj

there must be a mat hing sear h phase

know whi h parti ular sear h phase relates to
2
3

an be done (we will later present an

ase, while the vendor will still know that

Oj .

Si ,

he may not

Note that identied does not ne essarily mean personally identied.
Sin e the relation

L

is dened over phases, one should think of

Si

and

Sj

as phases

onsisting

of only a single request.

4

Note that this is the minimal information needed by the vendor to

al ulate the grand total

of the pur hase, assuming dierently pri ed non-digital goods.
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S ⊆ P be the set of sear h phases
Oj , we dene Sj ⊆ S as

Let
phase

re orded by some vendor. Given an order

Sj := {S | S ∈ S . goods(S) ⊇ goods (Oj )} .
In other words, the elements of
whi h at least

the vendor's

denotes set

are the sear h phases known by the vendor

ontain all ordered goods of the order phase

other data that makes

Oj ,

Sj

Si ∈ Sj

han e for

more likely to be the

hoosing the

Oj .

orre t sear h phase is

ardinality. Hen e, if the number of

ontains some good

gr

Sj

1/|Sj |,

L(Sj , Oj )
be small, e.g., if the order Oj
ontains many goods gi be ause

may

whi h is rarely bought or if it

orre t link

the more goods are pur hased in the same transa tion, the bigger the
a parti ular set of goods is unique or at least rarely

hosen. In

(a) to have a large set of

andidates

Sj

(b) to have sear h phases that do not

han e that

ontrast,

Oj only ontains a ommonly hosen single good gc or a
gc1 , gc2 , . . . , gcl . Based on this observations, our goal must be

be large if
goods

|·|

where

andidates for the sear h phase is

small then it be omes more likely that the vendor nds the
allowing him to expand the user's prole.

In absen e of any

orresponding sear h phase of

Sj

may

ommon set of

or

ontain any extra data in the rst pla e.

4.3.1 Increasing the Size of the Anonymity Set
The size of

Sj

depends on a user's exa t

hoi e of ordered goods and also on the

number of other users sear hing the vendor's
whether it is possible for a user to in rease

atalogue of goods. So the question is

|Sj |.

For the user, one option would be

to engage in a new fake transa tion in order to do additional, but related, sear hes
by herself. In su h a fake transa tion, she would sear h the goods she really wants to
buy and some other random goods. This, however, would be

umbersome and put

a lot of burden on the user. Another, less burdensome option would be to simply
wait until

|Sj | has grown

problem is, the

ustomer delays her order.
to tell the a tual size of Sj

to a suitable size, i.e., the

ustomer will usually not be able

The
and

hen e, will not know when the ideal moment has arrived to send the order. It is
lear, however, that the longer she waits, the better the

han es that

|Sj |

is large

enough. In other words, the more time elapses the more di ult it be omes to use
time as a means to

orrelate a

ustomer's order with her sear h phase, assuming

that in between these two events other

ustomers also sear hed the goods from the

ustomer's order and all other link data between sear h and order phase had been
eliminated. Before we return to the question of how long to delay an order in order
to allow

Sj to
Sj .

be ome large, we rst dis uss the fa tors that inuen e the size and

growth of
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For this, let

n := |G|

be the number of dierent goods the vendor has to oer

k be the number of ordered goods from a
k := |goods(Oj )|. The number of possible subsets

and let

user
of

G

U 's order phase Oj ,
n
is 2 . Note that we

i.e.,
an

safely ignore that two or more instan es of the same good are nally pur hased,

5

sin e this is not dis losed during the sear h.
good from

Oj

and hen e, are

Some of the subsets of

andidates for

Sj ,

G

ontain ea h

whi h is the a tual sear h phase

Oj . We all these andidates favourable sets. The
c := |Sj |, an be al ulated as follows. Obviously, there is
only one set G whi h has k elements and ontains goods(Oj ). Now let a set of goods
G ⊇ goods (Sj ) have size k + 1. Then there is one 'free ell' in G for whi h n − k
n−k
goods are possible. Hen e, the number of these sets is n − k =
1 . If |G| = k + 2
n−k
then we have two ells for whi h there are
potential hoi es. If |G| = k + 3
2
n−k
then we have
hoi es and so forth. The total number c of andidate sets from
3
G
the power set 2 whi h ontain goods (Oj ) is therefore given by Equation (4.1).
orresponding to the user's order

number of

andidates,

c :=

n−k
X
i=0

Furthermore, sin e
simplify

c's

c

is the sum of the



(n − k)-th

(4.1)

row of Pas al's triangle, we

omputation by using the well-known fa t from Equation

n−k
X
i=0

As we have seen in previous

n−k
i

U,

who has sear hed



= 2n−k

V 's

an

(4.2)

han e to stay anonymous. Now, assume

shop, deems

α

anonymity group with respe t to her sear h phase

|Sj | ≥ α.

6
(4.2).

hapters, the size of the anonymity group plays an

important role for an individual person's
that a user

n−k
i

to be the minimum size of the

Sj .

This leads us ba k to the initial question:

U expe ts
|Sj | be large

In other words,
When will

enough? Unfortunately, there is no universal answer to this question, as the answer
depends on the

hoi es made by the

ustomers of a spe i

shop. This means, we

need the probability distribution of the goods pur hased by the

ustomers of some

shop (or at least an estimate of it), in order to estimate how long it takes until

α

has be ome large enough.
Sin e we do not have su h a probability distribution readily available, in the
following, we will operate with an
5

idealised model

in order to illustrate the idea of

In fa t, we silently negle ted this possibility already by dening orders as sets instead of

multi-sets.

6

t an be easily derived from the
`n´ fan−i
Pn This
y i , if we set x = 1 and y = 1.
i=0 i x

Binomial Theorem, whi h says that
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delaying an order to in rease the size of
hoi es of goods are

The probability of some
is

p :=

If we

uniformly distributed, i.e., ea

likely to be pi ked by any

Oj

Sj .

ustomer, then we

an assume that the

h subset of goods

G∈

ustomers'

2G is equally

an make the following observations.

U 's order
omplementary event is given by q := 1 − p.
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) is that the fra tion p
on k and is independent of n under a uniform

ustomer pi king a favourable set with respe t to

c
2n and the probability of the

An interesting observation from
of favourable sets only depends
distribution, as

c
2n−k
=
= 2−k .
2n
2n
Now, given m users independently sear hing V 's goods,
anonymity set rea hes size α after m trials is given by
 
m α m−α
Pr m (|Sj | = α) =
p q
α
p=

(4.3)
the probability that the

and for its Poisson approximation we have

Pr ′m (|Sj | = α) = e−λ
λ = mp [Fel67℄.
m trials is

where

α

in

λα
,
α!

Using the Poisson approximation, the probability for

Pr ′ (|Sj | ≥ α) = e−λ

∞
α−1
X
X λv
λv
= 1 − e−λ
.7
v!
v!
v=α

sear hes

Sj ,

α

whi h is

m

sear h trans-

atalogue the number of favourable sets of

i.e., those whi h in lude the goods ordered by the

grown at least to the size

(4.4)

v=0

Equation 4.4 gives us the probability for the event that after
a tions with respe t to the vendor's

|Sj | ≥

U 's

ustomer

U,

has

desired size for the anonymity group that

will hide the relation between her sear h phase and her order phase.
For the following examples, we use the model above to nally answer a user

U 's

question how long to delay her order to guarantee that the number of favourable
sets,

|SU |,

is large. In other words, we will estimate the time

anonymity group
grown to size

α

SU

7

SU .

to wait until the

SU will have
Pr ′ (|SU | ≥ α) ≥ 0.99. In this ase,
the vendor a han e of 1/α to link OU
ustomer's sear h phase

with a high probability, e.g.,

submitting an order
with

with respe t to the

τ

OU

after

τ

will leave

Equation 4.4 an be derived by using the series representation of the exponential fun tion
P∞ xv
Pα−1 λv
x
−λ P∞
−λ λ
λv
i.e., e =
(e − v=0
).
v=0 v! , whi h yields e
v=α v! = e
v!

e(x) = ex ,
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ordered
produ ts (k )

2
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3

α

Pr ′ (|SU | ≥ α)

trials (m)

10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20

0.999
0.699
0.999
0.012
0.746
0.999
0.383
0.746
0.999

91
91
182
91
91
147
147
182
294

waiting time

≈3
≈3
≈6
≈3
≈3
≈5
≈5
≈6
≈ 10

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Table 4.1: Waiting times for uniformly distributed sets of goods G

n is merely
illustration, sin e a ording to Equation (4.3) it is irrelevant) and let U 's
omprised of k = 2 goods. Using Equation (4.1)/(4.2), we get c = 8

Examples.
given for
order be

Let

V 's

atalogue

onsist of, say,

n = 5 produ

ts (a

on rete

favourable sets and thus, assuming uniform distribution over the sets of sear hed
produ ts, the probability for a subsequent
set of favourable sets is

p=

c
2n

=

8
32

=

1
4

=

ustomer to pi k one element from the

1
. Now, if
2k

U

wants to have probability

at least 0.999 that her anonymity set onsists of, say, at least α = 10 users, i.e.,
Pr ′ (|SU | ≥ 10) ≥ 0.999, she would have to wait until approximately 91 users
sear hed V 's atalogue (see Table 4.1). Would she have bought k = 3 produ ts,
the probability for |SU | ≥ 10 after 91 users would merely be 0.699  to obtain
Pr ′ (|SU | ≥ 10) ≥ 0.999 she would have to wait for twi e as many ustomers as
before, i.e., 182 users in total, whi h is due to the halved rate of su ess for k = 3 as
1
ompared to k = 2, i.e., p =
8 for k = 3. Further assuming that a sear h phase is
ompleted every 2 minutes, the user U would have to wait for about 3 hours if she
sele ted 2 produ ts and a bit more than 6 hours had she hosen 3 produ ts. Table
4.1 gives some more examples.



It must be stressed, however, that the results above are obtained in an idealised
model and that, in general,

ustomers will not be able to a tually

ompute waiting

times for a la k of statisti al input data.

4.3.2 Preventing Extra Data
Although, several approa hes are possible to prevent extra data, some of them will
be more pra ti al than others in a given s enario. For instan e, if the number of
goods

|G| oered by a vendor is small then it may be possible to retrieve G, privately
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sele t the goods, and send the result to the vendor, e.g., by doing a lo al sear h
in a downloaded
In this

atalogue and emailing the order list to the vendor afterwards.

ase, we have

S=∅

and hen e no extra data. Consequently, the vendor's

probability for obtaining extra data will be

0.

However, if

G

ontains many elements

then downloading it may be impra ti al. Fortunately, to prevent the
extra data, it is neither ne essary to download

olle tion of

G nor to have an empty set of sear

h

phases.
In pra ti e, it is su ient that the vendor's set of

olle ted sear h phases

S

ontains only sear h phases whi h are implied by the exe uted order phases. That
is, given any order phase

Oj ,

if its

extra t any information from

Sj
Oj ,

In other words, if
are

ontained in

sear h phase.

that he

ontains only

Sj

would in lude

then the vendor would not be able to

ould not have

omputed from

U 's sear

Oj

alone.

ombinations of sear h request for goods whi h

the vendor gains no additional knowledge from the

However, often a user
it is likely to

Sj

orresponding sear h phase

2goods (Oj )

only elements from the power set

h phase

SU

olle ted

will not be as straight as this. Instead,

ontain extra data, e.g., be ause

U

is indierent what good to buy or

be ause she might be tempted by the vendor to look for other goods she had not
thought of before. Still, if we

an make

U 's sear

h phase

look

like she sear hed only

for the goods she nally ordered, things would be good enough.
The problem here is that U 's sear h requests S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm for the goods g1 , g2 ,
. . . , gm , respe tively, are grouped in SU by way of an ID. However, if we an eliminate the link data for any two sear h requests Sj , Sk ⊆ SU then the sear h phase SU ,
omprised of many sear h requests, will be broken up into smaller phases SU,i with
less sear h requests. And even more, these sear h phases will be unrelated from the
vendor's point of view. In the most favourable
dor will only see sear h phases
this

ase with respe t to priva y, the ven-

onsisting of no more than a single sear h request. In

ase, he will only be able to nd trivial links from sear h phases to order phases.

SU is omprised of m := |goods(SU )|
i = 1, . . . , |goods (OU )| links L(SU,i , OU )
goods (OU ) , these links
sin e goods (SU,i ) ∈ 2

That is, although the user's real sear h phase
sear h requests, the vendor will nd at most
for a given order phase

OU .

Moreover,

will not provide the vendor with any extra data. Therefore, the vendor's

han e of

learning additional information, whi h would expand the user's prole, will again
be zero.



In the next se tion, we will introdu e a
two approa hes from above.

on eptual ar hite ture whi h unites the

We will also present two possible instan es of this

ar hite ture, ea h of whi h is an instan e of one of these approa hes.
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User's Browser




Vendor Site's
Information



De oupling Component

-

Vendor's



Server

Figure 4.1: Conceptual model of the Decoupling Component

4.4 Conceptual Solution
We have seen that at least two levels of data exist whi h allow tra king of users
 proto ol and

ontent data (see Se tion 4.2). The prin ipal idea of removing the

possibility of proto ol tra king is to interrupt subsequent a tions of the

ustomer

whi h are re ordable by a vendor and thereby to eliminate existing links. For this,
we introdu e a de oupling

omponent (DC) whi h is lo ated between the

ustomer

and the vendor (see Figure 4.1).
In Se tion 4.3, we have dis ussed two methods for de oupling sear h and order
phases  in reasing the anonymity set with respe t to a given order and preventing
non-trivial transa tion data in the rst pla e. In the following, we are going to sket h
two possible implementations for either method.

4.4.1 Preventing Extra Data
Using today's Web te hnology, it is possible to present ea h user with a

ustomised

view of Web sites. This, however, is often driven by the vendor, i.e., the user tells
him what she likes and the vendor presents her with information deemed interesting for her. In this

ase, the user's view is more or less what the vendor wants the

ustomer to see. On the other hand, Web te hnology would also permit the user to
have her own view of the vendor's oered produ ts. Using Web te hnologies, su h
as UDDI [BCvRE03℄ and WSDL [CCMW01℄, it would be possible to dire tly a

ess

information provided by the vendor and use a literally personalised representation
of the information, instead of a

essing a representation

hosen by the vendor. If

the vendor provides its produ ts through Web servi es, the
say, its sear hes by
played a

9

ustomer

an exe ute,

servi e sear h and the results would be dis-

ording to the user's preferen es. Examples of su h servi es are Google's

8

sear h API
8

alling a spe i

or Amazon's Web servi es

9

whi h both are a

essible via SOAP. In

http:// ode.google. om/apis/soapsear h
http://www.amazon. om/webservi es
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User's Browser
Vendor Site's
Information

Anonymity
Network

DC Proxy

 -



?

??
Conguration / Data




Vendor's
Server

Servi e
Layouts
Shopping Cart

?

?

...

UDDI
Registry

WSDL
Sheets

Figure 4.2: Example of a DC instance

su h a

ase, session management in HTTP

unne essary, and
be eliminated.

In addition,

for ea h servi e

an be dropped, be ause it would be

onsequently linking options given by the HTTP proto ol would
hanging the IP address of the

all would eliminate tra king by IP. This

ustomer's

omputer

an be easily realised by

sending ea h servi e request through an anonymity network.

The fun tionality des ribed above

ould be

ombined in a de oupling

omponent

(DC). The DC would te hni ally be a proxy whi h sits between the user's browser
and the vendor's server (see Figure 4.2). This ar hite ture guarantees that the DC
sees all tra

ex hanged between the

the DC would provide
su h as TOR

Search.

10

ustomer

lient fun tionality for

11 ,

or JAP

11

60

V.

In addition,

onne ting to an anonymity network,

whi h allow to send and re eive data anonymously.

V

oers Web servi es, and if so, a

i.e., downloads the servi e des riptions.

10

and the vendor

Now, if the user types the vendor's URL into her browser, the DC

via UDDI whether
his

C

ustomers, the DC simply

If

V

he ks

esses their WSDL sheets,

does not provide Web servi es to

onne ts to the vendor's Web server and the user is

http://tor.eff.org
http://anon.inf.tu-dresden.de
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left with the 'normal', potentially more priva y-intrusive Web shop. Assuming the
vendor provides Web servi es to his
and other information a

ustomers, the DC shows the list of servi es

ording to the user's display preferen es. In this

ustomer would use the DC's interfa e to a

or some other Web servi e to browse through the vendor's
that the

ustomer

ase, the

ess the vendor's Web servi e sear h
atalogue. This means

ould potentially have the same (graphi al) user interfa e for all

su h vendors, whi h, as a side ee t, may simplify the navigation.

Order.



The ordering pro edure is likewise exe uted through Web servi es. In this

ase, the DC oers a virtual shopping

art to allow the

pur hase, beforehand. In addition, it is
asked for

ustomer to sele t goods for

on eivable that the DC stores

ommonly

ustomer information, su h as name, address, and nan ial information, in

a lo al database to relief the

ustomer from entering her data for every new vendor.

Should any of these information be required by the vendor, the DC simply noties
the user whi h information is asked for by the vendor and asks for her

onrmation,

before it nally sends the order data to the vendor's ordering servi e.

Privacy.

By sending every servi e request through an anonymity network, the user's

IP address

Si

and



Sj ,

an be made dierent for ea h request. Hen e, given two sear h requests,
the vendor's only sour e of information for de iding whether

holds is the

L(Si , Sj )

ontent information provided in the requests. The requests, however,

are just servi e

alls whi h are

been sent by any

omprised of information that potentially

ustomer be ause it only

ontains parameters for the respe tive

Web servi e. Even if, say, some vendor-supplied session token
parameter for a
for a new token

essing some servi e, the DC

t′

before a

t would be a required

ould simply ask the vendor's server

essing the servi e again. Therefore, the vendor would

be prevented from relating requests of the same user by
the end, the vendor would see a
him with the

ould have

ontent information.

In

ess to his ordering servi e whi h would provide

ustomer's sele ted goods.

Although the vendor might at best be

able to nd a single sear h request for ea h ordered good, he will not be able to
relate it to the

ustomer's other sear h requests for goods whi h did not be ame

part of the order. This holds sin e every request is self- ontained or in other words
'isolated' from the vendor's point of view.

In this

ase 'isolated' means that a

dierent sender identi ation, i.e., IP address in this
the

information provided in any other request.
to

ase, is used ea h time and

ontent information provided in ea h servi e request is independent of any
orrelate a spe i

Therefore the vendor will be unable

user's a tions with respe t to information provided in all

observed requests, ex ept for trivial links from the set

2goods (Oj ) ,

user's order (see Se tion 4.3).
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By using a DC instan e, as the one des ribed above, the way the sear h phase
is per eived by a user is totally dierent from the sear h phase seen by a vendor.
While the user still per eives its sear hing a tivities as a 'semanti

phase', sin e

the a t of sear hing is a sequen e of related a tions, the vendor has no

lue of

this semanti s be ause he is unable to re ognise the user during her sear h.
vendor

an only te hni ally observe

The

alls to his Web servi es whi h are from his

perspe tive independent of ea h other. Be ause of this,

ontent-related tra king

me hanisms will be meaningless, sin e they dis lose almost nothing beyond what is
onveyed in a single

all to a Web servi e, as the

vendor's perspe tive. An information that may
all will be the time when the user a

all is an isolated event from the

learly be asso iated with a spe i

essed the servi e.

However, this does not

dis lose extra data, in the sense that no additional personal information is dis losed,
su h as, other interests.
The pri e to pay for this additional priva y is that the user's 'browsing experien e' might be

hanged signi antly. Sin e the DC pra ti ally builds the Web pages

for the user, the visual results of this pages will be highly dependent on the DC's
layout templates, its implemented logi , and, of

ourse, on the Web servi es oered

by the vendor. In addition, providing the user with navigational hints may be ome
omplex. On the other hand, users who are looking for spe i

items may not be

ae ted by this loss. Essentially, they will use a sear h interfa e

onstru ted by the

DC, instead of one supplied by the vendor. The DC's interfa e will, in essen e do
the same as the vendor's, i.e., it will use the

ustomer's sear h requests as input to

the vendor's (sear h) Web servi e.

4.4.2 Increasing the Size of the Anonymity Set
In order to prevent linking of sear h and order phases, we proposed another approa h
that aims to in rease the number of
given sear h phase

Si .

The basi

su iently large number of

andidates whi h

ould have instantiated a

idea exposed in Se tion 4.3 was to wait until a

andidates exists. The main problem of this approa h

is that it is hard to determine the time to wait. For this, one

an rely on heuristi s

or statisti al information, as we did before. However, in theory, it would be possible
to exa tly time the release of an order, given that su iently many
together and anonymously share their a

ustomers work

ess statisti s for vendor sites.

We will

briey give an idea of su h an approa h in Se tion 4.7.4. Before that, we introdu e
a

on rete framework based on mobile agents, whi h

instantiation of a de oupling

an be seen as another possible

omponent. This DC's aim is to establish a framework

whi h makes it possible to send out arbitrarily delayed orders for the purpose of
introdu ing un ertainty to the vendor when it
spe i
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omes to relating order data to a

sear h phase.
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The following se tions on mobile agents as a means for priva y prote tion have
been presented and elaborated in various forms in [EKS02d, EKS02b, EKS02a,
EKS02 , EKS03℄.

4.5 Mobile Agents
In the following se tions, we will look into mobile agents to introdu e another
possibility for implementing a de oupling

omponent (DC). This parti ular DC

instan e will rely on large anonymity sets in order to allow

ustomers to hide the

relationship between their sear h and order phases, as dis ussed in Se tion 4.3.1.
The mobile agent DC should be

onsidered only as a possibility for implementing

a DC that de ouples sear h and order phases.

Although we have devoted a fair

amount of spa e to mobile agents, the reader should not

ling too hard to the idea

of using mobile agents for implementing su h a DC, as the idea of using anonymity
sets for de oupling is not bound to a parti ular te hnology. Other implementations
are

ertainly possible and may in fa t be needed, if the te hnologi al environment

is dierent or

hanges over time.

As we do not expe t all readers to be familiar with the

on ept of mobile agents,

we will briey introdu e some denitions needed in subsequent se tions to develop
the agent-based DC instan e.
A mobile agent is an autonomous program whi h follows a given route by migrating through a network of hosts. At ea h host, it
behalf of its owner. After the tasks have been a
its base station and delivers the results

arries out

ertain tasks on

omplished, the agent returns to

olle ted during its trip to its owner. One

of the advantages of using mobile agents te hnology is that transa tion
the agent owner are

osts for

onsiderably redu ed be ause after leaving its owner the agent

migrates from one host to the next autonomously. During this period, the owner is
not required to maintain his online

onne tion to the network or in some other way

stay in tou h with the agent. In the past years, a lot of work has been done in the
area of mobile agent systems. A variety of mobile agent systems is available today,
e.g., Aglets [KLO98, LO98℄, Agent TCL [GCKR97℄. However, we will not fo us on
a spe i

mobile agent system. Instead, we will

abstra t way. This means that we will only

onsider mobile agents in a more

onsider

omponents of mobile agents

whi h are important for the solution presented here. In our level of abstra tion, a
mobile agent

a

onsists of the following

omponents:

a = (bc, r, d, δ).
The

omponent

bc

denotes the

s ribes the mobile agent's

route

binary ode of the agent to be exe uted and r
as an (n + 1)-tuple (with n ≥ 1) onsisting of
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Figure 4.3: An agent a’s round trip

host addresses

ad(si )

of shops

si

that have to be visited on the agent's trip:

r = (ad(s1 ), . . . , ad(sn ), ad(bs)) .
The route is given by the agent's owner. The agent starts its trip at a base station

bs

where it returns to when it has visited the stations

ontained in the route (see

bs → s1 the rst route entry is given
data given by the agent's owner. This
data will be used as input for the omputations at the hosts s1 , . . . , sn . Thus, we
an think of it as d = (d1 , . . . , dn ) where di refers to the input data of si , where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. The output data obtained from the omputations are ontained in δ.
Similarly, we have δ = (δ1 , . . . , δn ).
If we set bc = ∅, then the 'agent' would not be able to arry out omputations
Figure 4.3). Sin e the rst migration step is

by

ad(s1 ).

The

omponent

d

denotes the

on its own. And still, the model, though less exible, would make sense. In this
ase, the 'agent' merely provides the visited stations with data and the stations will
ompute the results on their own. Su h a s enario is

an agent as a kind of digital
next one

on eivable, if we think of su h

hain letter, whi h is forwarded by ea h station to the

en route.

4.6 Adaption of Agent Components
In the following, we will adapt the previously introdu ed
agent a

ording to the requirements of our solution.

omponents of a mobile

Therefore, the main goal

priva y. However, we also onsider data origin
authenti ation (in luding data integrity of the mobile agent) and non-repudiation.
For this, we introdu e some denitions. Let Eei (di ) denote a iphertext obtained
by using si 's publi key ei of an asymmetri en ryption algorithm E , e.g., RSA

of prote tion we have in mind is
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di .

[RSA78℄, on the data
of party

x

on some

Furthermore, let

ontents

y1 , . . . yν .

Sigx (y1 , . . . yν ) denote a digital signature

This allows us to introdu e an element

d˜ = (Ee1 (d1 ), .., Een (dn ), SigC (Ee1 (d1 ), .., Een (dn ), bc))
onsisting of en rypted input data for
owner, i.e., the

ustomer

C.

layered en ryption, similar to Westho
stru ture below, we have a host address

C

on

ad(si )

s 1 , . . . , sn

and a signature of the agent's

Furthermore, we prote t the agent's route by using

et al. [WSUK00℄. In ea h layer of the onion
ad(si ) and a signature of the agent's owner

ombined with other agent

omponents.

˜
r̃ = ((ad(s1 ), SigC (ad(s1 ), bc, d),
˜
Ee1 (ad(s2 ), SigC (ad(s2 ), bc, d),
˜
Ee2 (ad(s3 ), SigC (ad(s3 ), bc, d),
..

.

(4.5)

˜ . . .)),
Een−1 (ad(sn ), SigC (ad(sn ), bc, d))
ad(bs))
The en rypted route is pro essed as follows. The base station learns from the rst
entry of

r̃

where to dispat h the agent. Before the agent is sent to

its own entry from
iphertext from

r̃

r̃ .

When

s1

re eives the agent with the new

whi h is destined for it and obtains its su

a signature, and a 'new'

r̃,

r̃.

deletes

it de rypts the

essor's address

iphertext. Before sending the agent to

own address and the signature from

s1 , bs

s2 , s1

ad(s2 ),

deletes its

This pro edure will be repeated until the

sn−1 . Here the last de ryption is ne essary, i.e., sn−1 gets the
last address ad(sn ) and signature ontained in the onion stru ture. After these
parameters have been removed from r̃ , the agent is sent to bs as spe ied by the
last entry ad(bs). The idea of the route prote tion is that a visited host does not

agent arrives at

learn whi h hosts the agent had visited before and whi h it is still going to visit,
ex ept for the host's respe tive prede essor and su
mu h information for the

essor. If the latter is still to

ustomer's taste, she may introdu e dummy hosts in the

route that just forward the agent, e.g., the base station.
The signatures

ontained in

r̃

and

d˜ are in

luded to ensure data integrity and to

allow easy dete tion of unwanted modi ations. The signature also guarantees that
omponents from

r̃

annot be repla ed by

omponents from earlier data

r̃ ′

without

dete tion.

δi at host si , they will be signed
˜
Thus, we dene δ̃i = EC (δi , Sigsi (δi , bc, d)). At the end of the trip, the
ontains all omputation results, i.e., δ̃ = (δ˜1 , . . . , δ˜n ). Initially, portions δ˜i

After having produ ed the
by

si .

agent

omputation results

are empty. For the up oming se tions, we assume that an agent
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following

omponents:

˜ δ̃).
ã = (bc, r̃, d,
Now that we are done with the building blo ks, we are going to present how
agents

an be used to redu e prole data.

4.7 Achieving Privacy via Agents
In the following, we show how to prevent a vendor from linking information gathered
in a

ustomer's sear h phase to her real identity, whi h we assume is dis losed in

the order phase.

Furthermore, we give some more requirements that have to be

fullled in order to avoid linking via produ t IDs.
In the following, we assume that the base station is maintained by a spe ialised
mobile agent base provider.

However, this provider does not play the role of a

trusted third party in the usual sense. In fa t, the

ustomer's trust in the provider

is quite minimal with respe t to priva y, as the provider does not get any information
about the sear h phase and therefore, he

annot exploit this information for himself

nor pass it to others. The provider is trusted, however, not to give the

ustomer's

IP address to the vendor, not to delete agents after having re eived them, and not
to release the agents before they are s heduled for departure. More details on the
base station will be given in Se tion 4.8.2.
In Subse tion 4.7.1, we show how to deliver an order with an agent, where the
shopping tour

ontains only one vendor to be visited.

In Subse tions 4.7.2 and

4.7.3, we dis uss how the tra king me hanisms des ribed in Subse tions 4.2.2 and
4.2.3, respe tively,

an be ruled out using the mobile agent approa h. Afterwards,

we point out how the linking probability for the vendor

an be de reased. Routes

ontaining several vendor addresses are nally dis ussed in 4.7.5.

4.7.1 Order Delivery via Agents
ustomer C de ides to buy at just one vendor, say
s1 's atalogue, C has a look at various produ ts, and
nally de ides to buy a subset p1 , . . . , pk of these produ ts. During this time, s1 an
tra k C 's a tivities in a transa tion log Ti . However, s1 is unable to map them to
C 's identity per se. C forms the data d1 by putting together the order information,
For simpli ity, we assume that a

s1 .

While sear hing through

in luding the identiers of the produ ts and her name and address. Furthermore,

C

should have the possibility to arrange the produ t identiers in an arbitrary

sequen e, possibly one that does not mat h the order in whi h she sele ted the
produ ts herself. This is ne essary sin e the sequen e of produ t identiers in the
order

66

d1

must be prote ted against a potential

orrelation with the

li k sequen e
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Ti . After C has reated d1 , she reates d˜ = Ee1 (d1 , SigC (Ee1 (d1 ), bc))
˜ δ̃), with δ̃ = ∅.
and r̃ = (ad(s1 ), ad(bs)), and nally ã = (bc, r̃, d,
In the next step, C will transfer ã to bs and instru t bs to dispat h ã. Now, ã
an migrate to s1 and deliver its data d1 . Sin e d1 is asymmetri ally en rypted, it
an only be opened by s1 , i.e., bs does not learn whi h produ ts were ordered by C .
Furthermore, by verifying the signature, s1 an he k if the order was undeniably
reated by C and if it had been modied. When the data ontained in the agent is
˜
valid, s1 reates the output δ1 and the en rypted result δ̃1 = EC (δ1 , Sigs1 (δ1 , bc, d))
whi h is given to the agent. This output ould be, e.g., s1 's noti ation that he
ontained in

re eived the order or a

onrmation that the order had been

arried out immediately.

s1
ad(bs). There, ã

To ensure integrity, all outputs should be signed by the vendor as well. After
is done, the agent is sent to
waits for

C

until she

bs

a

ording to the last route entry

onne ts again to

bs

in order to re eive the agent.

4.7.2 Tracking by Protocol
Using our mobile agent approa h, the vendor
dynami

annot use IP addresses,

ookies, or

URLs to link the re eived order to sear h phase a tivities be ause he is

no more dire tly re eiving the order from the
insight into

C 's

interests,

s1

ustomer

with the data obtained from the agent to nd out
this means that

s1

has to

C.

In order to get a deeper

an try to link available transa tion data

C 's

real transa tion

T1 , T2 , . . .
TC . But

arry out a random experiment, assuming that no other

hidden information exists that makes linking easier. Sin e

C

has ordered

p 1 , . . . , pk ,

p 1 , . . . , pk

and whi h

the vendor sear hes his database for proles whi h in lude

have been re orded in a 'relevant time interval'. The relevant time interval needs
to be

hosen by

spa e, it

s1 .

Although, any time interval

an be assumed that transa tions of a

an be

ertain age

hosen for the sear h
an be ignored, e.g.,

re ently submitted orders will most likely not belong to a transa tion that has been

s1 nds α ≥ 1 transa tions T1 , . . . , Tα ,
ea h ontaining at least p1 , . . . , pk , then for s1 the probability of orre tly linking
1
any stored transa tion Ti to C 's sear h phase Sj is given by Pr (L(Ti , Sj )) =
α.
Hen e, the probability depends on the number α of transa tion andidates, whi h

re orded one year ago. If we assume that

is what we

α

alled the size of the anonymity group in earlier

de reases monotoni ally when

k

hapters. Obviously,

in reases, i.e., in luding a higher number of

produ ts in the order may in rease the linking probability.

4.7.3 Tracking by Content
Sin e

ontent tra king is not easily dete table

to be introdu ed to rule out

per se,

rules and pro edures need

ontent tra king, or at least make it dete table by a

ustomer.
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Product identifiers.
a vendor

In a

ordan e with our honest but

urious vendor assumption,

ould oer an agent-based priva y prote ting servi e and may still try to

link the sear h and order a tivities via leaking produ t IDs (ProdID s). In this
the linking probability for the vendor would be
prevent su h atta ks,

ProdID s must

hannels be ome obvious.

Pr (TC = Ti ) = 1.

be veriable by the

This, for instan e,

ase,

In order to

ustomer su h that hidden

ould be a hieved by some natural

language en oding of ProdID s. In su h a s heme, the set of potential andidates for
ProdID s is quite small, e.g., for a musi CD the ProdID ould be (artist's name,
title) instead of some ID B0000262WI and therefore, a ustomer will be able to
dete t with high probability if there is some hidden information.

Prices.

Another possibility to in rease the linking probability



ould be a hieved via

variable pri ing strategies, similar to pri e dis rimination. However, in our s enario,
the vendor's primary intention is to use dierent pri es in order to identify individual
ustomers and not to maximise his prot  remember that we are stri tly talking
about

omputer s ien e and not e onomi s. Thus, an unfair vendor

same produ t at slightly dierent pri es.
ontains the pri e presented in the oer, he
from the set of

ould oer the

When he later re eives an order whi h
an easily ex lude all those transa tions

andidates in whi h he oered the spe i

produ t for a dierent

pri e.
If the

ustomer does not send the pri es, the vendor might sell her the ordered

goods for any pri e, whi h he had on e

harged for the given produ ts. In order

to prevent this, we propose to let the vendor give a temporary pri e guarantee for
any produ t he sells, i.e., he

ommits himself to

produ t for some period of time.

This

harge a xed pri e for a given

ould be realised, e.g., by

publishing vendor-signed do uments, ea h

reating and

ontaining a produ t, its pri e, and the

validity period, similar to pri e oers found in advertisements in the real world.
These guarantees

an be downloaded by the

If a vendor serves

ustomer and kept for later referen e.

ustomers with distin t pri e guarantees in order to tra k

them, then he does not know the exa t pri es at whi h he oered his produ ts to a
spe i

ustomer. Thus, if he is trying to identify a

the vendor

an only guess the pri e a

ustomer by the oered pri es,

ustomer expe ts a

ording to her downloaded

guarantee. Should the vendor make a wrong guess to the
she

In this

ase, sin e the pri e guarantee is dis losed, the vendor would be able to link

a transa tion to the
be ause if they o

ustomer. However, disputes are unattra tive for the vendor

ur frequently the vendor's reputation will degrade. In addition,

if the vendor makes a wrong guess to the

ustomer's advantage, i.e., billing her for

a lower pri e than she expe ted, then she will surely a
his own prot and in addition, he would
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ustomers disadvantage,

ould present her pri e guarantee, proving that the vendor tried to de eive her.

ept and the vendor lowers

reate a link to the wrong transa tion.
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Product ordering.

In order to

ounter the ee ts of

orrelating the

from the sear h phase with the produ t ordering in the order, the
have the option to arrange the
an be randomly

ProdID s

ustomer should

in an arbitrary sequen e.

reated or obtained by sorting the

ProdID s,

li k sequen e
This sequen e

e.g., in lexi ographi

order. This is su ient as long as there are other transa tions stored in
produ ed by other

ustomers who also viewed at least

p 1 , . . . , pk

s1 's database

in one session and

therefore help to de rease the vendor's linking probability.

4.7.4 Decreasing the Probability for Linking
In the following, we will show how a

ustomer

an de rease the linking probability.

Sin e this probability depends on the number of
o, if the vendor's site is visited by many users.
we

andidates

ould somehow motivate a large group of users to a

be ause this will most likely in rease

α

α,

we would be better

Therefore, we would be ne if
ess the vendor's

atalogue

but this approa h does not seem to be very

realisti . However, from a broader perspe tive, the idea of motivating many users to

α is just a means to shorten the time until α is su iently large. Therefore,
α is su iently large.
order to a hieve anonymity sets of size at least α, we propose to introdu e a

in rease
we

ould likewise wait long enough until
In

servi e at the base station that allows

ustomers to dene a delay for the start of

the agent's shopping trip. That is, the

ustomer tells the base station to send out

the agent, say, in 10 hours. Sin e this delay is unknown to the vendor, he does not
know whether to link the order with proles stored in the past minutes, hours, or
even days. The only thing the vendor knows is that an order is always pre eded by
a sear h. This

ausal interrelationship

annot be undone but it

an be hidden in

a group of similar events. By randomly extending the time between an order and
its

orresponding sear h, a time-based

orrelation of the two events be omes more

di ult. On the one hand, the time interval

onsidered by the vendor should be

large, sin e this in reases the probability that the
set of

orre t prole is in luded in the

andidates. On the other hand, the size of the anonymity set

assumed to have in reased. Of

ourse, this depends on the a

α

an also be

ess statisti s of the

vendor's Web site. The dispat h time needs to be spe ied by the

ustomer. For

instan e, she may tell the base station not to release the agent before a delay
or not before time

MM:dd:hh:mm.

∆τ

When pri e guarantees are used, the delay must

not ex eed the validity period of the pri e guarantee.
This solution is quite simple, sin e it only requires the existen e of the base
station. But on the other hand, there is no guarantee that the number of prole
andidates is large enough. From a theoreti al perspe tive, even su h a guarantee
an be given, if a
shop.

This

ommunity eort is used to measure the a

ould be realised, for instan e, if

ess statisti s of a

ustomers anonymously upload the
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transa tion data of their sear h phases to a third party. A
able to query this party for a

ess statisti s of a spe i

would enable her to determine the

ustomer would then be
vendor's produ ts. This

urrent size of the anonymity set with respe t

to her order. In [EKS02a℄ su h a party has been des ribed in greater detail.

4.7.5 Routes with Several Shops
So far, we have

onsidered only

ases in whi h a mobile agent only visits one vendor

for delivering its order information.
advantageous, e.g., in

Shopping tours with several vendors

ases when an order for vendor

produ ts from a previously visited shop

sj

si

an be

should only be ordered if

ould have been ordered. Furthermore,

this option improves overall e ien y of the network, sin e it redu es the number
of mobile agents whi h migrate through the network. Visiting more than one shop
introdu es no priva y problems, sin e every order information is en rypted for a
spe i

vendor.

One

ould argue that with longer routes vendors learn whi h other hosts have to

be visited on the shopping tour whi h gives some further insight into the
behaviour or interests.

But this threat

ustomers

an be ta kled with the route prote tion

s heme shown in (4.5). With this solution, a vendor only learns about his predeessor and su

essor in the shopping tour. If a

to learn his prede essor or su

essor then she

ustomer does not want the vendor
ould

reate a route

r̃

with

bs

as an

intermediate hop whi h separates the vendors from ea h other. This in reases the
number of migration steps on the agent's trip but allows the

ustomer to enhan e

her priva y.
In
on

ase of dependent agent

omputations, e.g., when order delivery at

sj , the
another. If si is

omputation results from

from one vendor to

of the required results

omputational results have to be

sj

then the ex hange

an be done dire tly  provided that the

ustomer is willing

immediately followed by

to reveal the shopping tour stations to the vendors.

If the

hide vendor identities from ea h other by agent ex hange via
be en rypted for

bs

si depends

ommuni ated

ustomer de ides to

bs,

the results

an

whi h then needs to de rypt and re-en rypt the data for the

vendor that requires it. By applying this

on ept, a vendor will not learn what

is ordering at other vendors as long as the vendors are not

C

olluding and ex hange

their trade data.

4.8 Architecture
In the following, we will sket h the ar hite ture in luding the infrastru ture
ponents that are needed for our solution. Figure 4.4 depi ts the basi
whi h are required in our system. The
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om-

omponents

ustomer uses a simple Web browser and
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Mobile Agent Base Station
Shop
User's Browser
Vendor Site's
Web Pages

Internet

Customer Lo al Agent Station

Vendor
Agent
Station
Web
Server







Vendor side

Customer side

Figure 4.4: Overview of the Agent-Based DC Instance

Customer Lo al Agent Station

the

(CLAS) whi h is a

omponent of our solution.

Vendor Agent Station (VAS). In addition, a
Mobile Agent Base Station (MABS) whi h oers mobile agent

The vendor runs a Web server and a
third party provides a
servi es to

ustomers.

4.8.1 Customer Components
The

ustomer is running two appli ations, a browser and a CLAS. The CLAS

omponent is independent of a spe i

vendor's VAS and provides the following

servi es and fun tions:

•

a

lient-side proxy,

•

a

Produ t Sele tor

•

a

•

a

(PS) from whi h produ ts

be omes the shopping

an be put into an agent that

art,

Mobile Agent Generation (MAG)

omponent, e.g., an agent workben h, and

lient for using the servi es of the MABS.

When the

ustomer browses through the vendor

atalogue all requests are rst

sent to the CLAS (Figure 4.5, message 1) and subsequently forwarded to the vendor system (Figure 4.5, message 2). The

orresponding response of the vendor is

re eived by the CLAS (Figure 4.5, message 3). Message 3

onsists of data destined

for the CLAS and data destined for the browser. After having extra ted its own
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Browser window

CLAS

Produ t ABC
Pri e
Des ription

PS

MAG

Produ t ABC

a

Produ t XYZ

1Produ t XYZ

Pri e
4
Des ription

-

23
5-

Order Info

Internet

Figure 4.5: CLAS and browser interaction

data, the CLAS forwards the remaining message to the browser (Figure 4.5, message
4).

The browser's message

onsists of the usual Web page

information. The CLAS's part of the message
the produ ts

ontent, e.g., produ t

onsists of the produ t identiers of

urrently displayed by the browser. These identiers will also shown

by the PS sub- omponent.

In

ontrast to

ommon s enarios where the

puts a produ t to be bought in a virtual shopping

art by

ustomer

li king some i on or

button in the shop's Web interfa e, in our s enario the Web interfa e is merely used
for navigation and produ t information. To prepare some good for the order, the
ustomer transfers the produ t ID from the PS to the MAG. Using the MAG, the
ustomer

omposes the agent in the desired manner, i.e., she sele ts the appropriate

agent from the set of available agents. Then, she has to
the

reate the input data and

onstraints whi h may exist for the shopping tour, e.g., buy at shop

the order at shop

A

an be fullled. Su h

be visited and thus, have to be

B

only if

onstraints inuen e the order of hosts to

onsidered when the agent route is

omposed. After

having sele ted an appropriate order of shops, the CLAS re-arranges the sequen e of
the sele ted produ ts as des ribed in Subse tion 4.7.3 and the MAG automati ally
reates a route a

ording to Equation (4.5).

After having nished the shopping tour, the
the MABS (Figure 4.5, message 5).

ustomer transfers the agent to

In addition, she may enter some additional

instru tions, su h as the agent's release delay or the threshold

α.

4.8.2 Mobile Agent Base Station
The MABS provides a do king station for an agent, as well as an alarm
relaying/sending/re eiving fa ilities. The alarm

after a pre-determined period of time or at a spe i
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lo k and

lo k is used to wake up the agent
time and date.
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When any

ondition for the agent's release is satised, the MABS lets the agent

start its trip. When the agent returns to the MABS, it is stored in a personal inbox
whi h is only a

essible by the

orresponding

agent again, the MABS will inform the
the agent is ready for pi kup.

ustomer. After having re eived the

ustomer of the agent's return, i.e., that

Then, the

ustomer

onne ts to the MABS and

downloads the agent in order to review and verify the results of its trip. Therefore,
the

ustomer's MAG also must provide the fun tionality for de rypting data whi h

was en rypted for the

ustomer by the visited vendors.

4.8.3 Vendor Components
On the vendor side, the solution requires a

Vendor Agent Station

(VAS) beside the

usual vendor infrastru ture. This VAS provides the required fun tionality that is
ne essary for the intera tion with the

ustomers' agents, i.e., basi

agent exe ution

fa ilities and the required se urity me hanisms as mentioned before. Furthermore,
the vendor has to provide messages
Whenever a

omprised of CLAS data and browser data.

ustomer requests produ t information for goods, the vendor's Web

server responds with

orresponding messages for the CLAS and for the browser.

By using the CLAS for sele ting the produ ts to be ordered in the proposed
way, we
hannels

an be sure that no hidden

hannel to the vendor exists. Although, hidden

ould still be possible when a

ustomer sele ts a produ t for pur hase

dire tly from the Web interfa e, i.e., she does not use the fun tionality provided
by our DC instan e. Su h a hidden
by redu ing the set of
orresponding produ ts.

hannel would in rease the linking probability

andidates to those

ustomers who really pur hased the

In our solution, the set of

in ludes not only the aforementioned group of
ustomers whi h

only viewed

andidates is larger, sin e it

ustomers but also the group of

the produ t(s), i.e., the size of the anonymity group

is larger.

4.9 Related Work
Classi

works in the area of anonymisation te hniques, e.g., [RSG96, RR98, SRG97℄,

aimed at anonymising IP addresses, e.g., to prevent the relation of entries in log
les. Furthermore, these works wanted to a hieve

unobservability

sible, i.e., that a third party observing the whole network

as mu h as pos-

annot determine who is

ommuni ating with whom. In other words, su h a third party must not be able
to link messages sent from a
from the vendor to the
su h third parties, as we

ustomer to a vendor and likewise answers sent ba k

ustomer. In our work, we have not been

on erned with

an obtain this kind of unlinkability by employing the said

anonymisation te hniques. However, sear hes and orders take pla e in the higher
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appli ation layer and hen e, the solutions developed for the lower
layer

an be

ommuni ation

ir umvented by using link data in the layers above.

+

Priva y prote tion in ele troni
Cha89, CFN90, OO90℄, is more
a hieve unlinkability of a

payment systems, e.g., [BGH 95, BGK95, CFT98,
lose to our ideas. In these systems, the goal is to

ustomer's payment transa tions with respe t to a ven-

dor. We want to a hieve unlinkability of transa tions, too. However, our approa h
is more general, as it re ognises that a transa tion may

onsist of more than just a

payment phase and that other phases may dis lose (personal) data as well that
be used for linking transa tions.

an

Our approa h also allows for more ne-grained

ontrol with respe t to the dis losure of personal data, as we do not only try to
prevent links between transa tions but also within transa tions.
Most of the work that deals with online selling and priva y (e.g., [BD01, BDF01,
SSG99℄) ex lusively fo uses on the trade of intangible goods where anonymity networks and ele troni

payment systems

an be used without problems, as no real-

world identities and shipping addresses need to be revealed.
Other works dealing with priva y prote tion with respe t to gathering information on

ustomer a tivities in business pro esses was presented in [AJJ

Kob07℄. These works fo used on priva y prote tion in

+ 00, Jue01,

ustomisation, personalisa-

tion, and targeted advertising.
The idea to prote t the priva y of users in sear hes had later been pi ked up
by Shen

et al.

[STZ07℄ and Xu

et al.

[XZCW07℄ as well.

Their works aimed at

redu ing the amount of personal information that a server re eives in personalised
sear h queries.
[STZ07℄

In addition, the

lient-side personalisation solution proposed in

an be seen as an instan e of a de oupling

omponent, as introdu ed in

Se tion 4.4.
In the area of agent-based intermediary infrastru tures, further results were
presented in [TM00℄. This work, however, was fo used on the agent-based implementation of typi al
and mat hing

ommer ial a tivities, su h as produ t brokering, negotiation,

ustomers' and vendors' needs and bringing together both of them.

4.10 Conclusion
We have presented an approa h to redu e personal information produ ed in a
tomer's intera tion with a vendor in order to improve the
approa h fo uses on de oupling the

us-

ustomer's priva y. The

ustomer's sear h phase from subsequent phases

by eliminating unne essary links between them. This way, the information learned
by the vendor in the

ustomer's sear h phase

later phases, su h as the

need to be shipped. Hen e, even in
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annot be related to data obtained in

ustomer's name and address in

ase of tangible goods that

ases where the vendor

an relate transa tions
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of a

ustomer by her name, our approa h helps to redu e the amount of personal

information that

an be

olle ted in a prole.

We dis ussed two variants of this approa h, one fo using on preventing nontrivial sear h proles entirely and the other one allowing sear h proles in prin ipal
but leaving the vendor in doubt whether a given prole truly belongs to the
at hand, as links from the sear h phase to the

ustomer

ustomer's identity are ai ted with

un ertainty. In pra ti e, the degree of un ertainty will depend on several fa tors,
in luding, but not limited to, the usage statisti s of the vendor's site, buying habits
of his

ustomers, the

ustomer's

hoi e of goods, the number of goods

hosen by

her, and also her time frame for exe uting an order. Finally, we have sket hed two
ar hite tures, one for ea h of the two variants. The rst one, being based on Web
servi es,

an prevent links from sear h phases to

ustomers' identities entirely, and

the other one, making use of an agent infrastru ture, only hinders the asso iation of
sear h phases to
ant, as the

ustomers' pur hases but may be less obtrusive than the rst vari-

ustomers' browsing experien e does not need to be hanged signi antly.

The idea of de oupling a sear h phase from subsequent phases of a transa tion is
however not restri ted to the te hnologies presented in this

hapter. Therefore, the

two ar hite tures are just possible instan es for de oupling

omponents and others

are

ertainly possible.
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Chapter 5

Privacy-friendly Loyalty Systems
In this

hapter, we present a priva y-friendly loyalty system allowing online vendors

to issue loyalty points to their
it

annot be used to

ustomers. The system prote ts

ustomers' priva y as

reate proles by linking transa tions in whi h points had been

issued or redeemed. To this end, two variants of su h a system had been developed,
one based on the RSA problem and the other one being based on the Die-Hellman
problem. For both systems, we introdu ed anonymous

ounters whi h are used to

keep tra k of issued loyalty points.
Most parts of this

hapter had been previously published in [EFS04, ES04,

EEOS05℄. This publi ations, however, did not in lude referen es to the link model
of Chapter 3 and were missing detailed se urity proofs in part.

5.1 Introduction
Naturally, every online vendor's interest lies in attra ting new
ing a large base of loyal

ustomers. Sin e loyal

ustomers

ustomers and

reat-

reate regular revenues, the

goal of online vendors, as well as real-world vendors, is to turn o

asional

ustomers

into loyal ones. Thus, in the past, online and real-world vendors have introdu ed
loyalty programs, e.g., frequent yer programs or online
in order to retain
Aside from
about their

onsumer reward systems,

ustomers.

ustomer retention, another in entive for vendors is to learn more

ustomers to exploit this information for purposes su h as

proling, data mining, or dire t marketing. Thus, from the
loyalty programs have two sides. On the one hand,

ustomer

ustomer's perspe tive,

ustomers value the nan ial

benets, on the other hand, they may fear an infringement of their priva y. Hen e,
if priva y

on erns outweigh the expe ted benets from the loyalty program the

vendor's strategy for attra ting and retaining
is a barrier for

ustomers will fail. Thus, if priva y

ustomers to parti ipate in the program it may be worthwhile for
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vendors to re onsider their strategy of
[HNP99, Kob01℄, there are many
in ele troni

olle ting personal data. Indeed, a

ustomers that are

ording to

on erned about their priva y

ommer e s enarios. Thus, priva y non-invasive loyalty systems might

be of parti ular interest to vendors.
In this work, we deal with loyalty systems in whi h
vendors for their pur hases.

Points

ustomers re eive points from

an be redeemed at the vendor in ex hange

for a reward, where the value of the reward depends on the number of points.
The system had been designed su h that it does not permit the vendor to
or relate personal information by means of the system.

guards against vendors who merely promise to respe t their

ustomers' priva y

when in fa t they do not. Thus, by using our system, a vendor
priva y of his

ustomers

ommitted to the

an a tually prove that he lives up to his promises, whi h

should foster trust in his business.

Here, proof means that anyone looking at a

proto ol trans ript of our loyalty system
information is

olle t

This te hni al approa h

an verify that no identifying or personal

onveyed by the proto ol.

More spe i ally, to prote t the

ustomers' priva y, we require that by examin-

ing the loyalty system's proto ol trans ripts, the vendor must not be able to link
reate

onsumer proles. Hen e, it must be ensured

that issued or redeemed loyalty points

ustomers' transa tions, e.g., to

arry no information whi h would permit the

vendor to link any two
handed in by the

ustomer transa tions. As a

onsequen e, when points are

ustomer, it must not be possible for the vendor to determine

the pur hases in whi h the points were obtained. Of
ful if the vendor does not have a
system.

ourse, this is only meaning-

ess to linking information outside the loyalty

In addition to unlinkability of points to transa tions, there are se urity

requirements with respe t to unforgeability of points and preventing that the same
points are redeemed more than on e. Another aspe t, whi h may be of interest to
vendors, is to allow vendors to de ide if they want to permit or prevent

ustomers

from pooling their loyalty points in order to re eive a more valuable reward.

5.2 Loyalty Programs
A loyalty program is a stru tured marketing eort that rewards, and therefore enourages, loyal behaviour of
[SS97℄. We say that a

ustomers, whi h is hopefully bene ial to the vendor

ustomer is loyal if she prefers a

ertain vendor over its

om-

petitors. The motivation of vendors for adopting a loyalty program is, in general,
twofold.

First, vendors want to retain present

ustomers and stimulate repeated

pur hase behaviour whi h would guarantee regular future earnings. Se ond, they
want to learn more about their
In general, the basi

ondition for loyal

are dierent from the ele troni
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ustomers in order to rene their

ompany's strategy.

ustomer behaviour in the real world

world [OO00℄. Conne ting to a vendor's site is as
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easy as

onne ting to its

ompetitor's site.

This is in

ontrast to the real world

where barriers exist, su h as geographi al distan e or an existing inter-personal relationship between

ustomer and shop personnel, that may prevent

ustomers from

instantly swit hing vendors. Thus, online vendors must be even more interested in
loyalty programs than their real-world

ounterparts.

Dierent types of loyalty programs exist, su h as rewarding systems and virtual
ommunities. Rewarding systems are giving program members a nan ial in entive.
They

an be further

lassied a

ording to the time the reward is given relative to

the pur hase. For instan e, pri e promotions or rebates through membership
are examples of immediate rewarding systems and programs instilling

ards

ustomers to

olle t points, su h as frequent yer miles or "buy 10 get one free", are examples of
delayed rewarding systems. On the other hand, virtual

ommunities fo us on so ial

and servi e aspe ts, e.g., online forum panels on produ t related problems, rather
than on nan ial in entives.
In addition, point-based loyalty programs may appear in dierent forms. For
instan e, the number of points awarded to the

ustomer may depend on the mon-

etary value of a pur hase, e.g., one point for ea h Euro spent, or it may depend
on spe i

types of produ ts, e.g., after having bought 10 MP3 les the

may download one for free. Furthermore, we
a

ording to the way points are

issued to the
By

olle ted.

an

In a token-based approa h, a token is

ustomer for ea h point awarded, e.g.,

ontrast, in a

ustomer

ategorise point-based programs
hips issued by a supermarket.

ounter-based approa h, the number of points awarded to the

tomer is added to her

us-

urrent balan e of points, e.g., frequent yer miles. A third

aspe t is whether vendors want to ensure that their
the redemption threshold or if they allow
means that two or more

ustomers individually a hieve

ustomers to pool their points. Pooling

ustomers are allowed to

ombine their

olle ted points,

e.g., to rea h some redemption threshold earlier or to rea h a higher threshold in
order to re eive a more valuable reward.
Loyalty programs are often bene ial to the vendor, as its members have a
greater tenden y to be loyal to the vendor and also have an in reased intera tion
frequen y

ompared to non-members [SS97℄. Furthermore, it

an be assumed that

members are less willing to try oers of

ompeting vendors, even when negative

experien es with their preferred vendor o

ur sin e these ee ts are moderated by

the loyalty program membership [BKB00℄. A

ording to [DU97℄, loyalty program

members are also less pri e sensitive, spend more money at a shop and are more
likely to pass on positive re ommendations than non-members.
The

ustomer information gathered in loyalty programs

vendor for dire t marketing, data mining, and
produ ts, infer new

an be used by the

ustomer proling in order to promote

ustomer data, and optimise their range of produ ts.

means that vendors have a large database of
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onsumer data where they re ord
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every single transa tion of their

ustomers. Thus,

look so bright anymore from the

ustomer's perspe tive sin e they may see this

monitoring as an invasion to their priva y.
to lose

ommon loyalty programs do not

In this

ontext,

ustomers may fear

ontrol over their personal data, sin e vendors' may dis lose their data to

third parties. For these reasons, loyalty programs are also
advo ates [Con06℄. Clearly,
trust in the vendor.

Thus, if

riti ally eyed by priva y

ustomer loyalty strongly depends on the
ustomers are

ustomers'

onvin ed that they parti ipate in a

priva y-friendly loyalty program, their loyalty may even in rease.
It is

lear that vendors primarily interested in

ustomer proles will

ertainly

not use the type of loyalty system we have in mind. Hen e, our system is mostly of
interest to vendors who do not work with
their

ustomer proles and who want to give

ustomers an in entive to buy again at their shop for both enhan ed priva y

and nan ial benets.

5.3 Requirements
When designing an ele troni
ests need to be taken into a

loyalty system, both
ount.

ustomers' and vendors' inter-

Therefore, requirements su h as

ustomers'

priva y and of

ourse, se urity regarding the unforgeability of loyalty points must

be

In the following, we des ribe requirements that a loyalty system

onsidered.

must full.

5.3.1 Privacy
Customers have the fundamental requirement to prote t their priva y. In our
text, this means that it should not be possible for the vendor to

reate

proles from the awarding and redeeming pro esses of loyalty points.
isely, it should not be possible for the vendor to link any two

on-

ustomer

More pre-

ustomer transa -

tions by means of the loyalty system. This in ludes both awarding or redeeming
transa tions. In other words, given a redeeming transa tion, the vendor should be
prevented from linking it to
1) the

orresponding awarding transa tions and

2) other redeeming transa tions of the same

ustomer.

And likewise, given an awarding transa tion, the vendor
and redeeming transa tions of the same

ustomer.

annot link it to awarding

Note that we fo us only on

the loyalty system's properties that are ne essary to a hieve unlinkability. Clearly,
linkability may be possible outside the loyalty system.

However, preventing this

'entirely' is out of s ope of this work. In order to a hieve unlinkability for ele troni
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pur hases in general, additional te hnologies have to be used, e.g., unlinkability
of sear h and order phases proposed in [EKS02b℄, payment systems that allow
the

ustomer to remain anonymous with respe t to the vendor [Cha89, CPS96℄,

anonymity networks as in [Cha81, RSG98℄, or priva y-friendly delivery in

ase of

tangible goods, similar to the approa h proposed in [EE02℄.

5.3.2 Security
The se urity requirements

onsidered here

The property of system integrity in the

system integrity.

an be summarised as

ontext of a point-based loyalty system

means that no other party beside the vendor should be able to

reate valid loy-

alty points. We have two aspe ts of system integrity unforgeability and doublespending dete tion that need to be

onsidered. In addition, we

onsider a third

property, pooling prevention, whi h is spe i ally related to loyalty systems.

Unforgeability.

Loyalty points may only be

reated by the vendor himself, i.e.,

us-

tomers should not be able to produ e them. At the very least, the vendor should
be able to tell false points from genuine ones.

Double-spending detection.
ounterparts

In

an be easily

parties may try to hand-in
that it must be

dete table

Pooling prevention.
a

ontrast to real-world loyalty points, their ele troni

opied and are indistinguishable.

onsequen e,

opies of loyalty points to the vendor. Thus, we require

whether the same loyalty points have been spent before.

It should not be possible that, say, two

ounter of 5 loyalty points,

an transform their individual

ustomers, ea h having
ounters into a joint one

worth 10 points. Note that this is dierent from the problem of
a

As a

ounter whi h, in general,

ustomers sharing

annot be prevented in systems with perfe t priva y.

5.4 Electronic Loyalty Systems
In this se tion, we start by informally des ribing how the two basi
the ele troni

loyalty systems work.

ounter-based systems over
will

ad ho

solutions based on ele troni

ompare it to su h systems. Hen eforth, we will refer to

based systems, in

ontrast to the

variants of

In order to point out the advantages of the
oin systems, we

oin systems as token-

ounter-based systems proposed here.

example for a token-based system, we

As an

onsider a s heme that is based on the idea

of blind signatures proposed by Chaum [Cha83℄. We will use this s heme to

ompare

it to our proposal.
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(a) Token-based issue process

(b) Counter-based issue/add process

Figure 5.1: Issuance of loyalty points

The main dieren e between a token-based system and our
is that, in the former system,

ounter-based system

ustomers have to keep a token for every point issued

to them, while in the latter system, they have to keep only one token, i.e., an
a

ount balan e, whi h represents a

to the

ustomer.

ounter that is in reased for every point issued

Figure 5.1 sket hes the issue pro ess for both types of loyalty

systems, where the ti kets represent the aforementioned tokens.
In the token-based s heme as well as in the
numbers

si and s, respe

holding the

tively, are

ounter-based s heme, random serial

hosen by the

ustomer whi h identies the ti ket

ustomer's point(s). This serial number is used by the vendor within the

redeem phase in order to determine whether the ti ket has been handed in before.
In the

s is su ient for
approa h m dierent

ounter-based s heme a single serial number

m loyalty points while
s1 , . . . , sm are needed.

in a simple token-based

olle ting, e.g.,
serial numbers

In both s hemes, the ti ket's serial number must be hidden from the vendor to
prevent him from linking the ti ket to a parti ular issue step.
be ause a point, i.e., a ti ket, is given to a

This is ne essary

ustomer as a reward for her pur hases

and therefore the ti ket's serial number, if not hidden from the vendor,
used afterwards to uniquely identify a
approa h, the vendor would learn that
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m

ould be

ertain pur hase. Thus, in the token-based
ertain pur hases, identied by the ti kets'
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(a) Token-based redeem process

(b) Counter-based redeem process

Figure 5.2: Redemption of loyalty points

serial numbers, were made by the same person as soon as that person hands in her

a posteriori

reate a prole for

ounter-based approa h, prote ting the

ustomer's priva y

olle ted ti kets. This would allow the vendor to
this

ustomer.

In the

might be even more demanding, sin e the ti ket's serial number is always the same
for all

ounter values. Thus, the vendor

ould easily build a pur hase-by-pur hase

ustomer prole, based on the serial number, whenever another loyalty point is
added to the

ustomer's ti ket.

In order to prevent su h building of

ustomer proles, the

ustomer blinds her

ti ket before sending it to the vendor in order to hide the serial number from the
vendor's prying eyes  in the

ounter-based approa h, this blinding also hides the

urrent balan e of the ti ket. In the next step, the vendor digitally signs the ti ket
given to him, without knowing its

ontent  he will learn (and verify) the ti ket's

ontent only after it is handed in by the

ustomer. In the

vendor 'automati ally' in reases the ti ket's
see Se tions 5.6 and 5.7).

ounter-based s heme, the

ounter by signing it (for the details

The signing itself is a tually the ' ore' issue step of a

loyalty point and also serves to prote t the ti ket from unnoti eable tampering.
The ti ket is afterwards returned to the

ustomer who unblinds it and after that

owns a ti ket worth one (additional) loyalty point. Figure 5.1(a) shows that in the

m dierent tokens, i.e., ti kets, must be generated and stored
order to olle t m loyalty points. By ontrast, Figure 5.1(b)

token-based approa h
by the

ustomer in

shows that in the

ounter-based approa h only one 'token' needs to be generated

and stored in order to hold

m loyalty

is to be issued at on e, the
this

points. If more than one point, e.g.,

points,

ounter's advantage be omes even more apparent. In

ase, the vendor merely has to

hange the addend from

1

to

k

whi h means

no additional eort for him. However, in the token-based approa h, the
would pra ti ally have to go through
for both the

k

k issuing steps,

ustomer

onsiderably redu ing e ien y

ustomer and the vendor.
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One

ould think of improving the e ien y of the token-based s heme by issu-

ing ti kets of higher values, e.g., ti kets worth

k, 2k, . . .

points. From the priva y

perspe tive, however, this approa h dis loses more information to the vendor than
the approa h using uniformly valued tokens.

This additional information

an be

exploited by the vendor to in rease the probability for linking a redemption pro ess
to a parti ular pur hase of some

ustomer. For instan e, if some

ustomer is given

′
a ti ket worth k points for some pur hase and no one else is given a ti ket of this
value, the vendor will be able to link the

orresponding pur hase to the ti ket, as

soon as it is redeemed. This also implies that
our natural understanding of
sum. For instan e, a

ounter-based s hemes must follow

ounters, i.e., they have to represent the value of a

ounter-based s heme permitting re overy of the terms

on-

tributing to the sum would just be as bad as token-based s hemes with non-uniform
values, sin e one of the terms might just be some re-identiable

k′

as argued before.

′
However, if a ounter worth k points is represented as a single value, the vendor
′
will never know if k points have been issued at on e or if they are the result of,
e.g.,

k′

issuing pro esses worth

ba k to spe i
When the

1

point ea h. Hen e, he

annot tra e the

ounter

pur hases.
ustomer has

olle ted a

ertain number of loyalty points, say

m,

she

may redeem them at the vendor's for some reward. Figure 5.2 shows the redemption
pro ess for both s hemes.

The obvious disadvantages of the token-based s heme

from Figure 5.2(a) are that

m

tokens must be transferred to the vendor and every

single token must be veried by the vendor.
send only a single token, worth
Figure 5.2(b)) and

2

By

ontrast, the

loyalty points, in a

ustomer needs to

ounter-based approa h (see

onsequently the vendor has to do only one veri ation.

In summary, the
storage spa e

m

ounter-based approa h uses, for

on the

m > 1

1

loyalty points, less

ustomer side, less bandwidth in the redeem step, and less

omputation time in the vendor's veri ation step than the token-based approa h.
This improvement in e ien y

an be a hieved without sa ri ing priva y or se u-

rity as we will show in the detailed proto ol des riptions within the next se tions.
We start with the des ription of a token-based system and afterwards introdu e our
ounter-based s hemes.

1

Obviously, this argument is only reasonable if the workload for

than the veri ation of a

2

This assumes, of

ounter veri ation is smaller

orresponding number of tokens.

ourse, that the spa e required to store

ounters only grows less than linear

in the number of loyalty points. As we will see in Se tions 5.6 and 5.7, this property holds for our
ounter-based loyalty systems.
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5.5 A Token-based Loyalty System
In this se tion, we des ribe an ele troni

token-based loyalty system whi h uses

blind signatures proposed by Chaum [Cha89℄. The following also provides a brief
introdu tion to Chaum's s heme for readers not familiar with it.
The token-based loyalty s heme
proto ol, whi h

onsists of two proto ols, the

issue

and

redeem

orrespond to the withdrawal and deposit steps, respe tively, of

Chaum's blind signature proto ol [Cha89℄.

3

based on RSA [RSA78℄.

In

Chaum's blind signatures are in turn

ontrast to Chaum's original proposal, whi h involves

three parties, vendor, bank, and
volving only a vendor and a

ustomer, we use it as a two-party proto ol in-

ustomer. The vendor in our proto ol also plays the

role of the bank in Chaum's proto ol. The goal of Chaum's proto ol was to establish unlinkability of withdrawal and deposit transa tions with respe t to the bank.
Translated to our

ontext, this means that Chaum's proto ol

linkability of issuing and redeeming transa tions. A

an guarantee the un-

ording to Se tion 5.3, we also

require the unlinkability of any two issue transa tions and any two redeem transa tions. This aspe t is not

onsidered in Chaum's payment proto ol, e.g., withdrawals

are linkable. However, as we will see, Chaum's proto ol

an be set up to a hieve

all unlinkability requirements of Se tion 5.3 by simply modifying Chaum's original
s enario.

5.5.1 System Setup
In an initial step, the vendor runs a key generator

KeyGen RSA

to produ e the

ryptosystem. On input k , where k is a
KeyGen RSA outputs two k-bit primes p and q , as well as publi
and private exponents e and d, respe tively, su h that ed = 1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1).
The values p, q, d are kept se ret by the vendor and (e, n := pq) are published as his
publi key. The vendor also hooses an appropriate ryptographi hash fun tion h(·)
∗
whi h maps integers to the group Zn . We denote the vendor's signature on some
d
message x by σ(h(x)) := (h(x)) mod n. Unless otherwise noted, omputations in
the following are mod n.
system parameters for the underlying RSA

se urity parameter,

3

For our illustration, we

ould have also used a blind signature proto ol based on, say, the

intra tability of the Die-Hellman problems (see Figure 5.8). However, as we are not

on erned

about the nature of the underlying

hosen for

ryptographi

assumption here, RSA was merely

onvenien e.
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Customer

Vendor

b ∈R Z∗n , s ∈R Zn ;
e
ompute t := b h(s);

hoose

t

−
→

σ(t)

←−−

−1 ;
ompute unblinding fa tor b

t: σ(t) := td ;

σ(t):

unblind

σ(t)b

(blindly) sign

−1

= td b−1 = (be h(s))d b−1
= b h(s)d b−1 = h(s)d = σ(h(s));
?

σ(h(s))e = h(s);
point hs, σ(h(s))i

verify:
store

if signa-

ture is valid;

Figure 5.3: Token-based issue protocol

5.5.2 Protocols
Issue.

First, the

ustomer randomly

as an input for the hash fun tion
blinding fa tor

b ∈R Z∗n

for

hooses a serial number

h(·).4

Furthermore, she randomly

Figure 5.3 shows the proto ol for issuing a loyalty point

m

If the

hooses the

t.
hs, σ(h(s))i.

times and the

If

m>1

ustomer for some pur hase, then the issue proustomer re eives

hsm , σ(h(sm ))i.
Redeem.

whi h serves

omputing the blinded serial number

loyalty points are awarded to the
to ol is repeated

s ∈R Zn

m

tokens

hs1 , σ(h(s1 ))i, . . . ,

ustomer has rea hed the redemption threshold

m,

i.e., gathered

enough points to hand them in for a reward, she may exe ute the redeem proto ol
shown in Figure 5.4. If the proto ol was su
the reward to the

ustomer.

essfully

ompleted, the vendor sends

Finally, the vendor stores the serial numbers of all

redeemed and valid loyalty points in a lo al database.

5.5.3 Attack Model
A su

essful atta k on the se urity of the token-based loyalty system

above means for an adversary to
4

Chaum proposed to sele t

For instan e,

Sn

s from

onsidered

reate one or more additional tokens that have

Sn ⊂ Z∗n whi h is predetermined by the vendor.
mod n, i.e., all numbers less than n whose binary

a spe ial set

an be a set of palindromes

representations are the same when read from left to right or from right to left. In [Cha89℄ other
examples for

86

Sn

are

onsidered.
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Customer

Vendor
hs1 ,σ(h(s1 ))i,...,hsm ,σ(h(sm ))i

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

verify for

1 ≤ i ≤ m:
?

(σ(h(si )))e = h(si );
si 6= sj , j ∈ {1, . . . , m}\{i};
grant reward if all

m

signatures are

valid;

Figure 5.4: Token-based redeem protocol

not been issued by the vendor. Spe i ally, in

l

is polynomial in the se urity parameter

gain

k,

l

intera tions with the vendor where

the adversary must have managed to

m ≥ l + 1 points. This type of forgery of the RSA blind signature s
one-more-forgery and was introdu ed in [PS00℄. We will ome

known as

heme is
ba k to

this point in Se tion 5.5.5 where we dis uss the se urity of the token-based loyalty
system. Before that, we argue the priva y aspe ts of the system.

5.5.4 Privacy
The priva y requirement states that it should not be possible for the vendor to
link any two

ustomers' transa tions by means of the loyalty system.

Using our

formalism from Se tion 3.1, this means that any two issue proto ol runs

I

and

I′

′
annot be linked, i.e., L(I, I ) does not hold, and likewise any two redeem proto ol
′ annot be linked, i.e., L(R, R′ ) does not hold. In addition, for any I
runs R and R
and any

R, L(I, R)

must not hold, either. Note that the statement  L(X, Y

not hold means that

L(X, Y )

the vendor

is true. Clearly, any

)

does

possesses no link data that allows him to de ide if

ustomer may de ide this for her own proto ol runs

be ause she possesses the ne essary data, e.g., serial numbers, blinding fa tors, and
blinded tokens.

D be the set of proto ol runs arried out between a vendor V
and his ustomers, and let L be the link relation dened over D × D. Furthermore,
let I ⊆ D be the set of issue transa tions in whi h V was involved and let R ⊆ D be
the set of his redeem transa tions  learly, I∩R = ∅. An element I ∈ I onstitutes
the set of messages ex hanged between V and his ustomers in an issue proto ol
run, e.g., the trans ript I := {t, σ(t)} ( .f. Figure 5.3), and analogously, an example
for R ∈ R would look like R := {s1 , s2 , . . . , sm , σ(h(s1 )), . . . , σ(h(sm ))} ( .f. Figure
More pre isely, let

5.4). Re all that for the analysis, as well as throughout this whole

data gathered by the vendor in his loyalty system related
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ustomers is

onsidered, i.e., we assume that no other link data is available to him

that allows him to de ide the link relation

Issue transactions.

I, I ′ ∈ I,

the vendor's goal is to de ide if

′
and I are assumed to be distin t.

I

where

Given

L.

possible, if the

L(I, I ′ )

holds,

We will now argue that this is not

ustomer follows the proto ol.

V is able to relate two issue transa tions I and
I := {t, σ(t)} and I ′ := {t′ , σ(t′ )}. By assumption,
∗
the ustomer sele ts a blinding fa tor's base b uniformly at random from Zn . Raising
∗
b to the e-th power results in a permutation on Zn and hen e, the blinding fa tor
be mod n is also uniformly distributed on Z∗n . Furthermore, blinding the hashed
e
∗
serial number h(s), i.e., forming t = b h(s), is also a permutation on Zn and again,
∗
t is uniformly distributed on Zn . Now, suppose we randomly and uniformly hoose
t̂ ∈R Z∗n and set Iˆ := {t̂e mod n, t̂}. Then Iˆ is indistinguishable from a real trans ript
as it has the same distribution. Sin e I and Iˆ are identi ally distributed, we an
′
essentially repla e I with Iˆ. If V ruled that L(I, I ) holds, he must also de ide
ˆ I ′ ) holds, as I and Iˆ have the same distribution. However, sin e Iˆ is a
that L(I,
ˆ I ′ ) does not
random trans ript, it is unrelated to any real trans ript and hen e, L(I,
an
hold and V 's verdi t was not orre t. This ontradi ts our assumption that V
de ide the link relation L for issue transa tions. Hen e, we on lude that V annot
For

I′

ontradi tion, assume that

by analysing their trans ripts

relate issue transa tions, as long as the

ustomer applies the blinding spe ied in

the proto ol.

Redeem transactions.
redeem transa tions

Let us now turn to the unlinkability property of two distin t

R, R′ ∈ R.

A redeem transa tion diers from another one

by its serial numbers and possibly in the number of points whi h are redeemed.
Suppose we have two trans ripts from real redeem transa tions

R := {s1 , . . . , sl , σ(h(s1 )), . . . , σ(h(sl ))}

R

′

If the

:=

ustomer(s) followed the proto ol, every serial number

randomly and uniformly

Zn . Similar to
that V is able to de

hosen from the set

transa tions, we assume for
In

and

{s′1 , . . . , s′m , σ(h(s′1 )), . . . , σ(h(s′m ))}.

ontradi tion

ontrast to our approa h in the previous paragraph, we

si

and ea h

the
ide if

s′j

was

ase of the issue

L(R, R′ ) holds.

annot simply make up a

random trans ript whi h is identi ally distributed to a real trans ript, as this would
imply that we

an either forge signatures or invert the hash fun tion. Therefore, let

R̃ := { s˜1 , . . . , s˜u , σ(h(s˜1 )), . . . , σ(h(s˜u ))} be a redeem transa tion that is unrelated
′
′
′
to R and R if L(R, R ) holds and otherwise, let R̃ be related to, say, R .
′
′
Suppose, L(R, R ) holds, then by assumption neither L(R, R̃) nor L(R̃, R )
′
holds. However, sin e the serial numbers from R, R , and R̃ are randomly and
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uniformly

hosen from

pendent of ea h other.

σ(·)

signatures

Zn

they are identi ally distributed and, of

For a xed publi

from the transa tions

key

(n, e)

ourse, inde-

and hash fun tion

h(·),

the

an be ignored for this analysis, sin e they

fully depend on the serial numbers. Now, as argued before in the paragraph of the

R and R̃ are identi al, we an repla e
R̃. Hen e, R and R̃ are indistinguishable, whi h means that V must rule
′
′
that L(R̃, R ) also holds, whi h is not the ase be ause R̃ is unrelated to R . Hen e,
this ontradi ts the assumption that V an de ide L.
′
A similar ontradi tion o urs if L(R, R ) does not hold and we repla e R with
R̃  note that by assumption L(R̃, R′ ) holds in this ase. As V will not see any
dieren e between the distributions of R and R̃, his verdi t must be the same for
L(R̃, R′ ) and for L(R, R′ ), i.e., that they are unrelated. Again, this is a ontradi ′
tion. Consequently, V
annot de ide if L(R, R ) holds, given that ustomers sele t
their serial numbers at random from Zn .
issue transa tions, sin e the distributions of

R

with

Issue and redeem transactions.
if

L(I, R)

holds for any

I∈I

Finally, we argue that the vendor
and any

I := {t := be h(s) mod n, σ(t)}

R ∈ R.

V

annot de ide

Suppose we have

and

R := {s1 , . . . , sl , σ(h(s1 )), . . . , σ(h(sm ))}.
s ∈ {s1 , . . . , sm }. Assume
that V is able to do this for any I ∈ I and any R ∈ R  note that he does not
even know s. As already argued in the issue paragraph, I an be repla ed with
ˆ whi h has a distribution identi al to the one of I . Hen e,
a random trans ript I
we an repla e I with Iˆ. If V
an de ide L(I, R), he must be able to dete t that
ˆ R) does not hold. This is a ontradi tion, sin e the distributions of the sets I
L(I,
ˆ R) 'looks like' L(I, R), and hen e, V annot
and Iˆ are indistinguishable, i.e., L(I,
ˆ R). Hen e, we on lude that V annot relate
de ide dierently for L(I, R) and L(I,
To de ide

L(I, R),

the vendor needs to determine if

issue transa tions with redeem transa tions as long as the

numbers a

ustomer blinds her serial

ording to the spe i ation of the issue proto ol.

5.5.5 Security
The goal of the se urity requirements given in Se tion 5.3 was to prevent a fraudster
from

reating valid loyalty points

hs, σ(h(s))i.

The fullment of these requirements

an be dire tly derived from the se urity of both RSA and Chaum's work. Nevertheless, in the following we mention a few points in this regard.

Unforgeability.

We require that no one ex ept for the vendor

hs, σ(h(s))i su

h that

σ(h(s))e = h(s).

an

reate valid tokens

Of

ourse, this assumes that only the vendor
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knows the signing key

d

and that the signature s heme is se ure. In the presented

s heme, tokens are produ ed using the blind RSA signature s heme. This s heme
was proven to be se ure against one-more-forgeries in the random ora le model,
as long as the

known-target inversion problem

is hard [PS00℄.

The known-target

inversion problem RSA-KTI is dened by the following experiment due to Bellare

et al.

[BNPS03℄.

Experiment

RSA-KTI (k):
ExpA,m

(n, e, d) := KeyGen RSA (k);
∗
For i := 1, . . . , m: xi ∈R Zn ;
d
hy1 , . . . , ym(k)+1 i := A(·) mod n (n, e, x1 , . . . , xm(k)+1 );
If all of the following onditions hold, return su ess else return failure
e
 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m(k) + 1} : yi = xi mod n
d
 A made at most m(k) queries to the inversion ora le (·) mod n
Basi ally, what this denition says is that a forger
it

an produ e, for (at least) one of the

on its own, i.e., without
ora le serves to provide
Of

ourse, at most

xi

A

for RSA-KTI[m] su

given to it as input, an RSA signature

alling the RSA inversion ora le

A

m(k) su

eeds, if

with message-signature pairs
h pairs are given to

A be

(·)d mod n.
(ξ, σ(ξ)) at

The inversion
its dis retion.

ause otherwise the experiment

would be trivial. The relation of the experiment and our atta k model from Se tion
5.5.3 is outlined next.

(·)d mod n plays the role of the vendor whi h issues points /
tokens to his ustomers. A heating ustomer, i.e., the adversary A, may engage in
m(k) intera tions with the vendor to produ e m tokens (si , σ(h(si ))) or whatever
The inversion ora le

other useful signatures she may take advantage of. Note that the vendor/inversion
ora le signs any value

d
to (·)
if

A

mod n

submits

t

provided to it. Also note that

In

xi

must ' ompensate'

whi h do not provide her with a dire t signature on any

y 6∈ {x1 , . . . , xm(k)+1) }

allowable number of ora le
for every

A

to

(·)d mod n,

this

all still

alls and she must still produ e

xi .

alls

That is,

ounts for her total

m(k) + 1 signatures, one

given to her.

on lusion, sin e solving RSA-KTI[m℄ in polynomial time is

onje tured to

be infeasible, a polynomial time algorithm for produ ing one-more-forgeries of the
blind RSA signature s heme is assumed to be non-existent. Hen e, the blind RSA
signature s heme is assumed to be se ure. An extensive dis ussion on the se urity
of the blind RSA signature s heme and its relation to various other RSA related
problems

an be found in [BNPS03℄.

Double-spending detection.

Sin e a

ustomer

an try to redeem

opies of loyalty

points, the vendor stores all serial numbers in a lo al database and

90

ompares ea h
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s

from a newly submitted point to the database's. If some

s

the database then it has been double-spent and will not be a
assumed be ause the probability that two

is already stored in
epted. This

ustomers pi k the same

serial number is negligible.

Pooling prevention.

Unfortunately, pooling of loyalty points

sin e ea h point is represented by a serial number
at random from the set

Zn ,

si

an be

s ∈ Zn

as a

annot be prevented,

whi h is uniformly

hosen

and the vendor does not learn the number before

redemption (assuming that the blind signature s heme is se ure). Thus, the vendor
annot dete t whether loyalty points to be redeemed had been issued to any one
ustomer or to a group of

ustomers who pooled their points.

5.5.6 Efficiency
Issuing

m

loyalty points always requires the

reation of

m

tokens. Thus,

osts in

the issue proto ol are linear in the number of issued loyalty points. This means that
the size of data to be stored and transferred, the amount of required serial numbers,
the

ustomer's eort for blinding and signature veri ation, and the vendor's eort

for signature generation grow linearly in the number of loyalty points. The redeem
proto ol shows similar properties. Also here, the size of data to be transferred and
stored (database for serial numbers) grows linearly with the number of redeemed
points.

However, in

ontrast to the signature

ondensed to a single modular exponentiation and
by

he king

m
Y

?

h(si ) =

m
Y

an be
ations

!e

σ(h(si ))

i=1

i=1

reation, the veri ation

2(m−1) modular multipli
mod n.

(5.1)

We note that more e ient te hniques for bat h veri ation of RSA signatures have
been developed [PMPS00℄ whi h are suitable even for super-polynomial

5

m, however,

with a small soundness error .

5.6 A Counter-based Loyalty System based on RSA
In this se tion we introdu e a

ounter-based optimisation of the s heme from the

previous se tion. As in the token-based system, we have two proto ols,

redeem.

issue

and

However, instead of issuing a token for every loyalty point earned by the

ustomer, as in the issue proto ol of Se tion 5.5, the vendor now adds the loyalty
points to be issued to a
5

ounter owned by the

In these tests, a small probability exists usually

ustomer. This

2−ℓ ,

where

ℓ

ounter-based loyalty

is the se urity parameter for

the test that a bat h with at least one bad signature passes the test.
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system also makes use of Chaumian blind signatures [Cha83℄ and introdu es what
we

all

anonymous ounters.

In the following, we des ribe the details of the proposed loyalty system.
system itself mainly

onsists of two proto ols,

issue

redeem,

and

whi h

The

orrespond

to the pro esses shown in Figures 5.1b and 5.2b, respe tively, from Se tion 5.4.

5.6.1 System setup
Let

k

be the vendor's se urity parameter. First, the vendor runs an RSA key gen-

erator algorithm
the publi

KeyGen RSA

whi h on input

k

(n, e, d), where n denotes
p and q , and sat-

returns

modulus, whi h is the produ t of two odd primes,

2k−1 < p, q < 2k . By e and d we denote the publi
respe tively, where ed = 1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1). Along with
ises

the vendor publishes the des ription of a

otherwise noted,

ryptographi

and se ret exponent,
his publi

hash fun tion

key,

h(·).

(n, e),
Unless

mod n. By σ m (x) we denote an
m
:= σ(σ(. . . σ(σ(x)) . . . )) = xd . For

omputations in the following are

m-times signature

m
on some input x, i.e., σ (x)

simpli ity, we assume that a vendor only uses one publi /private key pair for his
loyalty system and therefore, we omit the denotation of
In the proposed system, a
an

m-times

sents a

m loyalty points.
s.

tion

σ.

i.e.,

m loyalty points ontains
m
σ m (h(s)) = h(s)d repre-

Thus, ea h

ounter value is asso iated

ounter value representing

signature on a hashed serial number

ounter value worth

d for the signing fun

s,

with exa tly one serial number

5.6.2 Protocols
Initialisation.

Before the

has to setup her initial
number
the

s ∈R S,

where

S

ounter's start value

ustomer starts the issue proto ol for the rst time, she
ounter.

This means that she randomly

hooses a serial

is a su iently large, but nite, set of integers, and sets

m0 ;

usually

m0 = 0.

mi−1 ≥ 0 points that the ustomer gathered in i − 1 pur hases so far, where i ≥ 1. Further assume that she
will obtain li > 0 points in her i-th pur hase, yielding mi := mi−1 + li . In order
to obtain li points, she hands in a blinded ounter value ti as shown in Figure
5.5. Then, the vendor blindly li -signs ti and returns the result to the ustomer.
l
Here, li -signing means that the vendor raises ti to the d i -th power, whi h an be
done in a single step. Upon re eiving the li -signed ti , the ustomer unblinds it and
obtains an mi -times signature of h(s). This s heme is then used for subsequent
pur hases in the same manner, i.e., the result of the issue proto ol in pur hase i − 1
Issue.
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Customer

hoose
ompute

bi ∈R Z∗n

Vendor

;

li

li

ti := bei σ mi−1 (h(s)) = bei h(s)d

;

t

i
−
→

(blindly) l -sign t
σ (t ) := t ;

σli (ti )

li

←−−−−

ompute b ;
unblind σ (t ):
−1
i
li

mi−1

i

i
d li
i

i

i

σ li (ti )b−1
i

li

li

mi−1

li

=

tdi b−1
= (bei h(s)d
i

=

bi h(s)d

=

σ (mi−1 +li ) (h(s)) = σ mi (h(s));

(mi−1 +li )

)d b−1
i

b−1
= h(s)d
i

(mi−1 +li )

verify (σ (h(s))) = h(s);
store hs, m , σ (h(s))i if valid;
emi ?

mi

mi

i

Figure 5.5: Issue protocol for li loyalty points in the customer’s i-th purchase (i ≥ 1)
be omes an input for the issue proto ol in pur hase
ated

lj -signing

is raised to the

for

j = 1, . . . , i,

m0 +

d

Pi

j=1 lj

the

i.

After

i

pur hases with iter-

ustomer has a hashed serial number

-th power. Then, the a tual

Pi

j=1 lj .

The

ustomer keeps the

whi h

ounter, whi h represents

the number of loyalty points, is given by the number of signatures on

mi = m0 +

s

h(s),

i.e.,

urrent balan e of loyalty points by
l

m

hs, mi , σ mi (h(s))i. For arrying out exponentiations bei i , (σ mi (h(s)))e i on
dli on the vendor side, e ient te hniques an be applied,
the ustomer side, and ti
su h as square-and-multiply algorithms or the Montgomery exponentiation algorithm
[MOV97℄. Furthermore, sin e the vendor knows the fa torisation of n, he an also
apply redu tions mod (p − 1)(q − 1).
storing

Redeem.

If the

ustomer has

olle ted enough points to gain a reward, say

m

points, she exe utes the redeem proto ol as shown in Figure 5.6. The vendor grants
the reward if

hs, m, σ m (h(s))i

is a valid triple and then stores the serial number of

the triple in a lo al database. In order to redu e the
tiations

(σ m (h(s)))e

m

in the veri ation, the vendor

omputation

osts for exponen-

an use the methods suggested

in the issue proto ol.
Note that the
rent

ustomer always has to hand in the triple with the most

ounter value is to the
a

ur-

ounter value in the redeem proto ol. Handing in triples with an intermediate
ustomer's disadvantage sin e ea h serial number is only

epted on e by the vendor.
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Customer

Vendor
m

hs,m,σ (h(s))i

−−−−−−−−−−→

verify: (σ (h(s))) = h(s);
he k: if s is in database of spent serials
return invalid
else store s in database
grant reward if no he k yielded invalid
em ?

m

Figure 5.6: Redeem protocol

In

ase a

a reward for

ustomer hands in a

u<m

ounter representing

points, the redeem proto ol is

m loyalty

the issue proto ol initialised with a new serial number
This is similar to

points but

arried out in

s′ , m0 = 0,

hooses

ombination with
and l1

hange given in payments.

= m − u.

5.6.3 Attack Model
In an atta k, the adversary plays the role of several

ustomers intera ting with

the vendor, i.e., he runs issue proto ols and nally the redeem proto ol to
a reward. We

all these feigned

ustomers

ontrolled users.

deviate from the proto ol in an arbitrary fashion.
atta k if he

an

laim

Controlled users may

The adversary su

eeds in his

laim more points than the total sum of points issued to all

us-

tomers, similar to the setting of one-more-forgeries in the token-based atta k model
( .f.

Se tion 5.5.3).

This denition

say, two users, ea h having a
their
are

aptures forgery but not pooling, be ause if,

ounter value worth

ounter values into a joint one, worth
laimed. Yet,

m

m

m/2

points, manage to

ombine

points, no more points than issued

points have been wrongfully pooled.

In order to in orporate this event into our atta k model, we dene another group
of

ustomers, whi h we

an autonomous

all

s heduled users.

A s heduled user basi ally starts as

ustomer honestly running the proto ol.

However, the adversary

s hedules the a tions of these users, i.e., determines when these users run the initialisation or issue proto ol. Whenever a s heduled user is done with its a tions, it
returns to an idle state and waits for the adversary to
versary

ommand it again. If the ad-

reates a new s heduled user in an atta k, this user immediately initialises

itself and then be omes idle. Afterwards, the adversary may wake up a s heduled
user and order it to step its
with its

urrent

idle state, again.

ounter value, saves the updated

ounter value, and returns to an

At his dis retion, the adversary may

whi h then be omes a
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ounter. This means, the user runs the issue proto ol
orrupt a s heduled user

ontrolled user. At this time, the s heduled user hands over
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all proto ol trans ripts and intermediate data, su h as intermediate

ounter values

and blinding fa tors, generated during its intera tion with the vendor.
until a s heduled user is

6

Note that

orrupted, the adversary is totally oblivious to the user's

'internal state', ex ept for the user's

urrent number of points whi h is identi al to

the number of steppings ordered by the adversary.
Thus, the adversary
new user, step a user's

an intera t with s heduled users in three ways:
ounter (i.e., order it to run the issue proto ol),

reate a
orrupt a

user.

System break.

For the

ondition of a system break we

ount issued loyalty points

as follows. For simpli ity, we assume that the vendor adds only one loyalty point
per run of the issue proto ol, instead of

l.

Ea h time any

issue proto ol, we in rease the adversary's global

1.

ounter of loyalty points,

However, issue proto ol runs by s heduled users are

ea h s heduled user

S

a

ontrolled user runs the

mA ,

by

ounted individually, i.e., for

mS is used. All ounters are initially set to zero.
A breaks the loyalty system if it laims stri tly more

ounter

We say that an adversary

mA + max{mS } loyalty points, where the maximum is taken over the ounters
S that were reated during the atta k.
Note that the bound mA + max{mS } an be trivially rea hed by an adversary
that s hedules a user max{mS } times, orrupts it afterwards (and thereby taking
over the user's ounter values), and performs mA subsequent runs of the issue
than

of all s heduled users

proto ol by itself, using the

orrupted user's

ounter values as the starting

ounter

value.
Claiming more than

mA

points (with max{mS }

= 0)

aptures

ases of genuine

forgery, while the se ond term of the sum ree ts pure pooling atta ks (with

0).

mA =

The latter, perhaps, needs a little explanation. Re all the example from Se tion

5.3.2, where two

ustomers ea h own a

ounter value worth

an think of these two as s heduled users
the adversary after they gathered

5

S1

and

loyalty points.

S2

ounter value worth

10 points.

loyalty points. One
orrupted by

We have motivated pooling

prevention by saying that it should not be possible for them to
values into a joint

5

whi h were

ombine their

In fa t, by spe ifying the

ounter

ondition

for a system break as above, we even make it easier for poolers to satisfy this
ondition. Sin e max{mS1

more points, instead of

6

10,

= 5, mS2 = 5} = 5,

they only have to

ome up with

6

or

to break the system.

Usually, honest users are supposed to delete su h information. However, reliable erasure is in

general hard to a hieve and the adversary may later be able to re over the values from the user's
hard disk.

Thus, a

onservative approa h is to presume that the user in fa t saves the values

expli itly.
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5.6.4 Privacy
For the analysis of

ounter-based loyalty system's priva y property, we use the same

denitions as in the token-based approa h (see Se tion 5.5.4). That is, we

L dened over the set of loyalty
vendor V and we denote the subset of

onsider

D

a link relation

system-related transa tions

by some

issue and redeem transa tions by

and

R,

seen

I

respe tively.

Issues transactions.

The blinding in the issue proto ol of the

ounter-based ap-

l > 1 point are
h(s) still ensures

proa h slightly diers from the one of the token-based approa h, if
to be issued. However, it

an be easily seen that this blinding of

Z∗n . This means that we
l)
(e
{t , t} whi h is identi ally distributed to real

that the resulting value is still uniformly distributed on
an setup a random trans ript
trans ripts.

Iˆ :=

Hen e, using the same arguments as in Se tion 5.5.4,

V

will not be

able to distinguish a random trans ript from a real one. Consequently, he
distinguish between

L(I, I ′ )

holds and

I
ˆ I ′ ) never
L(I,

ases where he is given two real trans ripts
ases where he is given

is independent of any issue transa tion.

ˆ I′
I,

su h that

Therefore, if

ases, he will not be able to de ide if the link relation

V annot
L holds.

annot

′
and I for whi h
holds, as

Iˆ

distinguish these

Consider the following two distin t redeem transa tions R :=
R′ := {s′ , m, σ m (h(s′ ))}. As in the token-based variant, in
′
order to determine if L(R, R ) holds, i.e., if they had been arried out by the same
′
ustomer, the vendor must be able to tell if s and s had been sele ted by the same

Redeem transactions.

{s, l, σ l (h(s))}

and

ustomer. As we have already seen in the analysis of the token-based s heme, this
is infeasible if
random from

ustomers follow the proto ol, i.e., sele t serial numbers uniformly at

S.

Hen e,

V

annot de ide

Issue and redeem transactions.
transa tion

I ∈I

and any

L(R, R′ ).

In order to de ide if

R ∈ R,

L(I, R)

holds for any issue

the vendor's goal is to determine if the serial

s from the redeem transa tion R is en oded in I . Analogously to the L(I, I ′ )
ase, assume that L(I, R) an be de ided by V . Now, feed related I and R to the
vendor. By assumption V will be able to onrm that L(I, R) holds. However, sin e
I and a random trans ript Iˆ formed as in the issue paragraph are indistinguishable,
V will not be able to tell I from Iˆ and onsequently, if he determined that L(I, R)
ˆ R) holds. The latter is learly not the ase and
holds, he will determine that L(I,
hen e a ontradi tion to the assumption that V an de ide L(I, R). In on lusion,
annot de ide L(I, R), either.
the vendor V
number
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5.6.5 Security
The goal of the se urity requirements given in Se tion 5.3 was to prevent a forger
from illi itly double-spending, in reasing, or
points. Double-spending
ously redeemed

ombining

ounter values of loyalty

an be easily prevented by storing serial numbers of previ-

ounter values,

he king presented serial numbers

s′

against the set

′
of already spent numbers, and reje ting s whi h had been stored before. Therefore,
we move our attention to unforgeability and pooling prevention, for the rest of this
subse tion.
In the following, we show that the desired properties, unforgeability and pooling
prevention, are preserved under the atta k model presented in Se tion 5.6.3. The
proof of se urity for this properties is based on the intra tability of a new problem
whi h we

all

in remental RSA

(iRSA). Under the assumption that iRSA is hard,

we prove the se urity of our loyalty system in the random ora le model [BR93℄.
The iRSA problem is

losely related to the

(RSA-STI) treated in [BNPS03℄.

Still, we

RSA single-target inversion problem

ould not nd a suitable redu tion to

our loyalty system from any well-known mathemati al problem, su h as fa toring
or a problem from the family of RSA-related problems [BNPS03, Poi99℄, e.g., RSASTI. However, basing the se urity of our system on the intra tability of a pure
mathemati al problem allows us to to investigate its se urity while hiding the details
of the underlying proto ol.

The incremental RSA problem.
as follows. Given a publi
modulus and

e

(n, e)

the en ryption exponent, nd

m ≥ 1

x ∈ Z∗n ,
mod n for

and some

x

dm

where

n

denotes the

unknown de ryption

k. For the
(·)d mod n, whi h on
d
dm mod n while
input y returns y mod n. The adversary's task is to ome up with x
making at most m − 1 ora le queries. This means, for m = 1 the adversary must
exponent

d

The task of solving the in remental RSA problem is

RSA key

and a given

atta k, an adversary is given a

polynomial in the se urity parameter

ess to an RSA inversion ora le

solve the problem without making any ora le queries. In this

ase, the iRSA problem

is equivalent to the single-target inversion problem [BNPS03℄. In the following, we
use a notation similar to that of [BNPS03℄.

Definition 6 (incremental RSA problem: iRSA[m]) Let k ∈ N be the se urity parameter and let m : N → N be a polynomial fun tion of k. Let A be an adversary with
a ess to an RSA inversion ora le (·)d mod n. The iRSA[m℄ problem is dened by
the following experiment:
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Experiment

iRSA (k):
ExpA,m

(n, e, d) := KeyGen RSA (k);
d
y := A(·) mod n (n, e, x, m(k));
If all of the following

em(k)
 y


A

onditions hold, return

= x mod n
stri tly less

made

than

m(k)

su ess

else return

ora le queries

The iRSA[m℄ problem is said to be hard if for any adversary
omplexity is polynomial in

k,

the su

failure

A,

whose time-

ess probability is negligible.

We now show that the iRSA problem redu es to the se urity of our loyalty
system in the random ora le model [BR93℄, i.e., we show that breaking our loyalty
system is at least as hard as solving iRSA. For this, we

onstru t an adversary

that solves the iRSA[m℄ problem by using an arbitrary polynomial-time forger

(n, e) as an
= h(s) mod n or failure. F

for our loyalty system as a subroutine. The forger is given a publi
input and either outputs a triple

el
satisfying z

(s, l, z)
ess ǫ,

has non-negligible probability of su

B
F

key

i.e., we have

Pr [F (n, e) = (s, l, z)] = ǫ.
The following proof is by

ontradi tion, i.e., under the assumption that the

iRSA[m℄ problem is hard, we show how any su

essful forgery of

F

an be turned

into a solution for the iRSA[m℄ problem. The forger's intera tions with a vendor are

B uses an inversion
(·)d mod n to simulate the vendor's responses in real runs of the issue proto ol.
Furthermore, the hash fun tion h(·) used in the loyalty system is modelled as a

simulated within a virtual environment, where the algorithm
ora le

random ora le, i.e., it maps inputs to uniformly and independently distributed
group elements, repeating answers for previously queried inputs. The
of the random ora le

h(·)

is su h that in every output of

h(·)

onstru tion

the value

x

from the

iRSA[m℄ problem is 'embedded' to ensure that any signature on a hash value
be turned into a signature on
forger the output of

h(·)

x,

whi h we need to solve iRSA[m℄. Of

an

ourse, to the

is indistinguishable from a random value and hen e, it will

not noti e the dieren e between a true random number and

h(·)'s

output. Sin e

this virtual environment looks like a real environment to the forger, it will su

eed

in its atta k if it would do so in a real atta k.
Now, the idea for the se urity redu tion is roughly as follows.
su

eeds, it will

vendor, i.e.,

B.

ome up with a
Sin e a

on some hash value
ounter value
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If the forger

ounter value that has not been produ ed by the

ounter value in the loyalty system must be an

h(s)

and be ause every hash value has

an be turned into an

m-signature

for

x.

x

So if

m-signature

embedded, any su h

F

su

eeds, it must
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m-signature on
d
ora le (·) mod n.

have produ ed on its own at least one signature that is part of the

x,

B will have used less than m alls to the inversion
B will be able to produ e an m-signature on x by having made
d
stri tly less than m alls to (·) mod n, whi h is a solution to iRSA[m℄.
Before we start des ribing the algorithm B , we want to remark on some te hni al
and hen e,

Consequently,

details. We assume that in the loyalty system, a polynomially bounded maximum
number of loyalty points

m(k)

an be redeemed at on e.

assume for simpli ity that the forger

l

In the simulation, we

an only request a single point, instead of

F
su eeds in breaking our loyalty system, if it produ ed at least mA + max{mS } + 1
loyalty points by intera ting with the simulated vendor, i.e., B . Hen e, B 's goal
is to answer all of F 's requests by making at most mA + max{mS } ora le alls, in
order to nally take advantage of F 's apability to produ e at least one additional
(pooled) point on its own. Next, we give a detailed des ription of algorithm B ,
points, in any run of the issue proto ol.

Furthermore, re all that the forger

shown in Figure 5.7.

Description of iRSA[m] solver B.

Lines 13 show the initialisation of three asso iative

arrays, i.e., named arrays, and the simple indexed array

X.

If an array element is

not present, e.g., a given name is not in the array or an index is out of bounds, the

∅. Furthermore, we denote the size of any array A by |A|.
C is used to manage and store the loyalty points and
auxiliary data of any s heduled user u reated by F . The array S holds the serial
numbers of any s heduled user u reated in the simulation, i.e., S[u] yields u's serial
number s. For ea h serial number s reated in the simulation, the asso iative array
R holds a simple array of m(k) + 1 values used to randomise the output of the
hash ora le h(·). Thus, R an be seen as a matrix with m(k) + 1 olumns and an
extendable number of rows. The simple indexed array X is used to store signatures
on the value x.
Line 3 assigns x to the rst empty index of X , i.e., x is appended to the array. Next, the simulation is started by running F with the input values (n, e) from
the iRSA[m℄ problem. Lines 432 show B 's overall behaviour during the simulation.

array yields the element

The asso iative array

The

onstru tion of the hash ora le

h(·)

is given in lines 59. First, it is

he ked

s has been submitted to h(·) before. If not, i.e., R[s] = ∅, a
rs is uniformly hosen and a new array is reated whi h holds
rs raised to its ei -th powers, where 0 ≤ i ≤ m(k). By R[s][i] we refer to the i-th
element of the array stored under name s in the asso iative array R, i.e., R[s][i]
ei
em is returned to F as the result of h(·)  the reason for the
yields rs . Finally, xrs
if the serial number

new random value

onstru tion of this result will be ome
forger

F

lear below. Note that, in the simulation, the

only sees a uniformly distributed random value returned to it as the result

of querying

h(·) with s and hen

e, it will not noti e that
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Algorithm

[1℄
[2℄
[3℄
[4℄
[5℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄
[9℄
[10℄
[11℄
[12℄
[13℄
[14℄
[15℄
[16℄
[17℄
[18℄
[19℄
[20℄
[21℄
[22℄
[23℄
[24℄
[25℄
[26℄
[27℄
[28℄
[29℄
[30℄
[31℄
[32℄
[33℄
[34℄
[35℄
[36℄
[37℄
[38℄
[39℄

d

B (·)

mod n (n, e, x, m(k)

+ 1):

Initialise asso iative arrays C , R and S to empty;
Initialise array X to empty;
X[0] := x;

Run F on input (n, e) and reply to its (ora le) queries as follows:
 If F invokes h(·) with input s then
If R[s] = ∅ then
Choose rs ∈R Z∗n ;
0

1

m(k)

R[s] := (rse , rse , . . . , rse
);
Return X[0] · R[s][m(k)] to F ;

 If F reates a s heduled user u then
Choose s ∈R S;
S[u] := s;
Invoke h(·) with s;
Assign its response to H ;
C[u][0] := (∅, H);

 If F tells s heduled user u to step its ounter then
s := S[u];
l := |C[u]| − 1;
If l = |X| − 1 then
Invoke ora le (·)d mod n with input X[l];
Assign its response to X[l + 1];
Choose b ∈R Z∗n ;
t := be · X[l] · R[s][m(k) − l];
v := b · X[l + 1] · R[s][m(k) − (l + 1)];
C[u][l + 1] := (b, v/b);
Return (t, v) to F ;

 If F orrupts s heduled user u then
Return (S[u], C[u]) to F ;
 If F runs the issue proto ol with input t then
Invoke ora le (·)d mod n with input t;
Return its response to F ;

Until F halts with some output (s, l, z) or failure ;
If F returned failure or R[s] = ∅ then
Return failure ;
y := z · R[s][m(k) − l]−1 ;
For i = l, . . . , m(k) do
Invoke ora le (·)d mod n with input y ;
Assign its response to y ;
Return y ;
Figure 5.7: Construction of algorithm B for solving iRSA[m]
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u. For u, a serial number
S using u as an identier
(line 12). Next, s is being 'hashed' and h(·)'s output is assigned to H , shown in
lines 13 and 14, respe tively. At the end, a simple indexed array, C[u], is reated
by initialising its rst entry C[u][0]. Every entry C[u][i] of the array C[u] will hold
a pair (bi , ci ), where bi is the blinding fa tor used in the issue proto ol that resulted
in the reation of ounter value ci . Sin e no blinding fa tor is needed to reate the
initial ounter value c0 , b0 is left empty.
In lines 1015 the forger

is randomly and uniformly

If

F

reates a new s heduled user

hosen (line 11) and stored in

tells s heduled user

this fun tion, the simulator
lines 17 and 18, values
of points, respe tively.

s

u

to step its

reates a new

and

l

are assigned

Then, it is

highest of all s heduled users.

7

ounter, lines 1626 are exe uted.
ounter value for

u.

For

u's serial number and
u's urrent number

he ked if

In

onvenien e, in
urrent number
of points is the

If so, a new signature needs to be generated be ause

no previously stored signature

an be reused in order to

ompute a new

ounter
l

(·)d mod n is alled with input xd (line
20), whi h is the urrently highest signature on x, and its output is assigned to the
next empty entry of array X (line 21). Thus, the entry X[i] holds the i-th signature
di
of x, i.e., X[i] = x , for i = 0, . . . , |X| − 1.
In line 22, a blinding fa tor b is randomly hosen, as in any real run of the issue
e dl em(k)−l (line 23),
proto ol. Then, a blinded ounter value is omputed as t := b x rs
e l
whi h a ording to the onstru tion of h(·) is equal to b σ (h(s)). Afterwards, a valid
dl+1 r em(k)−(l+1) = td =: v (line
response v from the virtual vendor is omputed, i.e., bx
s
l+1 (h(s)) = b · σ l+1 (x) · σ l+1 (r em(k) ). From this equation,
24). Note that v = b · σ
s
the purpose of the array R[s] be omes apparent. Namely, we an disguise/reuse
di
signatures x , for 1 ≤ i ≤ |X|−1, as i-signatures for any value h(s) without the need
d
i−1 (h(s)) be ause σ i (x) = X[i]
to a tually all (·) mod n with h(s), σ(h(s)), . . . , σ
i
(line 21) and σ (rs ) = R[s][m(k) − i] (line 8). Also note that |X| − 1 = max{mS }
for all s heduled users S .
l+1 (h(s))
Eventually, in line 25 the blinding fa tor b and the new ounter value σ
of user u are stored to have them available for F in ase u is later being orrupted
d
by the forger. The two values t and v = t that F would have observed in a real
issue proto ol run are returned to F in line 26.
value for

u.

Therefore, the inversion ora le

In lines 2728, the

ode is given that provides

F

with all of s heduled user

u's

u would have re eived in real issue proto ol runs.
u's serial number, stored in S[u], every blinding fa tor bi , and

data and intermediate data that
Therefore,
7

F

The value

array

X,

in

is given

l

will never ex eed

ase

|X| − 1,

sin e it is always in reased after the

he k and so is the

l = |X| − 1.
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C[u]. That is, F
2
re eives the following 'internal' data of u: s, h(−, h(s)), (b1 , σ(h(s))), (b2 , σ (h(s))),
|C[u]−1|
e
i−1
. . . , (b|C[u]−1| , σ
(h(s)))i. The blinded ounter values ti = bi · σ (h(s)) and
d
the vendor's responses ti are omitted, sin e F re eived them as output of the step
all intermediate

query and they

ounter values of

u,

both of whi h are stored in

an be re- onstru ted from the returned data, anyhow.

When the forger intera ts with the vendor, via a

ontrolled user,

B

must simu-

late the vendor's behaviour in runs of the issue proto ol, i.e., it has to respond to

F 's signing queries. This is shown in lines 2931. Sin e F may use arbitrary values
t in an issue proto ol run ( .f. Figure 5.5), B has no idea how to interpret t and
thus, an only invoke the inversion ora le with t and return its result to F . Note
d
that su h alls to (·) mod n add to F 's global ounter mA .
It may seem odd that we simulate two dierent issue transa tions, one for s heduled users (lines 2728) and one for

ontrolled users (lines 2931). The distin tion,

however, is vital for the simulation, sin e we do not have the luxury of submitting
every

t

submitted by

F

or by a s heduled user

and then just return its response to

F

u

to the signing ora le

or re ord the result for

would do this, we would qui kly run out of ora le queries in
a pooling atta k. To see this, suppose that

F

u,

(·)d mod n

respe tively. If we

ase the forger attempts

reated two s heduled users whi h it

l ≤ ⌊m(k)/2⌋ times, ea h. A ording to the breaking ondition for the
F also su eeds if it is able to su essfully mount a pooling atta k,
i.e., it omes up with l+1 (or more) points. If it su eeds after having made 2l ora le
d
queries, it leaves us with m(k) − 2l queries to (·) mod n whi h may not be enough
to produ e the remaining m(k) − (l + 1) signatures needed to solve iRSA[m℄. Thus,
d
we must be autious when making queries to (·) mod n. To ounter the problem of
d
running out of ora le queries, B is reusing results from queries to (·) mod n in ases
where the forger steps a s heduled user. Spe i ally, whenever a s heduled user u's
ounter is stepped whose urrent number of points l does not ex eed |X| − 2, we
l+1 (x) in the array X and hen e, by also looking up appropriate
will nd the value σ
values in R[su ], we an onstru t intermediate ounter values up to and in luding
σ l+1 (h(su )) without making additional ora le alls. In other words, sin e ounter
values of s heduled users share the same signature at their ore, the solver B an
i
i
′
generate, say, two distin t ounter values σ (h(s)) and σ (h(s )) of s heduled users
′
d
u and u , respe tively, for whi h it only needs i alls to (·) mod n for both ounter
values, instead of i alls for ea h ounter value.
stepped for

loyalty system,

After the simulation,
fails too, or if the forger

B

he ks in line 33 if the forger failed, in whi h

are omitted here). However, there is still a small
and

B fails.

This may happen, if

( .f. line 6), and still managed to

102

ase

B

ame up with an appropriate triple (detailed explanations

F

han e that the forger

did not invoke

h(·),

i.e., no entry

ome up with a valid signature

z

F su eeds
R[s] exists

 the forger
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may have simply guessed
had not used

h(·)

and its guess is

for its result,

iRSA[m℄ and hen e,
Eventually, if

s

B

B

orre t with probability

1/n 8 .

If

F

annot turn the resulting triple in a solution for

fails.

F su eeds

and used

h(·)

in its results, it

omes up with a triple

(s, l, z) representing a serial number s, a ounter l, and an l-signature satisfying
z = σ l (h(s)), where 0 ≤ max{mS }+mA < l ≤ m(k) (see line 32).9 Sin e σ l (h(s)) =
m(k)−l
l
m(k) dl
l
= z we get an l-times signature, y , for x by
) = xd rse
h(s)d = (xrse
em(k)−l )−1 = xdl . Clearly, if F su eeded, it used up less than
omputing y = z(rs
l queries to (·)d mod n, thus, in lines 3638, the remaining m(k) − l + 1 signatures
d
for x are omputed by iteratively querying the signing ora le (·) mod n. Finally, B
m(k)+1
(m(k)−l+1)
l
(m(k)−l+1)
d
= xd
= (xd )d
outputs y
, as desired. Sin e B almost always
su eeds whenever F su eeds, we have
d

Pr [(B (·)

mod n

(n, e, x, m(k) + 1))e

m(k)+1

= x mod n] = ǫ −

1
n

and hen e a polynomial-time solution for the iRSA[m℄ problem, whi h

ontradi ts

our assumption that iRSA[m℄ is hard.



In addition to the proof of se urity in the random ora le model above, in the
following, we provide some more arguments whi h indi ate that breaking our loyalty
system is indeed hard. Using these additional arguments one need not rely solely
on the

onje tured intra tability of the iRSA[m℄ problem. Consider a forger who

repeatedly applies the publi

exponent

ev

e

x ∈ Z∗n until he obtains h(s̃) =
v
to forge hs̃, v, σ (h(s̃))i. However,

to some

∈ Z∗n for some s̃ and some v , if any, in order
ev−1 = σ(h(s̃)) this would provide a method for generating a valid pair
sin e x
hs̃, σ(h(s̃))i without knowing d, and thus, a method to break the se urity of Chaum's
x

system. Sin e this atta k is assumed to be infeasible, it is also infeasible to generate
valid triples in this way.
Another aspe t to be

onsidered is related to the fa t that exponents

an be

mod λ(n), where λ(·) denotes the Carmi hael fun tion whi h gives the
r
∗
smallest number r > 0 su h that a = 1 mod n for all a ∈ Zn [Yan02℄. This means
∗
w = 1 mod λ(n) su h that
that for s ∈ Zn there exists a number w > 0 with e
w−z
w
z
d
e
e
h(s) = h(s) [WS79℄, or h(s) = h(s)
for z ≥ 0. In words, applying e
iteratively z times to h(s) yields the same result as applying d iteratively w − z
times to h(s). It may be argued that this an be exploited by a forger. But for
a su essful atta k, a forger has to nd an appropriate w . If a forger would know
redu ed

8

For instan e,

F

may have

hosen

z ∈R Z∗n ,

omputed

l

y := z e mod n,

and guessed

s

su h that

y = h(s).
9

The last inequality is due to the maximum number of redeemable points in any one redemption.
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an e ient method to nd

w,

then he would be able to

iterated-en ryption atta k on the
d. In [Mau95℄, it is shown how

RSA

arry out the so

ryptosystem whi h would eventually reveal

system parameters

p, q

an be

the iterated-en ryption atta k is thwarted. Hen e, using this
ounter values by repeatedly applying

Unforgeability and Pooling Prevention.
above, we

alled

e

to

h(s)

hosen su h that

onstru tion, forging

is infeasible.

From the se urity proof and the arguments

on lude that, under the assumption that iRSA is hard, it is infeasible to

forge or pool loyalty points obtained by running the issue proto ol. In

ase vendors

want to allow pooling, they just have to remove the restri tion to send a single
ounter in the redeem proto ol and allow for

l

ones, i.e.,

ustomers may send

hs1 , m1 , σ m1 (h(s1 ), s2 , m2 , σ m2 (h(s2 ), . . . , sl , ml , σ ml (h(sl )i.
Double-spending detection.
of loyalty point
and

s

Sin e a mali ious

s

from a newly submitted

is already stored in the database then the

and will not be a

s

is

1/n

opies

ounters, the vendor stores all serial numbers in a lo al database

ompares ea h

number

ustomer may try to redeem

ounter value to the database's. If
ounter value has been double-spent

epted. The probability that two

whi h

ustomers pi k the same serial

an be negle ted for a su iently large se urity parameter

k.

5.6.6 Efficiency
In our s heme, loyalty points awarded to a

ustomer are represented by a

In

osts in the issue proto ol are no longer

ontrast to a token-based approa h, the

ounter.

linearly related to the number of loyalty points. Instead, the size of the data that
has to be transferred and stored is

onstant for ea h pur hase, regardless of the

number of points awarded. This means, that the

osts, for the vendor, regarding

storage size only grow linearly with the number of redemptions. Furthermore, the
number of signatures that need to be generated by the vendor in any one pur hase
is

onstant, i.e., one

m-signature

per pur hase.

In a token-based approa h ea h

token, i.e., loyalty point, requires its own serial number while in the

ounter-based

approa h the number of serial numbers is independent of the number of loyalty
points. The redeem proto ol of the

ounter-based approa h is also more e ient

than the redeem proto ol in a token-based variant. In any one run of the redeem
proto ol, the size of the transferred data is

onstant in the number of redeemed

points and at most two modular exponentiations are needed to verify any
value.

Storage

proto ol runs in

ounter

osts for serial numbers are only linear in the number of redeem
ontrast to linear

osts in loyalty points within a token-based

approa h.
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Instan e Generator

Instan e Generator

IGenCDH (k):

(g, G) := KeyGen DH (k)
a, b, c ∈R Z∗ord(G)
y1 := ga (in G)
y2 := gb (in G)
y3 ∈R {gab , gc }
Output (y1 , y2 , y3 , g, G)

(g, G) := KeyGen DH (k)
a, b ∈R Z∗ord(G)
y1 := ga (in G)
y2 := gb (in G)
Output (y1 , y2 , g, G).

Task:

Given

IGenDDH(k):

y1 , y2 , g, G,
gab (in G).

Task:

ompute

de

(a) Computational Diffie-Hellman problem
(CDH)

y1 , y2 , y3 , g, G,
ab (in G).
ide if y3 = g

Given

(b) Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH)

Figure 5.8: Diffie-Hellman problems

5.7 A Counter-based Loyalty System based on DH
Another variant of the loyalty system is based on a dierent
tion, namely that the so
s heme

onsists of two proto ols, the

issue

involve two parties, the vendor and the
anonymous

ryptographi

assump-

alled Die-Hellman problem is hard. Again, the loyalty

ounter. The goal of our

and

redeem

proto ol.

Both proto ols

ustomer, as before, and make use of an

onstru tion is to a hieve the unlinkability of

issue and redeem and also the unlinkability of any two issue transa tions and any
two redeem transa tions.

5.7.1 System Setup
The system is set up as follows. The vendor
along with a generator

g

de isional Die-Hellman problem (DDH)
the

hooses an appropriate

for this group. The group

G must

be

y li

group

G,

hosen su h that the

an be de ided e iently but for whi h

omputational Die-Hellman problem (CDH) is presumed to be hard  CDH

and DDH are briey stated in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b, respe tively. In Se tion 5.7.6,
we will provide suitable
of

G

is of no

hoi es for

G, but for the following se

tions the exa t nature

on ern.

The order of the group
will later spe ify another

G

should be a su iently large prime

ondition, namely, that

q−1

q

for whi h we

does not have small prime

fa tors (see Se tion 5.7.6). From now on, unless otherwise noted, it is understood
that all

omputations are done in the group
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Customer
hoose

Vendor

s ∈R S

ompute

v ∈R Z∗q

hoose

hg,V i

←−−−

c0 := h(s)

publish

g, V := gv

Figure 5.9: Initialisation

V = gv . He publishes
(g, V ) (and a des ription of the group G) as his publi key and keeps v private. The
ustomer hooses a random serial number s from some nite set S. This serial
The vendor randomly sele ts a value

v ∈ Z∗q and

omputes

number will a t as an identier for her future loyalty points, and serial numbers
should be hosen su h that

s by

omputing her initial

ollisions do not o
ounter value

ur. After that, the

ustomer binds to

c0 := h(s), where h(·) is some

ryptographi

hash fun tion mapping to the group. This hash fun tion should be spe ied and
published by the vendor, too. The initialisation pro ess is depi ted in Figure 5.9.

5.7.2 Protocols
Issue.

When the

ustomer is to be

redited with a loyalty point, she randomly

ri from Zq . Then, she blinds her urrent ounter value ci−1 by omputing
bi := ci−1 gri and sends the blinded ounter bi to the vendor. The vendor raises bi to
the v -th power and returns the result. Next, the ustomer omputes the unblinding
−ri and subsequently derives bv V −ri = cv . After that, the ustomer
fa tor V
i
i−1
hooses

veries that the vendor has sent a

(ci−1 , V, cvi−1 )

orre t value.

To do so, she

he ks whether

is a valid DH triple by running the e ient test for the group

G.10

∗
Note that, in general, this validity test is intra table for groups like Zp . If the
v
veri ation su eeds then the ustomer sets ci := ci−1 and stores (i, ci ). The issue
proto ol is shown in Figure 5.10.

Redeem.

If the

ustomer has rea hed some redeeming threshold, i.e., has gathered

enough points to hand them in for a reward, she may exe ute the redeem proto ol
shown in Figure 5.11. There, the
of

olle ted loyalty points

triple by

he king that

cn

In order to prevent
than on e, the vendor

n,

ustomer sends her serial number

and the

is in fa t

cn .
c0 = h(s).

ounter value
n

for

s

the number

The vendor validates this

ustomers from redeeming the same
he ks if

serial numbers. If this is not the
10

cv0

s,

ounter value more

is already stored in his database of redeemed
ase the vendor stores the new serial number

To see why this is should be a DH triple, note that
x ∈ Z∗q , as g is a generator of G.

V = gv

and

ci−1

an be written as

gx

s

for

some
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Customer
hoose

Vendor

ri ∈ R Z q ;

ompute

b

bi := ci−1 gri ;

−−i→
bv

ompute unblinding fa tor

v
unblind bi
bvi V −ri

V

i
←−−
−

−ri ;

ompute

bvi ;

= cvi−1 gri v V −ri
= cvi−1 gri v g−ri v
= cvi−1 ;

(ci−1 , V, cvi−1 )
ci := cvi−1 ;

verify
set

DH triple?;

Figure 5.10: Issue protocol in the customer’s i-th purchase

Customer

Vendor
hs,n,cn i

−−−−−→

verify

s

?

cn = h(s)v

n

;

not yet stored in database?;

grant reward if veri ation su

essful;

Figure 5.11: Redeem protocol

 alternatively, the serial number's hash value
Eventually, if all
the

he ks are

ompleted su

h(s)

may be stored and

he ked.

essfully, the vendor sends the reward to

ustomer.
Note that if the serial numbers would be used dire tly, i.e., without applying

the hash fun tion or some similar measure, then the vendor might be easily tri ked
into a

epting a forged

n

n

ounter value. Spe i ally, given two

cn = sv , c′n = (s′ )v for some n
n
(ss′ )v for serial number ss′ .

it is easy to derive a third

orre t

ounter values

ounter value

cn c′n =

5.7.3 Attack Model
The atta k model for the DH-based loyalty system is the same as for the RSA-based
system from Se tion 5.6. Although, the underlying

ryptographi

assumptions are

dierent, the goal of an atta ker is still to forge or pool loyalty points and hen e,
everything said in Se tion 5.6.3 also applies here.
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we use the same terminology and similar ideas as in Se tions 5.6.3 and 5.6.5 when
dis ussing the se urity of the DH-based system.

5.7.4 Privacy
The DH-based loyalty system's priva y property follows from the same arguments as
the RSA-based system's priva y property, as dis ussed in Se tion 5.6.4. In the DHbased proto ol, the blinding and signing fun tions are ne essarily dierent from the
ounter-based RSA proto ol. However, their properties are essentially the same, and
hen e the same arguments apply with respe t to unlinkability among issue transa tions, among redeem transa tions, and between issue and redeem transa tions. We
omit any further dis ussion.

5.7.5 Security
To

laim se urity properties of our loyalty system we rst have to spe ify the atta k

s enario and su

essful atta ks. Afterwards, we show that our system a hieves the

desired properties.
We remark that the vendor in our system
keeping tra k of used serial numbers

an easily thwart double spending by

s and by reje

ting

laims for previously submit-

ted ones. As for the unforgeability and pooling prevention we prove se urity of our
s heme based on the intra tability of a new problem,
Hellman (iDH) problem.

alled the in remental Die-

This problem is related to the

lassi al Die-Hellman

problem as well as to the previously proposed one-more RSA and one-more Disrete Logarithm problems for proving Chaum's blind signature and its dis rete-log
variant to be se ure [BNPS01, Bol03℄.
standard

ryptographi

Although we were unable to redu e some

problem to this new problem, our redu tion enables us to

investigate the se urity of our system by

onsidering a pure mathemati al problem

and hiding the details of the proto ol. Indeed, we will also provide some dis ussion
about the hardness of the iDH problem below.

The incremental Diffie-Hellman problem.
to nd

m ≥ 1

The in remental Die-Hellman problem is

vm+1 for given group elements
and g

g

and

V = gv

(where

v

is

unknown). To fa ilitate the task one is allowed to query a spe ial Die-Hellman
ora le

DHg,V (·)

an only be queried at
make a single

X v for inputs X . Yet,
most m − 1 times, e.g., to

omputing

the

ondition is that the ora le

ompute

gv

3

from

g, gv

one may

all to the ora le. Spe i ally:

Definition 7 (incremental Diffie-Hellman problem) Let g be a generator of a group of
prime order q and V = gv be a random element in this group. Given g, V and a ess
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to an ora le DHg,V (X) = X v the in remental Die-Hellman (iDH) problem is to
ome up with an element Z and an integer 1 ≤ m < ordZ∗q (v) − 1 su h that
Z = gv

m+1

and su h that the ora le DHg,V (·) has been queried at most m − 1 times.
The upper bound on the integer
would for example be a
m+1
gv

orre t

m

laim for

−1+1
gv

rules out trivial solutions.

m = ordZ∗q (v) − 1

Else,

Z := g

be ause this would yield

= g = Z and another orre t laim would be any multiple m of the
=
m+1
= gv = Z . For our s heme, we therefore
ordZ∗q (v) of v in Z∗q be ause gv
hoose a su iently large order for v ; see Se tion 5.7.6 for details.

order

Unforgeability and pooling prevention.

The in remental Die-Hellman problem re-

du es to the se urity of our s heme in the random ora le model. To show this we
present an iDH algorithm that uses a su

essful forger for our loyalty system as a

subroutine. In order to use the forger in this way, the iDH algorithm will set up
a virtual environment for the forger by impersonating the vendor and inserting
the input for the iDH problem. As the experiment looks like a real intera tion with
the vendor from the forger's perspe tive, the forger will

laim more points than

issued in the experiment if she would do so in an a tual atta k. Any solution in the
experiment will immediately give a solution for the iDH problem, and we

on lude

that ea h forger for our proto ol must impli itly solve the iDH problem.
In the experiment, we assume the same kind of s heduled and

ontrolled users

as des ribed in Se tion 5.6.3 and used before in Se tion 5.6.5. Also in analogy to
Se tion 5.6.5, we model the hash fun tion

h(·),

mapping serial numbers to group

elements, as a random ora le [BR93℄. That is, we assume that
dom fun tion:

h(·)

a ts as a ran-

it maps inputs to uniformly and independently distributed group

elements, repeating answers for previously queried inputs. Note that the idealised
random ora le model merely provides some heuristi

eviden e that the s heme is

indeed se ure; refer to [CGH98℄ for a dis ussion. Therefore, in Se tion 5.7.6 we also
present a modi ation whi h

ompletely forges random ora les but whi h essentially

preserves the e ien y (with only a negligible loss in the initialisation proto ol).
We next spe ify the

onstru tion of the iDH algorithm from an arbitrary forger.

For this, the iDH algorithm rst tries to guess the maximum

MS := max{mS }

of

issued points for s heduled users in the up oming experiment. This value is usually

M representing the system's maximum of redeem points.
M as 10 or 1, 000.
To guess MS = max{mS } the iDH algorithm pi ks a uniformly distributed value
between 0 and M . The forger's view in the following simulation is independent
bounded by a parameter

Instru tively, think of

of this

hoi e, and the iDH algorithm thus hits the right value with probability
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1/(M + 1).

If, on the other hand, the guess later turns out to be in orre t the

iDH solver will stop with

failure

instead.

The overall su

ess probability of the

1/(M + 1)

ompared to the forger.

iDH algorithm therefore de reases by a fa tor of
From now on, we

ondition on the event that the iDH algorithm sele ts the

orre t

MS .
Next, we des ribe the simulation of the forger.

The iDH algorithm is given

g and V , has a ess to the ora le, and has predi ted MS . It rst omputes
M +1
3
2
1
gv , gv , . . . , gv S by iteratively querying the ora le, starting with V = gv . This
an be done with MS queries. It next starts the simulation of the forger by providing
g, V as the publi key of the vendor. The emulation pro eeds as follows:
•

Whenever the forger queries the hash fun tion

s,

ontrolled user

i.e., adds another

hooses

ws ∈ Z∗q

h(·)

about some serial number

to the system, then the iDH algorithm

at random and returns

V ws

(or returns the previously given

answer, if this serial number has been queried before).

•

•

If the forger initiates the issue proto ol for a

ontrolled user and submits a

b to the virtual vendor then the iDH algorithm alls the DH ora
v
derive b and answers on behalf of the vendor with this value. This a
in reases the forger's ounter of ora le alls, mA , by one.
value

If the forger adds another
hooses a number

s

le to
tions

s heduled user to the system then the iDH algorithm
h(s) := V ws for a random value ws ∈R Z∗q (or

and sets

returns the previously given answer if this serial number has appeared before).
The iDH algorithm from now on impersonates this s heduled user with values

s
•

and

c0 = h(s) = V ws = gws v .

If the forger asks a s heduled user to step the
fet hes the

urrent

ounter value

ci−1 = gws v

i

ounter then the iDH solver
and runs a simulation of the

issue proto ol:



Take
tion,

i+1

gv
from the pre- omputed list of powers. Note that, by
i+1
i does not ex eed the orre t guess MS and therefore gv

assumpmust be

in this list.



On behalf of the



On behalf of the vendor

ustomer sele t

ci−1 gri .

ri ∈ R Z q

ompute

bvi = V ri (gv
Store

ci = gws v

i+1

values, in luding

and

ci

ri

and

V ri
i+1

and

at random and

(gv

)ws

bi :=

and reply with

)ws = V ri cvi−1

in the name of the

ri ,

i+1

ompute

ustomer. Note that all the

are distributed identi ally to an exe ution

between a s heduled user and the vendor in an a tual atta k.
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•

If the forger

orrupts a s heduled user the iDH algorithm hands over all the

previously stored values on behalf of this

ustomer and stops impersonating

this user.
When the forger nally redeems a
number

s

then the iDH algorithm

11

Z and m ≥ 1 for some serial
−1
ws−1 mod q and outputs Z ws and m

ounter value

omputes

and stops.

Note that the answers of the iDH algorithm are identi al to those of the genuine
vendor and the simulated hash fun tion evaluation yields uniformly distributed
values like the random ora le.

This means that the view of any forger in the

experiment is the same as in an a tual atta k, and if the forger is able to redeem
more points in reality then it su
(under the

eeds in the simulation with the same probability

ondition that the iDH solver has guessed

Finally, it remains to be shown that the

MS

in the experiment into a solution to the iDH problem.
su

in advan e).

onstru tion above turns any forgery
For this note that, for a

essful redemption,

 −1

−1
m+1 ws
m+1
Z ws = g ws v
= gv

Furthermore,

m > max{mS } + mA

whi h implies

m ≥ max{mS } + mA + 1
Sin e the iDH algorithm has queried its ora le exa tly
means that

−1

Z ws

and

m

max{mS } + mA

times this

onstitute a valid solution to the iDH problem. Therefore,

we have presented an algorithm solving the iDH problem whenever the forger su eeds and the algorithm's initial guess is right.



As for the exa t se urity of our loyalty system we note that, a
mon pra ti e, the running time of the atta ker

ording to

om-

omprises its own steps and the

ones of honest parties during the atta k. But then the running time of the derived
algorithm iDH diers only marginally from the one of the atta ker, i.e., the iDH
algorithm initially
additional

omputes the powers

gv

i

via the ora le and also performs some

omputations when simulating answers of the vendor.

hen e shows that if the adversary breaks the loyalty system in
bility

ε,

t

There is a very small probability that the forger su

s that has not been passed to the hash fun tion
1/(q − 1) and we thus negle t it for the analysis.

number
to

steps with proba-

then there is an algorithm solving the iDH problem in time

1
1
probability
M +1 (ε − q−1 ).
11

Our redu tion
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essfully

laims a

t′ ≈ t and

with

ounter value for a

before. However, this probability is equal
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On the hardness of the iDH problem.

It remains to argue the intra tability of the iDH

problem. We are not aware of any redu tion from well-established problems like the
Dis rete Logarithm problem or the

anoni al Die-Hellman problem. Still, we give

a brief dis ussion about the intra tability of the iDH problem and its relationship
to similar problems.
m+1

m ≥ 1 and gv
after having made at
Under the ondition that the algorithm never queries

The algorithm's task is to nd some

m − 1 alls to the ora le.
the ora le the anoni al Die-Hellman

most

problem

an be redu ed to this problem

and our problem is hen e believed to be infeasible. Namely, without the help of the
ora le the algorithm
for unknown
the

v

omputes a variant of the Die-Hellman fun tion,

and some

lassi al DH fun tion

gv 7→ gv

m > 1. This fun tion,
√ however, has the same power
for m's of order O( log q), refer to [MW96, Kil01℄.

m

as

As for the power of the ora le queries, note that the iDH problem is related
to another problem from
omputation of powers

omputational
m

V2

requires

omplexity.

m sequential

e ient improvement allowing a faster parallel
been applied in

Namely, it is believed that

squarings and that there is no

omputation.

ryptography before to derive proto ols with

This problem has
riti al time release

properties [BN00℄.

2 in the

omputation of

even hampering the task.

Hen e, any su

In our
value

v,

ase the

onstant

addition to the ora le

m

V2

is repla ed by the unknown

essful iDH algorithm that, in

alls, only performs operations whi h are independent of the

input would give rise to a new algorithm deriving powers

Vv

m

with less than

m

exponentiations (using some pre-pro essing).
In

on lusion, we

annot prove that the iDH problem is as hard as, say, the

putational Die-Hellman problem.

om-

However, the dis ussion above indi ates that

straightforward algorithms for the problem do not work and that more sophisti ated
algorithms would be required to solve the problem  if it

an be solved e iently

at all.

5.7.6 Efficiency and Implementation Issues.
To implement the proto ol one has to pi k an appropriate group

omputational Die-Hellman problem (CDH) is
de isional Die-Hellman problem(DDH) is easy.
a

ertain

lass of ellipti

Ellipti
arithmeti

G

for whi h the

onje tured to be hard, while the
Su h a group

an be dened over

urves.

urves provide an alternative to well-known groups based on modular
over the integers. Compared to

Z∗n or Die-Hellman over

Z∗p ellipti

ryptographi

operations like RSA over

urves usually oer smaller key sizes at a

omparable se urity level. Nonetheless, our motivation for basing our proto ol on
ellipti
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urves stems from a spe ial property of some of these

urves.

Namely,
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we deploy spe ial ellipti

urves for whi h CDH (see Figure 5.8a) is believed to be

intra table, whereas DDH (see Figure 5.8b) is known to be easy. Su h ellipti

urves

had been suggested in [Jou00, JN01℄ and immediately gained a lot of attention
be ause of their usefulness for the design of

ryptographi

proto ols, e.g., [BF01,

BLS01, Bol03, Dod03℄.
The de ision pro edure for ellipti

urves separating the

omputational and the

de isional Die-Hellman problem is usually based on the so- alled Weil or Tate
pairing. These pairings
a given tuple

an be

onstitutes a

arried out e iently and allow to de ide whether

orre t DH triple or not.

details as they are irrelevant for the
Nonetheless, we remark that su h

We omit further te hni al

on eptual design of our loyalty system here.

urves have already been investigated quite well,

in parti ular with respe t to

•

appropriate
that the

hoi es of su h groups in light of e ien y and se urity (note

omputational DH problem must still be intra table for the group)

[JN01, BLS01℄;

•

fast

•

hashing into the

omputation of the pairing fun tions [BF01, BKLS02, GHS02℄, i.e., fast

veri ation of putative DH triples

(ga , gb , gc );12

urve [BLS01℄; that is, how to dene a hash fun tion

h(·)

mapping bit strings to the group.

Sin e we merely apply these properties we refer to these works for details. For an
introdu tion to ellipti

urves see [Men93℄.

To implement the proto ol one has to pi k an appropriate ellipti

urve with

a pairing fun tion and dene a hash fun tion mapping strings to random group
elements. We refer to [JN01, BF01, BLS01, BKLS02, GHS02℄ for su h
It is not hard to see that we

ora le model in the se urity proof ), if we let the vendor
for the

hoose a random value

ustomer in an initialisation step. If this initialisation step is also

anonymously then the

hoi es.

an eliminate the hash fun tion (and the random

c0

arried out

ustomer's priva y will not be ae ted by this and unforge-

ability now follows from the iDH problem alone. Of

ourse, the same pro edure

an

be used in the RSA variant of the loyalty system to eliminate the random ora le.
The variant with the vendor

hoosing the serial number

ollisions, whi h may happen when

an also avoid a

idental

ustomers sele t the serial numbers, even if the

ollision probability is very small. Unfortunately, this variant has some drawba ks
as well. First, it requires an additional intera tion to get a new serial number for
initialising a new

ounter. Se ond, requesting a serial number might be

orrelated

with a pur hase / issue transa tion and this may allow the vendor to link the redeem
12

We use the multipli ative notation for the ellipti
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g.
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transa tion with the

ounter's rst issue transa tion. Furthermore, in this variant

the vendor learns that no issue transa tion prior to the
is related to the user. In summary, the

reation of the serial number

reation of serial numbers by the vendor

has some disadvantages regarding priva y. Another drawba k is that a mali ious
ustomer

ould repeatedly request serial numbers from the vendor without really

using them. Sin e ea h serial number

an only be issued on e, this may lead to an

unne essary waste of serial numbers.

v in the multipli ative
an be a omplished by letting q − 1 have only
160 it su es to let q − 1 onsist only of
Spe i ally, for q ≈ 2
40 in
than 40 bits. Then any element v 6= 1 has order at least 2

Re all that we also require the order of the vendor's se ret

∗
group Zq to be quite large. This
large prime fa tors.
prime fa tors larger

Z∗q whi h is su ient for
i ≥ 0, an adversary may

But this

laim higher

ounter values

an be ta kled by dening a maximum

smaller than

ordZ∗q (v),

i.e., larger

m+i·ordZ∗ (v)
q

m

gv = gv
m + i · ordZ∗q (v)

all pra ti al purposes. Sin e

for any

instead of

m.

ounter value whi h is obviously

ounter values will not be a

epted in the redeem

proto ol. The vendor may publish this bound on the maximum number of points
as part of the system parameters.
We address the vendor's eort for the veri ation in the redeem proto ol. Note
that the vendor rst
ellipti

al ulates

urve and nally

w := v m mod q

over

ompares it with the given

Z∗q

cm .

and then

h(s)w

two exponentiations, and thus improves e ien y over the veri ation of
signatures in the token-based

m

blind

ase. To de rease this eort further the vendor

also pre- ompute and store powers of the universal value
are likely to

in the

Altogether these are only

laim points for a xed value, like

m = 10.

v , espe

ially if all

Veri ation of a

an

ustomers
laim then

essentially boils down to a single exponentiation.

5.8 Comparison
In the previous se tions, we have presented three s hemes, all of whi h allow to
implement a priva y-friendly loyalty system.
their

ryptographi

shows a

omparison

The s hemes dier with respe t to

assumptions and their time and spa e requirements. Table 5.1
hart where the proto ols of ea h s heme are roughly

ompared

along various dimensions.
For the

omparison, we assume that a

ustomer obtains

m

loyalty points in a

single issue phase and redeems the same number of points in a single redeem phase.
Furthermore, we assume that exponentiations roughly require the same eort in
ea h of the underlying mathemati al stru tures.

To be brief, we do not

onsider

other fa tors, su h as multipli ations or hashing operations, whi h also have an
impa t on the systems' overall performan e.
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Vendor
Customer/
Vendor
Vendor

Redeem

(DH)

Customer/
Vendor
Customer

Counter-based

Issue

Measure

(RSA)

Party

Counter-based

Proto ol

Token-based

5.8. Comparison

#Proto ol Runs m 1 m
Blinding (#Exponentiations) m m m
Veri ation (#Exponentiations) m m m
Storage (Serial Number(s) + Points) 2m 2 2
Signing (#Exponentiations) m 2 m
#Proto ol Runs m 1 1
Veri ation (#Exponentiations) 1 2 2
Storage (Serial Numbers) m 1 1
Pooling prevention possible? No Yes Yes
†

∗

†

†
∗

Proto ol runs

an be exe uted in parallel.

Disregarding potential

osts for testing DDH.

Table 5.1: Comparison chart for issuing / redeeming m loyalty points

Issue.

In the issue phase,

m runs are required for the token-based and the

based DH variant of the loyalty system, respe tively, as only one point

ounter-

an be issued

in ea h run. However, in the token-based variant, it is possible to run multiple issue
proto ols in parallel, i.e.,

m

blinded tokens

an be sent (and retrieved) in one

go. Conversely, the issue proto ol of the DH version

annot be sped up that way

be ause points have to be added to the previously issued
the proto ol

an only be

arried out sequentially. The

ounter value and hen e,

ounter-based RSA variant

requires only one run and hen e, is more e ient than its DH

ounterpart.

In the row for the issue proto ol, the numbers shown for the proto ols are the
total numbers, i.e., the number of operations/spa e required to obtain
points.

In all s hemes, the

m

loyalty

ustomer employs exponentiations linear in the num-

ber of loyalty points to be issued, in order to blind her token/ ounter value. All
s hemes
for

a priori

require the same number of exponentiations. However, the eort

arrying out these exponentiations may vary, as optimisation te hniques might

be employed that exploit the dierent
stan e, in the token-based variant,

hara teristi s of the

omputations. For in-

m dierent bases are independently raised to the
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publi
are

exponent

e and in the

ounter-based RSA variant, sequential exponentiations

omputed. Irrespe tive of su h

onsiderations, the eort for veri ation is the

same as for the blinding operation be ause essentially the same

omputations are

made in order to verify the signature(s) of the loyalty points. Note that the table's
entry for the DH variant may need to be amended with

osts for de iding whether

a given triple is a DDH triple or not, if su h tests require exponentiations.
The storage required for the

ounter-based loyalty systems is

onstant, as only

one storage unit is required for the serial number and another one for the
signature  one may also store the number

m

m-

but this is not stri tly ne essary.

Conversely, the token-based variant requires 2 storage units per issued point. More
pre isely, it requires 2 units per

additional

point, in

ontrast to the

ounter-based

variants whose storage needs to be allo ated just on e, i.e., when the rst point is
issued.
For the signing, the vendor needs
in the

m exponentiations in the token-based as well as

ounter-based DH variant, whi h is a

runs required. In the

onsequen e of the number of proto ol

ounter-based RSA variant on the other hand, only a

onstant

number of exponentiations is needed, i.e., 2 exponentiations. This is due to the vendor's knowledge of the group's order, i.e., he is able to

y
and then t

mod n.

ompute

y := dm mod ord(Z∗n )

Hen e, he does not need to employ sequential exponentiations.

Note that a vendor employing the DH variant would have the knowledge to do the
same, but he has to run the proto ol
ea h run, be ause the

Redeem.

ustomer

m

times, employing one signing operation in

annot unblind an

In the redeem phase, the

m-signature,

for

m > 1.

ounter-based variants just need one run of the

proto ol, i.e., one roundtrip. The token-based variant's redeem proto ol, however,
an be exe uted in parallel, analogously to the issue proto ol, and hen e,
redu ed to a single roundtrip. Still, the

an also be

ounter-based variants have an advantage

over the token-based system, as the amount of data that needs to be send to the
vendor is

onstant in the number of loyalty points, i.e., 2, as opposed to the linear-

sized amount of data in the token-based system.
The number of exponentiations required to verify the loyalty systems' points
is

onstant in all three

ases, with the token-based variant needing just a single

exponentiation (see Equation 5.1).
As vendors need to keep tra k of already spent serial numbers, the token-based
variant uses up the most spa e, again, be ause every point uses up a serial number.
The

ounter-based variants only have

onstant storage

osts with respe t to a run

of the redeem proto ol, as they just need one serial number.
Finally, vendors have the option to allow or disallow pooling of loyalty points in
the
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ounter-based variants, where there is no su h

hoi e in the token-based variant.
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5.9 Prototype
The

ounter-based loyalty systems proposed here are espe ially suitable for Internet

appli ations, like those in the World Wide Web, as they follow a simple requestresponse s heme, just as HTTP does.

This gives developers a lot of freedom for

hoosing the te hnologies to implement the
system, i.e., the

ustomer and the vendor part of the

lient and server side, respe tively. Examples of su h

Flash, A tive X, and Java Applets for the

hoi es are

ustomer part and CGI, PHP, ASP, JSP,

and Java Servlets for the vendor part.
For the

ustomer side it is ne essary to have a

to store the

ess to lo al storage, as we need

ustomer's points. Apart from that, there is no other strong fun tional

requirement on the

lient te hnology and there is also none for the server te hnology.

For our own prototype implementation, we have
lient side be ause Java Applets

hosen Signed Java Applets for the

an be run in all major browsers, e.g., Internet

Explorer and the Mozilla browser family, and in moderately re ent versions of Java
ryptographi

primitives are provided. In addition, it is possible to determine the

authenti ity of the Applet's

ode. The server side was implemented using JSP and

Java Servlets.
We have implemented the RSA variant of the

ounter-based s heme, as it is

superior to the two other variants (see Se tion 5.8). The implementation itself is
relatively straightforward and thus, we will not go into details here.

Instead, we

want to highlight dierent options to operate the loyalty system.
In our model so far, we have seen a
However, it should, of

ustomer talking only to a single vendor.

ourse, be possible for the

ustomer to

olle t points from

dierent vendors and also to manage these dierent points. In Figure 5.12, this is
shown for vendors

B

and

C

an

olle t points of

That is,

ustomers

vendor B ,

and likewise for

For

whi h independently issue and redeem loyalty points.

C.
vendors A1 , . . . , Ai , . . . , An , a

implemented.

In this model,

type B

whi h they

an only redeem at

dierent model is applied, whi h we have also

ustomers may

A

olle t points of type

from any

Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. And likewise, they may spent their points of type A at any
Ai . That is, from the ustomers' point of view this group of vendors a ts in
ert. In pra ti e, the vendors Ai need not know of ea h other. To allow this, we

vendor
vendor
on

have introdu ed a third party, the operator, whi h is transparent to

ustomers.

In the operator model, vendors do not a tually issue or redeem points, they
delegate these tasks to the operator. That is, any vendor
issue or redeem message to the operator whi h in reases

Ai

forwards a

ounters and

ustomer's
he ks their

B and C do for
A, used to in rease
Ai . However, in this

validity. In short, the operator does everything that, e.g., vendors
their own points. This way, the private key for points of type
ustomers'

ounters, need not be shared among the vendors
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Figure 5.12: A Customer’s Relationships with different Vendors

model some kind of bookkeeping is ne essary, as some vendors may issue more points
than they have to redeem, and vi e versa, e.g., be ause the rewards of other vendors
are more attra tive than their own ones.

Therefore, some kind of

ompensation

me hanism will need to be established in order to balan e the prots a
the issuan e of points with the expenses a
The exa t nature of su h a

ompanying

ompanying the redemption of points.

ompensation me hanism is of no

on ern here, we just

want to add that implementations for the vendor-to-operator interfa e may need to
provide some kind of audit log, for both vendors and the operator, in order to have
proof who asked for how many points to be issued or redeemed.
The
the

ard image of Figure 5.12 was a tually taken from our prototype, however,

hoi e whi h type of points are to be re eived or to be spent is not left to the

ustomer, as hinted by this illustration. Instead, the
by the
vendor.

lient software depending on the publi

hoi e is made automati ally

key advertised by the respe tive

Note that vendors whi h have their own type of points, i.e.,

B

and

C,

give their own names, Vendor B and Vendor C, while a group of vendors uses
a

ommon name, A Points 4 All, in order to make it

points of all vendors

Ai

go to the same

lear to

ustomers that the

ounter.

5.10 Related Work
Mu h work has been done by e onomi

and marketing experts in the eld of loyalty

systems, e.g., see [BKB00, SS97, DU97℄. Furthermore, there has been lots of work
stressing the importan e of priva y for ele troni

ommer e, e.g., see [HNP99℄. A

ommon goal of proposals for priva y enhan ing systems in the area of ele troni
ommer e is to prevent
In typi al
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ertain parties from linking a tivities of the same

ustomer.

ommer ial relationships, there are many possibilities to link

ustomer
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transa tions.

For instan e, in the area of payment systems, the unlinkability of

withdrawal and deposit has been

onsidered [Cha89, CPS96℄. In [EKS02b℄, a so-

lution to establish the unlinkability of the

ustomer's sear h and order phases has

been proposed (see also Chapter 4). In this

ontext, we provide a solution to guar-

antee that unlinkability a hieved by other te hniques still holds when using a loyalty
system. Other work regarding te hni al proposals for loyalty systems
in [Mah98℄. In this work, an infrastru ture based on smart
allows individuals to introdu e their own

an be found

ards is proposed whi h

urren ies or loyalty systems. However,

the authors do not deal with the problem of a hieving priva y in loyalty systems.
Another proposal for a loyalty system was presented in [WLT00℄.
the authors take the priva y aspe t into a

ount.

In this work,

However, the system was not

designed to provide unlinkability of transa tions, as it is based on pseudonyms and
thus provides a weaker form of priva y.

5.11 Conclusion
We have presented priva y-friendly loyalty systems that do not allow vendors to link
ustomers' transa tions. Transa tions of the loyalty systems are unlinkable, i.e., no
persistent identiers (PIDs) are employed, and an attempt of a mali ious vendor to
introdu e su h PIDs will be dete table by the
of

ustomers

ustomer. Hen e, non-trivial proles

annot be build with these systems.

Customers expli itly wishing

to establish a prole with some vendor may do so by sending extra authenti ation
information, whi h is not part of the loyalty system, but may easily be build around
the loyalty system's proto ols. However, if su h a thing is done, it should be done
openly and only after the
beforehand about the
be omes possible to
Loyalty systems

onsent and has been informed

reate a prole.
an be part of a vendor's

as it is a means to retain
pur hases.

ustomer has given her

onsequen es of sending authenti ation data, i.e., that it
ustomer relationship management,

ustomers and to in rease the in entive for repeated

The priva y aspe t of the loyalty systems introdu ed in this

may also attra t new

ustomers that, under normal

hapter

ir umstan es, reje t loyalty

programs for their la k of priva y prote tion.
In addition to the priva y aspe t, the

ounter-based s hemes proposed here are

overall more e ient than the token-based approa h in terms of pro essing time,
used bandwidth, and storage spa e, if more than one loyalty point is to be issued
and redeemed.

Furthermore, these s hemes provide vendors with the additional

option to allow or disallow pooling of loyalty points, whi h is not possible in the
token-based s heme where pooling

annot be prevented.
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Chapter 6

An Anonymous Multi-Coupon
System
In this

hapter, we introdu e the notion of multi- oupons. These multi- oupons are

similar to vou hers, however, may be spent more than on e. From a more abstra t
point of view, our multi- oupons

an be seen as unlinkable

m-showable

redentials,

whi h allow a gradual release of information en oded in the multi- oupons.

An

+
abstra t of this hapter was previously presented in [CES 05℄. This work, however,
did not in lude detailed se urity proofs of the employed proto ols and also no details
of the proto ols themselves.

6.1 Introduction
Today,

oupons appear to be useful means for vendors to attra t the attention of

potential

ustomers.

pur hase at a spe i
they

Usually,

oupons give the

vendor. The purpose of

an be used to draw the attention of

prevent

ustomers from buying at a

an also be pur hased by
from a do tor

ompetitor's shop [SZ95℄. Of

oupon.

laim some good or servi e,

The types of

oupons whi h

an

oupon book of a movie theatre, where

ustomers pay, say, for 9 movies and are entitled to see 10. We

multi- oupons.

oupons mentioned

oupon is invalidated after

laimed. However, there are also

be redeemed more than on e, su h as a

oupons

oupon.

an, in general, be redeemed only on e, i.e., the

the servi e or good has been

ourse,

erti ates. Even drug pres riptions

oupon is a representation of the right to

usually from the party that issued the
before

oupons is many-fold. For instan e,

ustomers to a newly opened shop or to

ustomers, e.g., gift

an be seen as a kind of a

In general, a

ustomer a nan ial in entive to

all su h

oupons

In this hapter, we are parti ularly interested in this type of

oupons.
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Typi ally, a real-world multi- oupon of value

m is devalued by

eld or by deta hing a part of it. Oering su h
issuing party, e.g., a movie theatre. First,
goods they have not

oupons

rossing out some

an be bene ial for the

ustomers pay in advan e for servi es or

laimed yet. Se ond, they are lo ked-in by the issuer/vendor,

i.e., they are unlikely to swit h to another vendor to pur hase the same or similar
servi e or good as long as they have not redeemed all their
oupons

oupons. Hen e, multi-

an also be seen as a kind of loyalty program sin e they are spe i

some vendor and indu e loyalty, at least, as long as the

ustomer has

to

oupons left

to spend.
Clearly, vendors are interested in
are going to see su h

reating loyalty and hen e, it is likely that we

oupon systems in the Internet, too. For instan e, with the

proliferation of broadband Internet

onne tions, we are beginning to see

whi h stream movies dire tly to individual

ustomers' devi es.

ompanies

Apart from the

palette of available movies, su h a virtual movie theatre may attra t and retain
ustomers by oering nan ial in entives in the form of multi- oupons.

In this

ase, multi- oupons may be used just like multi-admission ti kets of bri k-andmortar theatres, whi h allow

ustomers to see one movie per (single)

oupon from

the admission ti ket.

6.1.1 Desirable Properties for Coupon Systems
At rst, introdu ing a

oupon system looks like a win-win situation, sin e both par-

ties seem to benet from su h a
loyal

ustomer base and

However, sin e a
a multi- oupon
vendor to

oupon system. Vendors have a means to

ustomers value the nan ial benet provided by

ustomer normally redeems her

reate a
oupons.

oupons in dierent transa tions,

an be used as a means to link transa tions, and thus, to allow a

reate a re ord of the

ustomer's past pur hases. Su h

mation might be exploited for data mining, to infer new

ustomer infor-

ustomer data,

ustomer

proling, promotion of new produ ts, pri e dis rimination, et . [Odl03℄. Thus, if
ustomers expe t that their data will be misused when they use the

oupon system,

e.g., by using it to

reate proles for pri e dis rimination [FKZ02℄, they are more

likely to de line the

oupon system. A

ording to [HNP99, Kob01℄ priva y is a

ern to Internet users, espe ially when it

omes to ele troni

 see also Se tion 2.1. Hen e, a prudent vendor should take these
a

ount when planning to oer a
In order to rule out priva y

want to introdu e a
Thus, a

on-

ommer e s enarios
on erns into

oupon system.

on erns of

ustomers from the start, vendors might

oupon system that does not infringe their

ustomers' priva y.

oupon should dis lose as little information as possible.

For instan e, a

multi- oupon should only give vendors an indi ation that it is still valid, i.e., that at
least one
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oupons.
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Su h a property

ould be useful in sensitive areas, e.g., in health

where a multi- oupon

an be used as a pres ription for a

of some medi ine. In this

are s enarios,

ertain number of doses

ase, the pharma ist would dedu t a single

oupon from

the multi- oupon and may only learn if the pres ription has been used up or not.
Also in welfare, paper-based

heques or food stamps

ould be repla ed by ele troni

oupons. In fa t, re ently, the U.S. announ ed to repla e their paper-based food
stamp program with ele troni
ele troni

benets and debit

ards [Pea04℄.

However, this

program does not prote t the priva y of re ipients, sin e the

pro essed similar to ordinary debit
For vendors, in addition to

ards are

ards.

ommon se urity requirements su h as unforgeability,

there are other requirements whi h are spe i

to a

before, a vendor's driving reason for oering a

oupon system is to establish a long-

term relationship with

ustomers. However,

a multi- oupon, i.e., ea h

oupon system. As mentioned

ustomers may be interested in sharing

ustomer obtains and redeems a fra tion of the

in the multi- oupon. Moreover, this behaviour allows them, e.g., to sell

1

an individual basis for a

heaper pri e , e.g., to one-time

oupons

oupons on

ustomers who otherwise

would have pur hased full-pri ed servi es or goods. Thus, ideally, vendors wish to
prevent

ustomers from

splitting

To illustrate splitting, we
world multi- oupons.

their

oupons.

onsider the following variants as examples of real-

The rst variant, being a

oupon book with deta hable

oupons and the se ond one being a multi- oupon where spent
out, i.e.,

oupons

group of

ustomers, sin e ea h

book and ea h

annot be deta hed. The
ustomer

oupon book

oupons are

an deta h its share of

oupons from the

oupon may be independently redeemed by a dierent

the se ond variant, the multi- oupon must be given to the vendor
allow him to devalue the multi- oupon by
in this variant, individual

oupons

rossed

an be easily shared by a

rossing out one of the

ustomer. In

as a whole

to

oupons. Hen e,

annot be split and redeemed separately and

independently as in the rst variant.
Nevertheless, even in the multi- oupon s enario with non-deta hable

oupons

some kind of sharing is possible, if we transfer it to the digital world. Sin e digital
oupons

an be easily

oupon, distribute
share of the

opied,

olluding

ustomers may jointly pur hase a multi-

opies of it among ea h other, and agree to redeem only the

oupons for whi h ea h of them paid for.

In this s enario, however,

ustomers have to fully trust ea h other that none of them redeems more than its
share of

oupons. Sin e ea h of the

means that every
them

olluder has full

ould redeem single

olluders owns a
ontrol of

oupons of other

all

opy of the multi- oupon, this

single

oupons.

Hen e, ea h of

olluders without their knowledge. A

olluder 'de eived' in su h a way would only learn about it when he or she tries
1

Re all that a multi- oupon for

m

goods is usually sold for the pri e of
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goods,

k≥1
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to redeem a single

oupon and the vendor reje ts it be ause it was already spent.

Thus, it seems less likely that multi- oupons are traded between
In this

ustomers.

ontext, another s enario with multi- oupons is possible where trust is

only one-way.

If

ustomer Ali e buys a multi- oupon, uses up, say, half of the

oupons and sells the remaining half of the

oupons to

ustomer Bob then Ali e

does not have to trust Bob. Only Bob has to trust Ali e that he indeed re eived
the purported half of the

oupons from her. There is nothing that really

Ali e from doing so, neither in a real-world s enario with paper
digital s enario, unless (a) the multi- oupon

an stop

oupons nor in the

ontains information that ties it to

Ali e's identity and whi h the vendor must be able to verify (b) Ali e has a strong
in entive to keep the multi- oupon, e.g., be ause some private and/or 'valuable'
information is en oded into the multi- oupon.
We do not pursue any of these two approa hes be ause, rst, we do not want
to identify

ustomers be ause this may violate their priva y and, se ond, en oding

valuable information seems to be unsatisfa tory as well be ause en oding a 'valuable'
se ret implies that su h a se ret exists and that a

ustomer is willing to en ode it into

a potentially mu h less valuable multi- oupon. Instead, we employ

sharing

users from sharing/dis losing
In

ertain data, su h as private

ase of a multi- oupon, all-or-nothing means that a

away or sell any single
single

all-or-nothing
dis ourage

whi h has been used in other works before [Bra99, CL01℄ to

where used

ustomer

annot give

oupon from its multi- oupon without giving away all other

oupons  this in ludes used and unused single

our s heme is

redential information.

oupons alike.

Therefore,

omparable with the real-world multi- oupon example from above

oupons are

may eortlessly

rossed out. The dieren e is that in the digital world one

reate identi al

reating exa t repli as of su h a

opies of a multi- oupon while in the real world
oupon may require some eort.

6.1.2 Overview of the Coupon System
The

oupon system proposed here

an be viewed as a digital

real-world multi- oupon with non-deta hable

ounterpart to the

oupons, as mentioned before.

In

our oupon system, a multi- oupon M is a digital signature on a tuple X where
X = (x1 , . . . , xm ). In the following outline of the system, we denote a set of oupons
by M and a single oupon by x ∈ {x1 , . . . , xm }.
In the issue phase of the

X

oupon, a user rst

X.
M := Sign(X),

without revealing the elements of

'blindly' signing

X,

i.e.,

onvin es a vendor that she knows

Then, the verier issues the
and sending

M

oupon

M

by

to the user. Here we make

use of the Camenis h-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature s heme [CL02℄.
When redeeming a single

oupon

x,
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x to the vendor and
M = Sign(X) and x ∈

the user reveals

proves that she is in possession of a valid multi- oupon
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{x1 , . . . , xm }.

The vendor then

the vendor a

epts

x

he ks if

x

is in a list of used

and puts it on the list.

oupons. If it is not,

Beside satisfying

ommon se urity

requirements, the s heme has the following properties: The vendor is not able to
tra e

x ba

M

k to

M

or to link two redemptions be ause

vendor and the single

oupons

x

is never given ba k to the

are independent of ea h other. Furthermore, the

vendor does not learn anything about the status of the multi- oupon, i.e., how many
single

oupons of the multi- oupon are still unspent.

Regarding the vendor's re-

quirement, the s heme does not allow users to split a multi- oupon without sharing
all values

(x1 , . . . , xm ).

A method used in the

oupon system might be of independent interest. It proves

knowledge of the CL signature

M

on a message tuple

to reveal an arbitrary single message
the revealed message's index,

j,

xj ,

X := (x1 , . . . , xm ) and

while the remaining elements of the tuple,

and the signature

M

remain hidden. This method

may be useful in a wider range of appli ations, as the multi- oupon
regarded as an

m-showable

showings of the

xj

i.e., one

allows

an also be

redential that provides unlinkability between dierent

redential and also allows gradual release of

ertied information,

per showing.

6.2 Related Work
At rst it may seem that the
payment system or
least one-showable

oupon system

an be easily realised using an existing

redential system whi h supports
redentials of whi h

m

m-showable

redentials or at

an be obtained. However, none of these

systems satised all the requirements of the

oupon system we had in mind, or

ould only satisfy them in an ine ient manner. In addition, some of the systems
dis ussed below require the existen e of a trusted third party to issue

erti ates of

some sort. We do not have su h a requirement.
The payment system of Chaum [Cha89℄ as well as the one of Brands [Bra93℄ use
digital

oins whi h

an be anonymously spent. Withdrawal and spending of

roughly the same as issuan e and redemption of single
single-spendable digital

m−1

oins, su h that one unit of an

oin is returned, we would still not have the

system that we have in mind, sin e the number of remaining
the vendor. In the
an be spent

m-

oin

oupon

oins is dis losed to

oin system of Ferguson [Fer93℄ a multi- oin is introdu ed that

m times.

However, when paying with the same multi- oin, the vendor

learns the remaining value of the

oin and, in addition, transa tions are linkable.

Okamoto and Ohta [OO90℄ proposed a s heme whi h resembles our

oupon

system in the sense that they use a multiple blind signature to issue a large
whi h is

m

oins as a multi- oupon easily allows splitting of the multi-

oupon. Even if we would use multi-valued
an be spent and an

oins is

oupons. However, using

omprised of smaller

oins, or rather,
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an be subdivided into smaller
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ones.

However, subdividability in their system is

onsidered a feature while in a

oupon system this translates to splitting and, hen e, is less desirable. In [Che96℄
and [Ver01℄, Chen and Verheul, respe tively, proposed
redentials are multi-showable, i.e.,
The

redential systems where the

an be shown for an unlimited number of times.

redentials obtained through both systems are intended for pseudonymous

usage, thus, our requirements for unlinkable redemptions and

m-redeemability

are

not satised.
In the work of Brands [Bra99℄, attribute
sele tive showing of individual attributes.
showable but

an be made

erti ates were proposed that allow
These attributes are normally multi-

m-showable, however, then dierent transa

tions be ome

linkable. Persiano and Vis onti [PV04℄ used some of the ideas of [Bra99℄ to build
a

redential system whi h is multi-showable and does not allow to link dierent

showings of a

redential. Still, showings of

An anonymous

redentials

redential system where

annot be limited.

redentials

an be made one-showable

was proposed by Camenis h and Lysyanskaya [CL01℄. Through this system, a user
may obtain

m

one-showable

redentials whi h

an be regarded as single

However, this approa h is not very e ient when used in a
redential generation proto ol must be run for ea h
an be shared by dierent users and independently
applied as a

oupon system,

oupons

oupons.

oupon system, sin e a

redential and the

2
shown .

redentials

This means, when

an be independently spent and splitting is

easily possible.
The aspe t of te hni ally supporting loyalty in

ommer ial appli ations has also

been explored before. Maher [Mah98℄ proposed a framework to introdu e loyalty
points, however, the priva y aspe t was not an issue there. Enzmann
ES04℄ (see Chapter 5) proposed a

et al. [EFS04,

ounter for a priva y-friendly, point-based loyalty

system, where users anonymously obtained points for their pur hases.
Wibowo

et al. [WLT00℄

Finally,

proposed a loyalty system, however, based on pseudonyms,

thus, providing a weaker form of priva y.
The initial publi ation of this work [CES

+ 05℄ inspired several other works, e.g.,

[Ngu06, CGH06a, CGH06b℄, that proposed new fun tionality for multi- oupon systems. Building on the ideas of this work, Canard

et al.

[CGH06a, CGH06b℄ pro-

posed a more e ient approa h whi h employed other but more e ient primitives
[CHL05, DY05℄ than our system and
ien y.

system of Canard

2

onsequently resulted in better overall e-

Nguyen [Ngu06℄ proposed a system that is even more e ient than the

et al.

using roughly the same primitives as they did.

In [CL01℄ a solution was proposed to deal with this kind of lending. However, this solution

hurts performan e be ause it adds
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s heme.
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6.3 Model
The

oupon system

and a vendor

V.

omprised of an

proto ol whi h are both

arried out between

proto ol is a multi- oupon

M

single

oupon for

V

ustomer U (user)
issue proto ol and a redeem
V . The output of the issue

onsidered here mainly involves two parties, a

The system itself is
for

U

U

and

and the result of the redeem proto ol is a spent

and a multi- oupon devalued by one single

oupon for

U.

Next,

we state the main se urity requirements for the involved parties.

6.3.1 Requirements
Unforgeability.

It must be infeasible to

number of unspent

Double-spending detection.
'old'

reate new multi- oupons, to in rease the

oupons, or to reset the number of spent

oupons.

A vendor must be able to dete t attempts of redeeming

oupons that have already been redeemed. This means, given two runs of the

redeem proto ol, where a single
is dedu ted from

N,

x

is dedu ted from multi- oupon

the vendor must be able to de ide if

Redemption limitation.
vendor more than

oupon

m

An

m-redeemable

oupon

M

M

and

y

x = y.

may not be a

epted by the

times.

Ui should not be able to split
an m-redeemable multi- oupon M into (disjoint) si -redeemable shares Mi with
P
i si ≤ m su h that Mi an only be redeemed by ustomer Ui and none of the
other ustomers Uj , j 6= i, or a subset of them is able to redeem the share Mi or a
part of it. We all this property strong prote tion against splitting.
A weaker form of this property is all-or-nothing-sharing. This means that splitProtection against splitting.

A

oalition of

ting is possible, however, only if

ustomers trust ea h other not to spent (part of )
all this

M means
weak prote tion against splitting. In other

works [Bra99, CL01℄, a similar property,

alled all-or-nothing-dis losure, had been

the other's share
sharing all

Mi .

ustomers

m single

Another way of putting this is to say that sharing

oupons. We

employed to dis ourage lending of

Unlinkability.

redentials.

It must be infeasible for vendors to link proto ol runs of honest users.

For this, we have to

onsider linking a run of an issue proto ol to runs of

orre-

sponding redeem proto ols and linking of any two redeem proto ol runs.
(1)

issue vs. redeem : Given a run I of the issue proto ol with output a multiM and given a redeem proto ol run R with output a devalued multi-
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N,

the vendor must not be able to de ide if

an neither assert nor rule out that
will not know if

M

and

N

L(I, R)

m is the 'initial

holds. In other words, he

version' of

N

and hen e, he

are essentially the 'same' multi- oupon or 'dierent'

ones.

(2)

redeem vs. redeem :

Given two runs of the redeem proto ol,

output two multi- oupons,
able to de ide if

L(R, R′ )

M

R

and

R′ ,

with

′
and M , respe tively, the vendor must neither be

holds, i.e., he

annot tell if

M

is a former 'version' of

M ′ , or vi e versa, nor if they are unrelated altogether.
Minimum disclosure.
learn of the single

As a result of a redeem proto ol run, the vendor may only

oupon being redeemed but not the number of remaining

oupons.

This already follows from the unlinkability requirement but we make it expli it here,
nevertheless.

6.4 Cryptographic Preliminaries
For the

onstru tion of our multi- oupon system, we rst need some foundations. In

the following, we will therefore introdu e several

ryptographi

'primitives' whi h

we employ in subsequent se tions to derive the building blo ks for the nal

oupon

system.

6.4.1 Notational Conventions and Definitions
Throughout this

hapter, we will use some denitions and notational

p is
element g

safe prime

alled a

is also prime. The order of an

of a multipli ative group

ordG (g)

and is dened as the smallest integer

generator for some group, we write

hgi

α

su h that

if

p=

whi h are introdu ed next. A prime

gα = 1

for the group generated by

onventions

2p′ + 1, where
G

p′

is denoted by

(in

G).

If

g

is a

g.

n are denoted by Z∗n
and the set of quadrati residues modulo n is denoted by QRn . An integer a is a
∗
2
quadrati residue modulo n if b ∈ Zn exists su h that a = b mod n.
Furthermore, we denote the binary length of an integer I by ℓI and we write
 a ∈R S  if a is to be hosen uniformly and at random from the set of integers S .
We say that a fun tion ǫ(k) is negligible, if ǫ(k) ≤ 1/p(k) for all polynomials
p(·) and su iently large k. The quantity 1 − ǫ(k) is alled overwhelming, if ǫ(k) is
negligible. In addition, a fun tion is noti eable, or simply non-negligible, if it is not
The set of residues modulo

n

that are relatively prime to

negligible.
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6.4.2 Commitment Scheme
A

ommitment s heme is a two-party proto ol between a

R.

In general, the s heme in ludes a

rst pro ess,
annot be

x

C

omputes a

hanged without

se ret. In the se ond pro
The

ommitter

C

and a re eiver

Commit pro ess and an Open pro ess. In the
Cx for a se ret message x, su h that x
hanging Cx [BCC88℄. C then gives Cx to R and keeps
ess, C opens Cx by revealing x.
ommitment

ommitment s heme we employ is due to Damgård and Fujisaki (DF) [DF02℄

whi h is a generalisation of the Fujisaki-Okamoto s heme [FO97℄. We skip the introdu tion of the basi

DF s heme for

the s heme where the

ommitment is to a message tuple

the DF s heme works on any nite Abelian group
ase where
Let

G

is the group

h ∈R Z∗n

Z∗n ,

where

x and pro eed to
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ). Although,

ommitting to a single value

n

G,

we are only interested in the

is the produ t of two primes.

be an element of large order and in addition, the order should be

omprised of at least one large prime fa tor. Furthermore, let
i.e.,

gi = hγi mod n

for some

γi ,

and let

ℓx

g1 , g2 , . . . , gm ∈ hhi,

denote the maximum allowed binary

x. To ommit to a se ret message tuple X := (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ),
xi ∈ [0, 2ℓx − 1], the ommitting party C uses the publi ommitment key
PK := (g1 , . . . , gm , h, n) to form the ommitment

length of any message
where

CX =

m
Y

gixi hrX mod n,

(6.1)

i=1

where

rX ∈R Zn

is

hosen at random.

In the opening phase,

C

simply reveals

that Equation (6.1) holds. Note that
of

Z∗n .

C

C then sends CX
X and rX to R

in our

to the re eiving party
whi h allows

R

R.

to verify

ase does not have to know the order

6.4.3 Signature Scheme
The signature s heme stated in the following is a variant of the signature s heme
developed by Camenis h and Lysyanskaya (CL) [CL02℄ for signing a blo k of messages. A similar variant was also used in [BCC04a, BCC04b℄. The s heme had been
proven se ure under the strong RSA assumption whi h is briey stated next:

Strong RSA assumption [BP97, FO97].
it is hard, on input an RSA modulus

e>1

and

y

e
su h that y

The strong RSA assumption

n

and an element

= x mod n.

For the variant of the CL signature s heme
message to be signed is a tuple denoted by

x ∈ Z∗n

, to

onje tures that
ompute values



onsidered in the following, the

X := (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) where xi ∈ [0, 2ℓx −
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1], i = 1, . . . , m

and

ℓx

is a se urity parameter for the permissible length of a

message.

Let k be a se urity parameter and let n be the produ t of two
n = pq , p = 2p′ + 1, q = 2q ′ + 1, where p, q, p′ , q ′ are primes and
k = ℓp = ℓn /2. Furthermore, let h be a generator of QRn and b ∈R hhi. For
i = 1, . . . , m, hoose αi , γ ∈R [1, p′ q ′ ] and set ai := bαi mod n, c := bγ mod n  this
parti ular hoi e for the parameters ai , b, and c is a variation of the original CL
s heme and is needed later on to statisti ally hide a signature in hhi. The signer's
publi key then be omes PK := (A, b, c, n) where A := (a1 , a2 , . . . , am ) and the
se ret key is the fa torisation of n, i.e., SK := (p, q). We denote this algorithm by

Key Generation.

safe primes, i.e.,

k
(A, b, c, n, h, p, q) ← KeyGen CL
m (1 ).

X := (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ), hoose a random prime
− 1], where ℓe is an upper bound for the binary length
+
number e ∈R
of e, and also hoose a random number s of length ℓs . The quantities ℓe and ℓs are
se urity parameters and should be hosen su h that ℓe > ℓx +1 and ℓs = ℓn +ℓx +ℓCL ,
where the parameter ℓCL is an additional se urity parameter that was ne essary in
Signing.

On input a message tuple

[2ℓe −1

1, 2ℓe

the se urity proof of the CL signature s heme (see [CL02℄ for the details). Proposed
values for these se urity parameters are
for the details of the exa t

ℓn = 1024, ℓx = 160, ℓe = 162, ℓCL = 80



hoi e of these parameters and the proofs of se urity,

the reader is referred to [CL02℄. Finally, the signature

(v, e, s)

on a message

X

is

omputed su h that

c = v e ax1 1 · · · axmm bs mod n.

(6.2)

We denote this algorithm by

(v, e, s) ← Sign (A,b,c,n,p,q)(X).
Verification.

In order to verify that

(v, e, s)

2ℓe −1 < e < 2ℓe .

X := (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ),
xi ∈ [0, 2ℓx − 1], i = 1, . . . , m, and

is a signature on

Equation (6.2) must be veried and also that
We denote this algorithm by

ind ← Verify (A,b,c,n) (X, v, e, s)
where the indi ator

Remark 1.

ind ∈ {accept , reject }.

The CL signature s heme is separable, i.e., the signature

is also the signature on any sub-tuple of
ingly.
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X,

In the following, we use the notation

if we

hange the publi

X \ (xj )

(v, e, s)
key a

on

X

ord-

to denote the sub-tuple of
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X whi h is omprised of all
(x1 , . . . , xj−1 , xj+1 , . . . , xm ).

X 's

of

j -th

omponents but its

one, i.e.,

X \ (xj ) =

xj from the tuple X an be separated from the
(v, e, s) on X with respe t to the publi key (A, b, c, n) if the publi key
xj
hanged to (A\(aj ), b, c/aj , n), i.e., given
As for separability, the message

signature
is

v e ax1 1 · · · axmm bs = c
the signature for

X \(xj )

is derived by dividing both sides by

x

x

aj j ,

i.e.,

x

x

j−1
j+1
v e ax1 1 · · · aj−1
aj+1
· · · axmm bs = c/aj j .

This holds for any sub-tuple
system to redeem a single

Remark 2.

Y

of

X.

We will use this property in our

oupon from a set of

oupon

oupons, i.e., a multi- oupon.

As noted in [CG04℄, the CL signature s heme has the property of ran-

domisation, i.e., the signature

(v, e, s)

an be randomised to

(v ∗ := vbw , e, s∗ := s − ew)
for an arbitrary integer

w.

(v ∗ , e, s∗ ) or
publi

key

For a verier it makes no dieren e whether he veries

(v, e, s) be ause
(A, b, c, n), sin e
∗ e

(v )

m
Y

∗
axi i bs

e ew

=v b

m
Y

axi i bs b−ew

=v

e

with respe t to the same

m
Y

axi i bs mod n.

i=1

i=1

i=1

X

both are signatures on

This property benets our s heme be ause in subsequent se tions we employ a proof
of knowledge of a CL signature. Su h a proof
anonymous manner for a randomised signature

∗
reason for this is that v
always

an be done more e iently in an

(v ∗ , e, s∗ )

than for

(v, e, s).

The

an be made dierent in ea h run of the proof proto ol by

hoosing a new randomisation parameter

w.

6.4.4 Proofs of Relations between Committed Numbers
For the

onstru tion of our

ols in order to prove

oupon system, we impli itly employ several sub-proto-

ertain statements and relations between

These proto ols are intera tive proofs
and a verier

V.

ommitted numbers.

arried out between two parties, a prover

P

We will give an informal introdu tion to intera tive proofs and

related notions. For a more formal treatment see the seminal paper on intera tive
proof systems by Goldwasser, Mi ali, and Ra ko [GMR89℄. Camenis h [Cam98℄
provides a brief, yet formal, summary of the subje t. We, however,

ontinue with

an informal approa h to the subje t.
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Roughly speaking, in an intera tive proof system, the prover tries to
the verier that she knows a

ertain se ret or that a

holds. At the end of su h a proto ol,

V

should be

the validity of her statement. An important
alled

zero-knowledge

laimed statement

P 's

knowledge or

lass of intera tive proof systems are so

proof systems. In these systems, the verier re eives no infor-

mation ex ept for the validity of the prover's
a

ertain

onvin ed of

onvin e

onsequen e, the verier

laimed knowledge or statement. As

annot use his gained knowledge to prove the statement

to other parties.
Several models for intera tive proof systems have been put forth (for an overview
see [BC89℄). Roughly speaking, these models dier in the power of the prover, e.g., if
the prover is given an exponential amount of time to
to

ompute a witness (information

onvin e the verier) or if he already knows a witness (or is able to

in polynomial time). In the latter

ase the prover's total time for

ompute one

omputations is

therefore bound by a polynomial. Intera tive proof systems that prove knowledge
of some witness are often

alled

proofs of knowledge (PoK ) and in the following, we
PoK , the prover's omputation time is usually

will employ this kind of proofs. In a

restri ted to polynomial time be ause if he had unlimited
ould

omputing power/time he

ompute a witness whenever he wants, and hen e, proofs of knowledge would

be of lesser interest.

omP indeed possesses
knowledge with respe t to a ertain statement and arries out a PoK with the verier V then the probability that V will not be onvin ed by the PoK is negligible 
in other words V will be onvin ed of P 's knowledge with overwhelming probability.
If V is onvin ed, we also say that he a epts the PoK . The validity property means
that if P makes V a ept, then P will indeed possess the laimed knowledge with
A proof of knowledge, as any other intera tive proof system, must satisfy

pleteness

and

validity.

The former means that if the prover

overwhelming probability.

In the following, we briey state a number of proofs of knowledge that

an be

found in the literature and whi h we impli itly employ in our s heme. The output of
ea h of the proto ols for the verier is an indi ation
following proofs of knowledge, the

PoKRep.

A prover

P

ind V ∈ {accept , reject }.

In the

ommitments are formed using the DF s heme.

proves knowledge of a dis rete logarithm representation (DL-

V [FO97℄. Common inputs are a des ription
of the group G, the publi key PK := (g1 , . . . , gm , h) with h, gi ∈ G, and a ommitment C . By this proto ol, P onvin es V of knowledge of X := (x1 , . . . , xm ), su h
Qm x i r
that C =
i=1 gi h (in G).
REP) modulo a

PoKInt.
and

132

omposite to a verier

A prover

a ≤ x ≤ b.

P

proves to a verier

V

x and r su h that C = gx hr
(g, h, n), the ommitment C , and

knowledge of

Common inputs are parameters
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the integers

a, b.

We use a straightforward extension to the basi

proto ol, su h

that the proved knowledge is two tuples, instead of two values, and the interval
membership of ea h

omponent from a tuple, instead of one value.

Within this

G := (g1Q
, g2 , ..., gmQ), H := (h1 , h2 , ..., hl ), X := (x1 , x2 , ..., xm ),
rj
xi
l
R := (r1 , r2 , ..., rl ), and C := m
i=1 gi
j=1 hj . By running the proto ol, P proves
to V knowledge of X and R, and the interval membership, a ≤ xi ≤ b. A number
extension, we denote

of proto ols exist for proving interval membership, e.g., [FO97, CFT98, CM99b,
CM99a, Bou00℄. However, only Boudot's proto ol [Bou00℄ ensures that
the exa t bounds of the interval, whereas the other proto ols
membership to an expanded interval, i.e., the bounds
fa tor

a, b

X

lies within

an only guarantee

are expanded by some

δ.

P proves to a verier V anQ'OR statement' of a ommitment C ,
x
C := (C1 , . . . , Cm ), where Ci := j∈Ii gj ij hri and Ii ⊆ {1, ..., m}, and
P knows at least W
one tuple {xij | j ∈ Ii } for some undis losed i. We denote the
Q
xij ri
m
OR statement as
i=1 Ci =
j∈Ii gj h . Common inputs are C and parameters
(B, n) where B := (g1 , . . . , gm ). By running the proto ol, P proves to V knowledge
of {xij | j ∈ Ii } without revealing the values xij and i. A number of me hanisms
PoKOr.

A prover

su h that

for proving the OR statement have been introdu ed, e.g. [Cam98℄, [CDS94℄, and
[dSdCPY94℄.

PoK.

Sometimes, we need to

arry out two or more of the above proto ols simulta-

neously, e.g., when responses to

hallenges have to be used in more than one validity

he k of the verier to prove intermingled relations among
of giving

on rete

ommitments. Instead

onstru tions of these proto ols ea h time, we just des ribe their

aim, i.e., what the verier wants to prove. For this we apply the notation used, e.g.,
in [CS97℄. For instan e, the following expression

ind V ← PoK {(α, β) : C = gα hβ ∧ D = ĝα ĥβ ∧ 0 ≤ α < 2k }
means that knowledge of
holds, and

α

α

and

β

is proven su h that

lies in the integer interval

[0, 2k ).

By

C = gα hρ

and

D = ĝα ĥβ

onvention, Greek letters denote

values of whi h knowledge is proven of.

6.5 Blind Signature Scheme
The rst building blo k for our
We will employ it in the
ustomers.

oupon system is a so

alled blind signature s heme.

oupon system to anonymously issue multi- oupons to

In the following, we state a proto ol for se urely signing a blinded

tuple of messages.

The proto ol is shown in Figure 6.1 and is based on [CL02,
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BCC04a, BCC04b℄.

Figure 6.1 is meant as an overview and uses the abstra t

notation introdu ed above, whi h hides most of the te hni al details of the proto ol.

U with a signature from the signer
X := (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) without revealing X to S .
We assume that S has the publi key PK := (A, b, c, n), se ret key SK := (p, q),
and publi length parameters ℓn , ℓx , ℓe , ℓs , ℓφ , and ℓH . The last parameters do not
belong to the signature s heme but are needed in the PoK whi h is arried out in
the proto ol. The parameter ℓH determines the size of the signer's hallenge (who
also a ts as verier in this proto ol) and ℓφ is a se urity parameter that ontrols
the statisti al zero-knowledge property of the employed PoK  we will elaborate
The purpose of the proto ol is to provide a user

S

on a tuple

this point in the analysis following the introdu tion of the proto ol.
The user
whi h

U

U 's

input to the proto ol is the message tuple

wants to obtain a signature. The values

at random from the interval
omputes the
and then sends

ommitment

C

to

C

[0, 2ℓx − 1].

x1 , . . . , xm

C :=

m
Y

are uniformly

X

a

for

hosen

Among the rst steps in Figure 6.1,

for the message tuple

S.

X := (x1 , . . . , xm )

U

ording to Equation (6.3)

′

axi i bs mod n

(6.3)

i=1

The next steps assure to
tion (DLREP) of
values in

C

C

S

that

U

indeed knows the dis rete logarithm representa-

with respe t to the bases

have been

hosen from the

(a1 , . . . , am , b) and that the

ommitted

orre t intervals. This assuran e is provided

by means of a proof of knowledge of a DLREP of

C

with respe t to the bases

(a1 , a2 , . . . , am , b).
If all proofs are a

epted,

s′′

S

hooses a prime

1/e

v := (c/(Cb ))

e

and

omputes

m
Y
′
′′
= (c/( axi i b(s +s ) ))1/e mod n.
i=1

V sends the resulting tuple (v, e, s′′ ) to U . Finally, U sets s := (s′ + s′′ )
obtains (v, e, s) whi h is the desired signature on X . We denote this proto ol

At the end,
and

for blindly signing a tuple by

(v, e, s) ← BlindSign (PK ) (X).
Analysis.

From the equations above it is

if the user formed her
ation.

134

C

lear that

and

D

a

BlindSign

orre tly formed

yields a CL signature,

ording to the proto ol's spe i-

In the following, we will argue two points.

always sign only
are

ommitments

First, the signer will almost

ommitments and se ond, if the

orre tly formed, he will almost always learn nothing of any

ommitments

ommitted value
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User U

Signer S

Common Input:

Veri ation key

PK

Length parameters

User's Input:

Message

Signer's Input:

Fa torisation of

s′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓφ − 1]
Q
xi s ′
C := m
i=1 ai b mod n

:= (A, b, c, n),
A := (a1 , . . . , am )
ℓx , ℓe , ℓs , ℓn , ℓH , ℓφ

X := (x1 , . . . , xm )

n

(p, q)

hoose

Run

PoK

C

−
→

{ (ξ1 , . . . , ξm , σ) : C = aξ11 · · · aξmm bσ mod n ∧
for

i = 1, . . . , m : ξi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ +2 ∧

σ ∈ {0, 1}ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ +2 } → ind S
?

ind S = accept
′′
ℓ −1 ]
hoose s ∈R [0, 2 s
ℓ
e −1
hoose e ∈R [2
+ 1, 2ℓe − 1]
he k

(v,e,s′′ )

s := s′ + s′′ ;
?

′′

v := (c/(Cbs ))1/e mod n

←−−−−

Verify (A,b,c,n)(X, v, e, s) = accept
Q
?
xi
[i.e., c = v e bs m
i=1 ai mod n ]
output (v, e, s)
he k

Figure 6.1: Protocol for blindly signing a tuple: BlindSign

xi , i.e., BlindSign

is indeed a blind signature proto ol. Here, almost always means

in an overwhelming number of proto ol runs.
For the analysis of

BlindSign ,

it is helpful to have the full proto ol at hand

be ause the arguments in the analysis are sometimes very te hni al in nature and
therefore, hard to understand from the abstra t notation used in Figure 6.1. Therefore, the full proto ol is additionally shown in Figure 6.2 to allow for the ne essary
depth in detail. The analysis will show that
s heme, i.e., the signer learns nothing of the

BlindSign is indeed a blind signature
message X that is to be signed.

In the rst half of the proto ol (see Figure 6.2), a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a DLREP (PoKRep ) is given whi h shows that

U

knows a representation

C with respe t to the signer's publi key (A, b, c, n). Of ourse,
BlindSign is not zero-knowledge be ause after the PoKRep the
′′
signer S sends a signature (v, e, s ), whi h 'proves' that U a tually intera ted with
S . The analysis of the employed PoKRep , apart from showing that the signer
does not learn X , also serves to introdu e ertain te hniques with respe t to zeroof the

ommitment

the whole proto ol
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knowledge proofs that we employ in subsequent proto ols. We introdu e the notion
of zero-knowledge at this point be ause we will need it in said subsequent protools, and it is more

omprehensive to illustrate it with this straight-forward

proto ol than with the more

PoK

omplex ones to follow.

BlindSign stops after the user U has sent
yi and the signer S has veried them  later on we will also all this
the redu ed BlindSign proto ol. In essen e, what we do is to analyse the PoKRep
arried out in the rst half of BlindSign . We start the analysis by dis ussing the
ompleteness and validity properties of PoKRep as shown in the rst half of Figure
Hen e, for the analysis, we assume that

her responses

6.2.

6.5.1 Completeness
For

ompleteness, we have to show that if the user

orre t representation of the

ommitment

C

U,

a ting as prover, knows a

then the signer

S

must be able to verify

this. Hen e, we must show that the veri ation equation

C tD =

m
Y

ayi i bys′ mod n

(6.4)

i=1

holds for

orre t responses

yi = xi t + ri ,

for

1 ≤ i ≤ m,

and

y s ′ = s ′ t + rs ′

(see

Figure 6.2). This is shown in the next equation.

m
m
m
m
m
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
′
′
′
aixi t+ri bs t+rs′
ari i brs′ =
axi i t bs t
C t D = ( axi i bs )t ( ari i brs′ ) =
i=1

=

m
Y

ayi i bys′

i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

(6.5)

mod n

i=1

6.5.2 Validity / Knowledge Error
In the proto ol, if a

heating user

U′

does not know a representation of

C,

she may

S a ept. She an do this, if she
S 's hallenge t. That is, in the ommitment phase, she hooses
ℓ +ℓ +2ℓφ − 1], and
′
′
ℓ +ℓ +ℓ
′
random values C ∈R QRn , yi ∈R [0, 2 x H φ − 1], ys′ ∈R [0, 2 n H
Qm yi′ y′ ′
′
′−t0
s mod n.
prepares for a spe i
hallenge t0 by omputing D := C
i=1 ai b
′
Then, the messages between U and S are ex hanged as usual. Obviously, the val′
′
′
′
′ ′
′
ues C , D , y1 , y2 , . . . , ym , ys′ sent by a heating U also satisfy Equation (6.4), if it

still be able to satisfy Equation (6.4), i.e., make
orre tly predi ts
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User U

Signer S

Common Input:

Veri ation key

PK

Length parameters

User's Input:

Message

:= (A, b, c, n),
A := (a1 , . . . , am )
ℓx , ℓe , ℓs , ℓn , ℓH , ℓφ

X := (x1 , . . . , xm )
x1 , . . . , xm ∈ [0, 2ℓx − 1]

Signer's Input:

Fa torisation of

n

(p, q)

Choose:

r1 , . . . , rm ∈R [0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
s′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓφ − 1];
rs′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1];
Q
xi s ′
C := m
i=1 ai b mod n;
Q
ri rs′
D := m
mod n
i=1 ai b
i = 1, . . . , m :
yi := xi t + ri ;
ys′ := s′ t + rs′
For

C,D

−−→
t
←
−
y1 ,...,ym ,y

Choose:

t ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1]
′

s
−−−−−−−→

Verify:

? Q
yi ys
C tD = m
i=1 ai b mod n;
For i = 1, . . . , m :
?

yi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ +1 ;
?

ys′ ∈ {0, 1}ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ +1 ;
If not valid then Abort ;
hoose:

s′′ ∈R [0, 2ℓs −1 ];
e ∈R [2ℓe −1 + 1, 2ℓe − 1]
su h that e is prime;
v,e,s′′

←−−−

s := s′ + s′′ ;

′′

v := (c/(Cbs ))1/e mod n

Verify:

?

(e −

Qm

xi s
i=1 ai b mod n;
?
2ℓe −1 ) ∈ {0, 1}ℓe ;

c = ve

Abort ;
(v, e, s), X := (x1 , . . . , xm );

If not valid then
Store

Figure 6.2: Detailed protocol BlindSign
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turns out that

U ′ 's guess t0

was

orre t. The su

mined by the se urity parameter

ℓH

ess rate of su h an atta k is deter-

whi h gives the binary length of a

and hen e, determines the number of potential
run of the proto ol, only prepare for one

hallenges. Sin e

hallenge, the su

U′

hallenge

t

an, in any one

ess probability of su h

ℓ
an atta k is 1/2 H , whi h is a negligible quantity in the se urity parameter ℓH . In
−ℓ
other words the proto ol has an error probability of 2 H , whi h is sometimes also
referred to as a knowledge error.

6.5.3 Proof of Knowledge
We will argue next that the proto ol so far is a proof of knowledge, i.e., it shows that
if the signer

S

V ) a epts, the user U (a ting as prover P ) must
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , s′ ) of the ommitment C with respe t

(a ting as verier

indeed 'know' the DLREP

(A, b). To show this, we employ a te hnique that is ommonly referred
rewinding. Using this te hnique, we onstru t an expe ted polynomial-time
algorithm K, alled a knowledge extra tor, that omputes the DLREP of C from
two a epting proto ol trans ripts. If K su eeds, this proves that P indeed has
the laimed knowledge. We require two onditions for the knowledge extra tor K
to bases
to as

[BG93℄:

1.) The su
prover

ess probability of

P ∗,

2.) The knowledge extra tor
In the

K

must be

lose to the su

i.e., it may only negligibly deviate from

K

ess probability of the

P ∗ 's.3

must run in (expe ted) polynomial time.

K, we use a prover P ∗ as a resettable
an be run as often as K pleases and it an

onstru tion of the knowledge extra tor

∗
sub-routine. Resettable means that P

be reset to any one of its previously seen states of the

urrent run of the proto ol

(rewinding )  this is similar to rewinding the tape of a VCR (and playing it again).
If

P∗

has been rewound, it 'loses any knowledge' of the states after the reset starting

point and may subsequently rea t dierently, if it re eives dierent inputs  re all
that

P∗

is intera tive.

does not posses the
responding to a

P∗

In addition,

denote the probability that

P∗

su

essful in

orre tly

V.
πP ∗

hallenges asked by the (simulated) verier

P∗

always su

essfully

potentially

πP ∗ < 1.

parti ular

onstru tion is due to [FF00℄.

Of

heating prover, i.e., one that

laimed knowledge, but may still be su

ertain subset of

Therefore, instead of assuming that

3

may be a

eeds, we more generally let

ompletes the proof proto ol  thus,

Next, we explain how the knowledge extra tor works. This

ourse, to be meaningful this

ondition impli itly assumes that

P ∗ 's

su

ess probability is

greater than the proto ol's knowledge error.
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In step 1, the knowledge extra tor

playing the role of the verier

V,

runs

PoKRep has nished, and it reT := [C, D, t, y1 , . . . , ym , ys′ ]. Next, K he ks if Equation (6.4)
holds  it does with probability πP ∗ . If not, K returns failure . Even if Equa−ℓ
tion (6.4) holds, i.e., T is an a epting trans ript, with probability 2 H K will still
return failure  we will explain this in a moment. If K ompleted its rst step
without returning failure , step 2 follows  otherwise K stops and the knowledge
redu ed

BlindSign

K,

∗
with P until the sub-proto ol

eived the trans ript

extra tion has failed.

P ∗ to the state where P ∗ had already
′
sent its ommitments C and D . Then K randomly hooses a new hallenge t
∗ who responds a ordingly. The resulting trans ript T ′ :=
and passes it to P
′
′
′
[C, D, t , y1 , . . . , ym , ys′ ′ ] will be a epted by V with probability ̟P ∗ (C, D), where
̟P ∗ (C, D) is the onditional probability that, given that C and D had been hosen
∗
′
as ommitments in step 1, P will su eed in onvin ing V . If T is reje ted or
′
t = t , K repeats step 2 until it re eives an a epting trans ript with t 6= t′ .
−ℓ
The su ess probability of K is πP ∗ −2 H be ause as soon as step 2 is started, K
′
will (at any ost) extra t a se ond trans ript T dierent from T so that the DLREP
−ℓ
of C an be omputed (see below). The overall su ess probability πP ∗ − 2 H of
K takes into a ount the event that in the loop of step 2 the hallenge t is hosen
−ℓ
(again) whi h happens with probability 2 H  in whi h ase the trans ripts
In step 2,

K

begins with rewinding

are identi al and knowledge extra tion would fail. Sin e the knowledge extra tor's
probability of su
on lude that

ess is

πP ∗ − 2−ℓH ,

whi h only negligibly deviates from

ondition 1.) is satised.

P ∗ 's,

we

1/(̟P ∗ (C, D)−2−ℓH )
′
many iterations of step 2 in order to re eive a se ond a epting trans ript T . Hen e,
−ℓ
H
its expe ted running time is τ /(̟P ∗ (C, D)−2
), where τ is essentially the running
time of the (simulated) verier V whi h is polynomial. Now, for any xed pair of
ommitments C and D , the probability that V a epts is ̟P ∗ (C, D) (see above)
and hen e, the probability for entering step 2 an be expressed as ̟P ∗ (C, D) −
2−ℓH . Sin e step 2 is only entered with probability ̟P ∗ (C, D) − 2−ℓH , K's expe ted
−ℓ
−ℓ
running time is (̟P ∗ (C, D) − 2 H ) · τ /(̟P ∗ (C, D) − 2 H ) = τ whi h, of ourse,
is polynomial. Thus, K runs in expe ted polynomial time and ondition 2.) is also
The knowledge extra tor will need an expe ted number of

satised.

From now on, we

ondition on the event that step 2 was entered.

Therefore,

′ , y ′ ] whi h ontains
T ′ := [C, D, t′ , y1′ , . . . , ym
s′
∗
another a epting answer from P , dierent from the one of T . We now show how
K extra ts the DL representation of C from the two trans ripts, i.e., retrieves the
′
values (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , s ).
∗
∗ ∗
∗
For the simulation, suppose K gave the publi key (a1 , a2 , . . . , am , b, n) to P as
∗
∗
α
∗
ommon input, where, for i = 1, . . . , m, ai = b i mod n and αi is an integer with

K

eventually re eives a trans ript
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2ℓH .

no fa tor smaller than

Note that

P ∗ has only been rewound to the state

trans ripts have been a
trans ripts we

C and D are xed in both trans ripts, as
after C and D have been sent. Sin e both

epted, Equation (6.4) holds and from (6.4) and the two

an derive the following equation.
′

C ∆t := C (t−t ) =
=b

m
m
Y
Y
′
(a∗i )∆yi b∆ys′
(a∗i )(yi −yi ) b(ys −ys′ ) =:

i=1
∗
i=1 αi ∆yi +∆ys′

Pm

i=1

(6.6)

mod n

∆t divides all ∆yi and ∆ys′ , whi h enables K to
′
ompute/extra t the values x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , s (see Equations (6.7)), or otherwise, K
∗
would be able to ompute non-trivial roots in Zn , whi h violates the strong RSA
assumption. In the following, we assume that C 6= 1, as this would allow K to
immediately output a trivial DLREP of C , namely (0, 0, . . . , 0).
Pm ∗
Now, let u :=
i=1 αi ∆yi + ∆ys′ and assume for ontradi tion that ∆t ∤ u.
Thus, gcd(∆t, u) = 1 and, by the extended Eu lidian algorithm, we get values ϑ, ν
∗
∗
su h that ∆tϑ + uν = 1. Now, K omputes (for any b ∈ Zn ) the value z ∈ Zn su h
∆tϑ+uν = b∆tϑ (bu )ν = b∆tϑ (C ∆t )ν = (bϑ C ν )∆t =: z ∆t mod n, whi h is a
that b = b
∆t-th root of b. Clearly, sin e K runs in expe ted polynomial time, this ontradi ts
the strong RSA assumption and hen e, ∆t must divide all ∆yi and ∆ys′  note
∗
′
that by onstru tion ∆t ∤ αi . Therefore, from the two trans ripts T and T , K an
extra t the DLREP of C by omputing the quantities (for i = 1, 2, . . . , m)
We will now show that either

xi =

yi − yi′
∆yi
=
∆t
t − t′

s′ =

and

ys′ − ys′ ′
∆ys′
=
.
∆t
t − t′

(6.7)

6.5.4 Zero-Knowledge
Showing that a proto ol is zero-knowledge means to show that anything that the
verier

V,

i.e., in our

ase the signer,

ould have

generated in his intera tion with a prover
i.e., without intera ting with
intera tion with

P

P.

P,

he

omputed from the trans ript

ould have

omputed by himself,

The idea of this notion is that if

V

an simulate the

without even talking to her, i.e., he is able to forge a trans ript

that looks like a trans ript from a real intera tion, then a real trans ript

annot

ontain more knowledge than the verier possesses, anyhow.
Now, if the proto ol

BlindSign

PoK of the DLREP of C , as
honest-verier statisti al zero-

would stop after the

we have assumed in the beginning, it would indeed be

knowledge. The statisti al in the quali ation of zero-knowledge means that the
zero-knowledge property is not violated if only a statisti ally small, i.e., negligible,
han e exists that allows an adversary to distinguish a forged trans ript from a real
one. And nally, honest-verier means that we assume that
from the proto ol, i.e., he
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V

does not deviate
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The

riti al point in the previous paragraph is the notion of  looks like a tran-

s ript from a real intera tion. In order to show that a trans ript
a real intera tion between

S,

P

and

V

alled a simulator, that outputs trans ripts

C

values, ex ept for

knowledge, are

an be forged, i.e.,

an be simulated, we rst dene an algorithm

′ , y ′ ].
T ′ := [C, D′ , t′ , y1′ , . . . , ym
s′

whi h is taken from a real

All

onversation and hen e ' onveys'

hosen/ omputed as follows:

t′ ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1]

for

i = 1, . . . , m :

yi′ ∈R [0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

ys′ ′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1]
m
Y
′
y′ ′
ai i bys′ mod n
D′ := C −t
i=1

Note that the values hosen by the simulator for its trans ript
values, i.e., they do not

T ′ are just random

ontain any knowledge, and that they have been uniformly

hosen from their respe tive intervals. Our goal is to show that

T ′ , produ

ed by the

S , is statisti ally indistinguishable from a trans ript T of a real intera tion
between a prover P and a verier V . This means, we have to show that the statisti al
′
dieren e between any T and any T is negligible when only a polynomially sized
an be examined. In other words, if T is fed to
sample set of transa tions T
an algorithm that tries to distinguish sample sets from S and sample sets of real
onversations from P and V , the algorithm's han e of su essfully de iding if T
simulator

ontains samples that stem either from the simulator or from real

at most

1/2 + ǫ,

is that if one

where

ǫ is a negligible

onversations, is

quantity. The rational behind this approa h

annot even tell random values from 'real' values then one

annot gain

any knowledge from them.
The following formal notion of statisti al indistinguishability was developed by
Goldwasser, Mi ali, and Ra ko [GMR89℄.

Definition 8 (Statistical indistinguishability [GMR89]) Let L ⊂ {0, 1}∗ be any lan-

guage. Two families of random variables {U (x)} and {V (x)} are
L if
X
|Pr (U (x) = y) − Pr (V (x) = y)| < ℓx −c

statisti ally in-

distinguishable on

y∈{0,1}∗

for all onstants c > 0 and all su iently long x ∈ L.
Using Denition 8 we are now ready to show that the distribution of

T

and

T′

are indeed statisti ally indistinguishable. First, we examine the distribution of the
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yi

and of

ri

and

for

ys′ .

∈R

means

y.

yi

Re all that,

r ∈R [0, . . . , 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

x ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓx − 1]
where

from the notation of the variables

onvenien e. We start by examining the values

y = xt + r

hen e

i

We, however, drop the index

t ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓH − 1]

uniformly hosen at random.

In the following, let

u = xt

and

u ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓx +ℓH − 1].
For the

omparison with the distribution of the simulator's values

y ′ , we are seeking

the probability distribution (distribution fun tion) of the dis rete random variable

Y whi
V.

h takes on values

y

from real

onversations between a prover

P

and a verier

Y is determined by the distributions of the
U = u and R = r , sin e Y = U + R. Now suppose R = r ,
only if U = y − r . Hen e, Y is the simultaneous realisation of

First, note that the distribution of

two random variables
then

Y =y

if and

the two events

R=r

we

an

R

U = y − r.

(6.8)

U are independent, as the verier is assumed to be honest and
t independent of any value previously sent by the prover. Therefore,
ompute Y 's probability distribution as

Note that
hen e,

and

and

hooses

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ −1

2

Pr (Y = y) =

X

Pr (U = y − r, R = r)

X

Pr (U = y − r) · Pr (R = r)

r=0

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ −1

2

=

r=0

=

1

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

2

X

2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

r=0

−1

Pr (U = y − r).

We are already given that the random variable
interval

[0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ −1], while U

is

(6.9)

R is uniformly distributed on the

learly not distributed uniformly. However, the

Y , the sum of U and R, is uniformly distributed
[0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]. We use the lower and upper limit of the

following two equations show that
over a

ertain interval in

laimed interval to show its uniform distribution.
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y = 2ℓx +ℓH − 1,

Let

whi h is the lower limit of the

laimed interval. Plugging

this value into Equation (6.9) leads to the following equation.

ℓx +ℓH

Pr(Y = 2

− 1)

=
(1)

=

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

2

1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

X

−1

Pr (U = 2ℓx +ℓH − 1 − r)

r=0

[ Pr (U = 2ℓx +ℓH − 1) + Pr(U = 2ℓx +ℓH − 2)
...
+ · · · + Pr (U = 0) + Pr (U = −1) + |{z}
{z
}
|
=0

=0



+ Pr(U = 2ℓx +ℓH − 1 − (2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1))
|
{z
}
=0

(2)

=

(3)

=

=

1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

+ℓH −1
2ℓxX

r=0

+ℓH −1
2ℓxX

Pr(U = 2ℓx +ℓH − 1 − r)

(6.10)

Pr(U = r)

r=0

·1

In the equation, the sum in ludes a partial sum, starting from the sum's rst
through

2ℓx +ℓH -th

addend, where

U

takes on values

2ℓx +ℓH − 1

through

0

for whi h

the probability is greater or equal to zero (see Equation (6.10.(1))). The remaining

U does not take on values below
u = xt and x ≥ 0 and t ≥ 0. Thus, the sum's upper limit an be repla ed
2ℓx +ℓH − 1 (6.10.(2)). Now the sum runs from highest to lowest sample point

probabilities are guaranteed to be zero be ause
zero, sin e
with

whi h

an be rewritten to run from lowest to highest sample point (6.10.(3)). From

this equation it

an be seen that the sum of probabilities must add up to unity

U takes on every value from its sample spa e. Finally, the result shows
Pr(Y = 2ℓx +ℓH − 1) = 1/2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ is indeed the expe ted value for a uniform
ℓ +ℓ +ℓ
distribution on [0, 2 x H φ − 1].
It an be easily seen that if y in reases, the partial sum 'moves' from the beginℓ +ℓ +ℓ
ning of the total sum to the end of the total sum. Hen e, y = 2 x H φ − 1 is the
be ause

that

largest value for whi h the whole partial sum is part of the total sum. The latter

y = 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1 to show that the
ℓ +ℓ +ℓ
uniformly distributed on [0, 2 x H φ − 1], as

is shown in Equation (6.11) where we plug in
upper limit of the
well.

laimed interval is
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Pr (Y = y)

=

=

1

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

2

X

2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

−1

Pr (U = y − r)

r=0



Pr (U = y) + Pr(U = y − 1) + . . .
| {z } |
{z
} |{z}
=0

=0
ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

=0

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

− 1) − (2

+ Pr (U = (2

...

− 2ℓx +ℓH ))

+Pr (U = (2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1) − (2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1)) ℄
=

=

=

=
=

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

2

1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
1

X

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

r=2

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

2

X
r=0

X

1

(6.11)

−2ℓx +ℓH )

Pr(U = y − (r + 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 2ℓx +ℓH ))

Pr (U = 2ℓx +ℓH − 1 − r)

r=0

2ℓx +ℓH −1

X

2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ

−1−(2

2ℓx +ℓH −1

2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
1

Pr (U = y − r)

−2ℓx +ℓH

2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
1

−1

Pr (U = r)

r=0

·1

Again, the result shows that the expe ted value is identi al to a uniform distribution
on

[0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1].

It is

lear that this distribution holds for the whole interval

[2ℓx +ℓH − 1, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]. However, if

sum 'leaves' the total sum and for
The probability for

Pr (Y = y) will

y in reases beyond 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1, the partial
0 ≤ y < 2ℓx +ℓH − 1 it 'enters' the total sum.

in these

ases most of the time deviate from the

expe ted value of a uniform distribution be ause only a subset of
spa e will be in luded in the total sum.

(U ∩ R)'s

sample

Y for any value y ∈ Z
x and t from [0, . . . , 2ℓx −1] and [0, . . . , 2ℓH −1], respe tively.

In summary, we have the following distribution fun tion of
and any distribution of
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Pr (Y = y) =


=0



 ≤ 2−(ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ )
= 2−(ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ )


−(ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ )


 ≤2
=0

for
for
for
for
for

y<0
0 ≤ y < 2ℓx +ℓH − 1
2ℓx +ℓH − 1 ≤ y ≤ 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ ≤ y ≤ 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ + 2ℓx +ℓH − 1
y ≥ 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ + 2ℓx +ℓH

(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)

y
[0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ −1].
′
ℓ +ℓ +ℓ
For this, let Y be a random variable that is uniformly distributed on [0, 2 x H φ −
′
1] (like the simulator's hoi es for y ). Note that Y 's deviations from a uniform
Now, we want to

from a real

ompute the statisti al dieren e between the distribution of any

onversation's trans ript and a uniform distribution on

distribution

an be found in intervals (II) and (IV). In (I), (III), and (V) the

distributions are identi al to

Y ′ 's

be ause (III) yields a uniform distribution, as

shown above, and (I) and (V) are outside the range of the uniform distribution
on

[0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

Hen e, the

and the distribution of responses

omplement of

probability of

y

y 's

y

from a real

onversation.

probability of belonging to interval (III) yields the

belonging to interval (II) or (IV).

Using this notion and Denition 8, we nally get the following equation for the
statisti al dieren e between the simulator's uniformly
values

y

from a real

onversation between a prover

P

hosen values



′

and the

and an honest verier

2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1 − (2ℓx +ℓH − 1) + 1
|Pr (Y = y) − Pr (Y = y)| = 1 −
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
y∈Z
 ℓx +ℓH ℓφ

(2 − 1) + 1
2
=1−
2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
X

y′



(6.12)

1
2 ℓφ − 1
− ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
2 ℓφ
2
1
1
= ℓφ − ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ
2
2
1
< ℓφ
2

=1−

This result shows that the statisti al dieren e between a real
the simulator's output is only about
se urity parameter
su iently large
as

ℓφ .

ℓφ ,

and also in

2−ℓφ ,

ℓx ,

sin e

V.

onversation and

whi h is a negligible quantity in the

2−ℓφ < ℓx −c

for any

onstant

c

and

Hen e, the two distributions are statisti ally indistinguishable,

laimed.
Another interpretation of Equation (6.12) is that with probability

er may gain some information on the

ommitted values

xi .

2−ℓφ

a veri-

This happens if

y

is

very small or very large, i.e., if it lies in the interval (II) or (IV), respe tively. For
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instan e, if
But as
and
as

r

y

y

y = 1 and V

sent

t = 1 then

either

x = 1 and r = 0.
hoi es exist for x

or

approa hes the lower limit of interval (III), the more

and the maximum number of

hoi es is rea hed in interval (III). However,

grows larger than the upper limit of interval (III), i.e., enters interval (IV),

the number of potential
where they are

hoi es for

x

and

:=

r

be ome smaller again, up to the point

ompletely determined.

Next, we examine the distribution of

′
let u

x = 0 and r = 1,

s′ t and thus, we get

ys′

from the trans ript

T.

Similar to

y , we

ys′ = u′ + rs′
rs′ ∈R [0, . . . , 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1]

u′ ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓn +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

s′ ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓn +ℓφ − 1]

t ∈ [0, . . . , 2ℓH − 1].

Again, we have to determine the distribution fun tion for a random variable

Y = U +R, where U

R are also random variables.

and

Analogous to Equation (6.9),

we re eive the following equation.

ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ −1

2

Pr (Y = ys′ ) =

X

Pr (R = rs′ ) · Pr (U = ys′ − rs′ )

rs′ =0

=

2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ

The distribution fun tion for
for the

yi

ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ

2

1

X

−1

Pr(U = ys′ − rs′ )

rs′ =0

Pr (Y = ys′ )

an be derived analogously to the one

and so we get the following fun tion for any

Pr (Y = ys′ ) =


=0



≤ 2−(ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ )

= 2−(ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ )


−(ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ )


≤ 2
=0

for
for
for
for
for

ys′ ∈ Z.

ys′ < 0
0 ≤ ys′ < 2ℓn +ℓH +ℓφ − 1
2ℓn +ℓH +ℓφ − 1 ≤ ys′ ≤ 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1
2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ ≤ ys′ ≤ 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ + 2ℓn +ℓH +ℓφ − 1
ys′ ≥ 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ + 2ℓn +ℓH +ℓφ

It remains to show that the statisti al dieren e between
variable

Y′

(like the one of the simulator

[0, . . . , 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1],

146
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S ),

Y

and a random

whi h is uniformly distributed on

is negligible. This is shown in Estimation (6.14).
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X

ys′ ∈Z



2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1 − (2ℓn +ℓH +ℓφ − 1) + 1
2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ

 ℓn +ℓH +ℓφ ℓφ
2
(2 − 1) + 1
= 1−
2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ

|Pr (Y = ys′ ) − Pr (Y ′ = ys′ )|

= 1−

(6.14)

1
2 ℓφ − 1
− ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ
ℓ
φ
2
2
1
1
− ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ
2 ℓφ
2
1
2 ℓφ

= 1−
=
<

Finally, we show that the value

D

from a real

indistinguishable from the simulator's
that

ai = bαi mod n,

for

D=

i = 1, . . . , m.

m
Y

ari i brs′ =
′

D′ = C −t

m
Y

Hen e, we have

yi′

′

ai b y s ′ = (

m
Y

′

′

′

m
Y

′

′

(bαi )yi bys′

i=1

i=1

′

′

(bαi )xi bs )−t

′ ′

bαi (yi −xi t ) bys′ −s t mod n

i=1
Pm

=b

onversation is also statisti ally

For this, re all from Se tion 6.4.3

m
Y
Pm
(bαi )ri brs′ = b i=1 αi ri +rs′ mod n

i=1

=

D′ .

i=1

i=1

m
Y

hoi e



i=1

αi (yi′ −xi t′ )−s′ t′ +ys′ ′

mod n

D′ the
Equation (6.5) will hold.
Pmveri ation
′ − x t′ ) − s′ t′ both appear in
α
r
and
ξ
:=
α
(y
The quantities ̺ :=
i
i=1 i i
i=1 i i
b's exponent and hen e, we are allowed to 'redu e' them modulo ord(QRn ). In the
following, we will denote values x redu ed modulo ord(QRn ) by x.
′
Now, let ρ := ̺ + rs′ and χ := ξ + ys′ . Note that both rs′ and ys′ are hosen with
ℓ +ℓ +2ℓφ > ord(QR ) and that ρ, as well as χ, is eventually redu ed
bit-length 2 n H
n
modulo ord(QRn ). Spe i ally, we have the following distributions for the variables
Note that for this parti ular

Pm

hoi e of

̺, ξ ∈ [0, ord(QRn ) − 1]
Hen e, the distributions of

ρ

ti ally indistinguishable, and
In

and

and

χ

rs′ , ys′ ′ ∈R [0, 2ℓx +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1].

are identi al, i.e., they are trivially also statis-

onsequently, also the distributions of

D

and

D′ .

on lusion, we have shown that the distribution of the simulator's randomly

′ , y ′ ] are statisti ally indistinguishable
T ′ := [C, D′ , t′ , y1′ , . . . , ym
s′
ripts T := [C, D, t, y1 , . . . , ym , ys′ ] of real onversations between a prover

hosen trans ripts
from trans
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and an honest verier. Note that this would not hold for an arbitrary verier, beause in this

C

(and

of

t,

D)

t

might have been

t′ 's

C

(and

D).

omputed as an arbitrary se ret fun tion of

distribution may largely deviate from the distribution

and the distribution of any

hoi e of
is

ase

and hen e,

y

in the trans ript would depend on a spe i

However, sin e in the honest verier model we assume that

hosen randomly, the

ommitment

C

runs) independent of the rest of the trans ript and hen e, we

redu ed BlindSign

t

is (in an overwhelming number of proto ol
an

on lude that the

proto ol is honest-verier statisti al zero-knowledge.

By showing that the proof of knowledge of the DLREP of

C

from the

BlindSign

proto ol is statisti al zero-knowledge, we have also shown that the signer does not
gain any knowledge

4

on the message

X

whi h he is asked to sign. Hen e,

is indeed a blind signature proto ol.

BlindSign


6.6 Proof of Knowledge of a Signature
In this se tion, we des ribe the se ond building blo k for the multi- oupon system.
It is a proto ol used in the redemption of single

oupons whi h are to be dedu ted

from a multi- oupon. The proto ol itself, shown in Figure 6.3, is an honest-verier

BlindSign proto ol.
The idea of this proto ol is to onvin e a verier V that a prover P holds a
s
e x1
x
valid signature (v, e, s) on X satisfying c = v a1 · · · amm b mod n without V learning

statisti al zero-knowledge proof of a signature output from the

anything of the signature but its validity. The

BlindSign
signature

proto ol.

(v, e, s).

P 's

ommon inputs are the same as in the

se ret input is the message tuple

P

X

and the

orresponding

omponents, v
T1 := vhw and s∗ = s − ew. In
e w r
addition, P ommits to the exponent e by omputing T2 := g1 g2 h . Then P sends
T1 , T2 to V . Next, P proves to V her knowledge spe ied in PoK .
∗
As dis ussed in Remark 2 of Se tion 6.4.3, from V 's point of view, (T1 , e, s ) is
a valid signature on X , as is (v, e, s). The dieren e between them is that we are
allowed to reveal the value T1 to V , but not the value v , be ause T1 is dierent
in every run of the proof proto ol. Therefore, to prove the signature with c ≡
Qm x i s ∗
Q
xi s
e
ve m
i=1 ai b . Clearly, to prove the
i=1 ai b be omes one with proving c ≡ T1
se ond equation is mu h simpler than the rst one. In addition, P proves knowledge
of the exponent e and the auxiliary parameter w needed for the veri ation of the
proof. PoK here performs the following simple proofs in one go:
The proto ol works as follows:

and

4

s,

by

hoosing

w

rst randomises the signature

at random and

omputing

If we say one does not gain any knowledge in the

mean that the

148

ontext of statisti al zero-knowledge, we

han e of gaining some knowledge is negligible.
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Prover P

Verier V

Common Input:

Veri ation key

:= (A, b, c, n, g1 , g2 , h),

PK

A = (a1 , a2 , . . . , am )
ℓ x , ℓe , ℓs , ℓn , ℓH , ℓφ

Length parameters

Prover's Input:

Message

X := (x1 , . . . , xm )
(v, e, s)

Signature

r, w ∈R {0, 1}ℓn +ℓφ
w
ompute T1 := vh ;

hoose

ompute

T1 ,T2

T2 := g1e g2w hr

Run

PoK

−−−→

{ (ξ1 , . . . , ξm , σ, ǫ, ω, ρ) :

c = T1ǫ aξ11 · · · aξmm bσ hω ∧ T2 = g1ǫ g2ω hρ ∧

for

i = 1, . . . , m : ξi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ +2 ∧

(ǫ − 2ℓe −1 ) ∈ {0, 1}ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ +1 } → ind V
?
he k ind V = accept
Figure 6.3: Protocol for proving knowledge of a signature: PoKSign

(1)

PoKRep :

to prove knowledge of a DLREP of

respe t to the basis
(2)

PoKRep :

(T1 , a1 , . . . , am , b),

respe tively;

to prove knowledge of a DLREP of

to the basis

(g1 , g2 , h),

c = T1e

Qm

xi s ∗
i=1 ai b

T2 = g1e g2w hr mod n

mod n

with

with respe t

respe tively;

(3)

PoKInt : to prove the values x1 , . . . , xm
1, . . . , m : xi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ +1 ;

(4)

PoKInt : to prove the
{0, 1}(ℓe −1)+ℓH +ℓφ +1 .

value

e

are within a right bound, i.e., for

is also within a right bound, i.e.,

i=

(e − 2ℓe −1 ) ∈

For later referen e, we will denote the proto ol by

ind ← PoKSign (A,b,c,n,g1,g2,h) (X, v, e, s).
Analysis.

In the following analysis, we will now show that

PoKSign

is an honest-

verier statisti al zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a CL signature.

As in

Se tion 6.5, we use a more detailed des ription of the proto ol, in order to provide
the in-depth analysis. This more detailed version of
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In

ontrast to

bases,

BlindSign ,

g1 , g2 , h, whi

the publi

key has been expanded to in lude 3 additional

h are used to provide unambiguous

values of whi h knowledge is proven. Let

QRn

ommitments for additional

g1 , g2 ∈R hhi,

where

h

is the generator of

from the introdu tion of the signature s heme in Se tion 6.4.3.

6.6.1 Completeness
For

ompleteness, we have to show that if the prover

follows the proto ol, the signer

S

P

knows a signature and

must be able to verify this. Hen e, we must show

that the following veri ation equations hold.

ct U1 = T1ye

m
Y

ayi i bys h−zw mod n

(6.15)

i=1

T2t U2 = g1ye g2yw hyr mod n
U3 =

T2−ye g1ze g2zw hzr

(6.16)

mod n

(6.17)

Assuming that the prover knows a CL signature and follows the proto ol,
pleteness follows by evaluating Equations (6.18)(6.20), whi h

om-

omprise the last

steps in Figure 6.3. Note, that this is a ne essary step in the overall veri ation of

PoKSign

but does not prove knowledge of a CL signature, yet.

?

ct U1 = (v e

m
Y

axi i bs )t (T1re

ari i brs h−rew ) = v et T1re

m
Y

ayi i bys h−rew (hzw h−zw ) = v et T1re

i=1

= hewt v et T1re

m
Y

ayi i bys h−zw =

i=1

= T1et T1re

m
Y

m
Y

aixi t+ri bst+rs h−rew

i=1

i=1

i=1

= v et T1re

m
Y

m
Y

ayi i bys h(ewt+rew )−rew h−zw

i=1
m
Y y
ai i bys h−zw
(vhw )et T1re
i=1

ayi i bys h−zw

i=1

= T1ye

m
Y

ayi i bys h−zw mod n

i=1

(6.18)

?

T2t U2 = (g1e g2w hr )t (g1re g2rw hrr ) = g1et+re g2wt+rw hrt+rr
= g1ye g2yw hyr mod n
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Prover P

Verier V

Common Input:

Commitment key

:= (A, b, c, n, g1 , g2 , h),

PK

A := (a1 , a2 , . . . , am )
ℓ x , ℓe , ℓs , ℓn , ℓH , ℓφ

Length parameters

Prover's Input:

(v, e, s)
X := (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm )

Signature:
Message

Choose:

w, r ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓφ − 1];
rw , rr ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1];
rs ∈R [0, 2ℓs +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
r1 , . . . , rm ∈R [0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
re ∈R [0, 2ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
rew , rer ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓe +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1];
ree ∈R [0, 22ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
T1 := vhw mod n;
T2 := g1e g2wQ
hr mod n;
ri rs −rew
mod n;
U1 := T1re m
i=1 ai b h
re rw rr
U2 := g1 g2 h mod n;
U3 := T2−re g1ree g2rew hrer mod n
ye := et + re ;
i = 1, . . . , m :
yi := xi t + ri ;
ys := st + rs ;
yw := wt + rw ;
yr := rt + rr ;
ze := eet + ree ;
zw := ewt + rew ;
zr := ert + rer

T1 ,T2 ,U1 ,U2 ,U3

−−−−−−−−−→
t
←
−

Choose:

t ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1];

For

ye ,y1 ,...,ym ,ys ,yw ,yr ,ze ,zw ,zr

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Verify:

?

Qm

yi ys −zw
;
i=1 ai b h
? ye yw yr
t
T2 U2 = g1 g2 h ;
?
U3 = T2−ye g1ze g2zw hzr ;
?
ye − t2ℓe −1 ∈ {0, 1}ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ ;

ct U1 = T1ye

For

i = 1, . . . , m :
?

yi ∈ {0, 1}ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ +1 ;
Figure 6.4: Detailed protocol PoKSign
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?

U3 = T2−re g1ree g2rew hrer = (g1e g2w hr )−re g1ree g2rew hrer
= g1−ere g2−wre h−rre g1ree g2rew hrer (g1−eet g2−ewt h−ret )(g1eet g2ewt hret )
−e(et+re ) −w(et+re ) −r(et+re ) eet+ree ewt+rew ret+rer
g2
h
g1
g2
h
z
z
(g1e g2w hr )−(et+re ) g1e g2w hzr
T2−ye g1ze g2zw hzr mod n

(6.20)

= g1
=
=

6.6.2 Knowledge Error
Again, a

heating prover

P ′ 's

V 's hallenge t at
′
P guesses t0 and forms her

predi ted

responses may pass the veri ation, if she

the time the

ommitments and responses as follows.

′
y1′ , . . . , ym
∈R [0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

ye′ ∈R [0, 2ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

′
yw
, yr′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1]

ys′ ∈R [0, 2ℓs +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

′
zw
, zr′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓe +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1]
m
Y
′
y′ ′
−t0 ′ye′
′
ai i bys h−zw mod n
U1 := c T1

ze′ ∈R [0, 22ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]
T1′ , T2′ ∈R QRn

U2′

It

:=

′
y′ y′
T2′−t0 g1 e g2 w hyr

an be easily veried that if

U3′

mod n

P ′ 's

guess

t0

:=

i=1
′
′
′−ye′ ze′ zw
T2 g1 g2 hzr

turns out to be

mod n

one try in ea h run of the proto ol and the su

t = t0 , the
P ′ has only

orre t, i.e.,

values above will satisfy the veri ation Equations (6.15)(6.17). Sin e
length of the

orre tly

ommitments were formed. Assume that

ess probability is determined by the

hallenge, we have a knowledge error of

2−ℓH .

6.6.3 Proof of Knowledge
In order to show that

PoKSign

is a proof of knowledge of a CL signature, we

Kmore pre isely a signature extra tor that
x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , e, w, r, s, ee , we , re by a essing and rewinding a
probability πP ∗ to su essfully omplete the proof of knowledge

onstru t a knowledge extra tor
retrieves the values
prover

P∗

that has

at hand. This knowledge extra tor works like the one presented in the paragraph
labelled proof of knowledge in Se tion 6.5 and therefore, its su
will be

lose to

π

P∗

on the event that

and it will run in expe ted polynomial time. Now, we

K

ments, but dierent

152

ess probability

got two a
hallenges

epting trans ripts from

t

and

t′ .

Let

P∗

for the same

ondition
ommit-
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T := [T1 , T2 , U1 , U2 , U3 , t, y1 , y2 , . . . , ym , ye , yw , yr , ys , ze , zw , zr ]
and

′ , y′ , y′ , y′ , y′ , z′ , z′ , z′ ]
T ′ := [T1 , T2 , U1 , U2 , U3 , t′ , y1′ , y2′ , . . . , ym
e w r s e w r

K

be the trans ripts that

re eived from its intera tion with

∗
provided P with the following publi

Further suppose

ommon input

K

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

key as

P∗.

(a1 := bα1 , a2 := bα2 , . . . , am := bαm , b := hβ , c, n, g1 := hγ1 , g2 := hγ2 , h),
α∗1 , . . . , α∗m , β ∗ , γ1∗ , γ2∗ have been hosen su h that none has fa tors
ℓ
smaller than 2 H . From this and Equations (6.15)(6.17), the following equations

where the integers
an be derived.

′

c∆t := c(t−t )
=

(y −y ′ )
T1 e e

m
Y

′ −z )
(yi −yi′ ) (ys −ys′ ) (zw
w

ai

b

h

i=1

=:

T1∆ye

m
Y

ai∆yi b∆ys h∆zw

i=1
Pm

= T1∆ye h

(t−t′ )

T2∆t := T2

i=1

=

T1∆ye

m
Y

(6.21)

β ∗ α∗i ∆yi β ∗ ∆ys ∆zw

h

h

h

i=1

β ∗ α∗i ∆yi +β ∗ ∆ys +∆zw

mod n

′ )
′
(ye −ye′ ) (yw −yw
g2
h(yr −yr )
∆yr

= g1

=: g1∆ye g2∆yw h

γ1∗ ∆ye +γ2∗ ∆yw +∆yr

=h

(6.22)

mod n

y −ye′

T2∆ye := T2 e

′
′
z −ze′ zw −zw
hzr −zr
g2
∗
∗
g1∆ze g2∆zw h∆zr = hγ1 ∆ze hγ2 ∆zw h∆zr
γ1∗ ∆ze +γ2∗ ∆zw +∆zr

= g1e
=:

=h

(6.23)

mod n

∆t divides ∆ye , ∆yw , and ∆yr from Equation (6.22)
e, w, r in Z (see Equations (6.26)), or otherwise K yields
an algorithm whi h allows to ompute roots modulo n. The argument is basi ally
the same as in Se tion 6.5.3 and onsequently, we similarly assume that T1 6= 1 and
T2 6= 1, as for these values K an always output the trivial DLREP (0, 0, . . . , 0).
∗
∗
Let u := γ1 ∆ye + γ2 ∆yw + ∆yr and assume for ontradi tion that ∆t ∤ u. Then, by
the extended Eu lidian algorithm, we get values ϑ, ν su h that ∆tϑ + νu = 1. Next,
K omputes the value z ∈ Z∗n su h that h = h∆tϑ+νu = h∆tϑ (hu )ν = h∆tϑ (T2∆t )ν =
(hϑ T2ν )∆t =: z ∆t mod n, whi h is a ∆t-th root of h. This, however, ontradi ts the
strong RSA assumption as this would turn K into an algorithm that, on input the
We start by arguing that

allowing us to

ompute
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modulo

n

and an element

h ∈ Z∗n ,

an

expe ted polynomial time. Hen e, we

∆yr ,

sin e none of

γ1∗ , γ2∗

has a fa tor smaller than

ompute a

on lude that

an be divided by

∆t

∆t-th root of h modulo n in
∆t must divide ∆ye , ∆yw , and

as, by

onstru tion, none of them

2ℓH > ∆t.
∆t

Using this result and Equation (6.23), we will show that

∆ze , ∆zw ,

and

∆zr

allowing us to

We already know that

ee , we , re a
∆ye = ỹe ∆t.

ompute

∆t | ∆ye ,

i.e.,

must also divide

ording to Equations (6.26).
Therefore, we

an rewrite

Equation (6.23) using Equation (6.22) as follows.

T2∆ye = T2ỹe ∆t = (T2∆t )ỹe
= (g1∆ye g2∆yw h∆yr )ỹe

(6.24)

= g1∆ze g2∆zw h∆zr mod n
From Equation (6.24), it follows that either

∆ye ỹe = ∆ze

be turned into an expe ted polynomial time algorithm for
as in this
that

or otherwise

K

ould

omputing roots in

Z∗n ,

ord(QRn ) ould be retrieved. Be ause we already know
∆ze = (ỹe ∆t)ỹe , i.e., that ∆t | ∆ze . Using the
an be seen that ∆t divides zw and zr .
∆ye
and, using ∆ye = ỹe ∆t, rewrite it as
Equation (6.21) by T1

ase a multiple of

∆t | ∆ye

it also follows that

same arguments, it
Next, we divide

shown in Equation (6.25).

Pm

(c/T1ỹe )∆t = h

i=1

β ∗ α∗i ∆yi +β ∗ ∆ys +∆zw

mod n

(6.25)

This essentially gives us the situation of Equation (6.6) from the argument
for the proof of knowledge in Se tion 6.5.3.
an

∆t divides all ∆yi and ∆ys .
x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ,w,r, s, ee , we , and re by

on lude that

quantities

∆y1
y1 − y1′
=
∆t
t − t′
y2 − y2′
∆y2
=
x2 :=
∆t
t − t′

x1 :=

...
xm :=

Thus, using similar arguments, we

′
∆ym ym − ym
=
∆t
t − t′

∆ye
∆t
∆yw
w :=
∆t
∆yr
r :=
∆t
∆ys
s :=
∆t
e :=

It follows that
the following

ye − ye′
t − t′
′
yw − yw
=
t − t′
yr − yr′
=
t − t′
ys − ys′
=
t − t′
=

K

an extra t the

omputations.

∆ze
ze − ze′
=
∆t
t − t′
′
∆zw zw − zw
=
we :=
∆t
t − t′
∆zr
zr − zr′
re :=
=
∆t
t − t′
ee :=

(6.26)

(x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , s, we ) whi h is the DLREP of (T1e )
with respe t to the basis (a1 , a2 , . . . , am , b, h)  note that the DLREP of T1 annot
be proven by P , assuming that she does not know the fa torisation/order of n.
Furthermore, PoKSign proves knowledge of the values (e, w, r) whi h is the DLREP
This proofs knowledge of
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(g1 , g2 , h), and of (ee , we , re ) whi h in turn is the
e
w = v and if
DLREP of (T2 ), also with respe t to (g1 , g2 , h). Now, we have T1 /h
Q
xi s
we
w
e
e
e
w
e
e
we = w · e, we must have (T1 )/h = (T1 )/h = (T1 /h ) = v = c/( m
i=1 ai b )
of

T2 ,

with respe t to the basis

 note that the last equation signies only the rst step in the veri ation of a

e is also within the right bound the se ond step in
K has extra ted a valid CL signature (v, e, s) of the
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ).

CL signature. Furthermore, if
a CL signature veri ation

message tuple

6.6.4 Zero-Knowledge
We will now show that

PoKSign

is an honest-verier statisti al zero-knowledge

proof of knowledge, i.e., we will show that the distribution of the trans ript

T := [T1 , T2 , U1 , U2 , U3 , t, y1 , y2 , . . . , ym , ye , yw , yr , ys , ze , zw , zr ],
reated in a

onversation between a prover

tinguishable from a trans ript

P

and a verier

V,

is statisti ally indis-

′
′
′
T ′ := [T1 , T2′ , U1′ , U2′ , U3′ , t′ , y1′ , y2′ , . . . , ym
, ye′ , yw
, yr′ , ys′ , ze′ , zw
, zr′ ],

S

reated by a simulator
domly

from

(6.27)

(6.28)

omputed quantities and values uniformly and ran-

hosen from their respe tive intervals as follows.

′
y1′ , . . . , ym
∈R [0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

ye′ ∈R [0, 2ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

′
yw
, yr′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1]

ys′ ∈R [0, 2ℓs +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]

′
zw
, zr′ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓe +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1]

ze′ ∈R [0, 22ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1]
t′ ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1]

T2′ := hϑ mod n,
Using the values above,

S

ϑ ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓφ − 1]

and

hγ2 mod n,

U1′

−t′

:= c
=

y′
T1 e

respe tively.

m
Y

′
y′ ′
ai i bys h−zw

i=1
P
′
′
ye′ β(ys′ + m
i=1 αi yi )−zw
T1 h
′

y′ y′

−γt

=h

m
Y
i=1

mod n

′

′

y′
T1 e

′

′

′

′

′

= h−ϑt +γ1 ye +γ2 yw +yr mod n
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′

′

′

hβαi yi hβys h−zw
(6.30)

′

U2′ := T2−t g1 e g2 w hyr = h−ϑt hγ1 ye hγ2 yw hyr
′

U1′ , U2′ , U3′ , as shown
γ1 and γ2 to denote g1 =

omputes the simulated witnesses

in Equations (6.30)(6.32), where we use the quantities

hγ1 mod n

(6.29)

(6.31)
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z′ z′

′

′

′

′

U3′ := T2−ye g1e g2w hzr = h−ϑye hγ1 ze hγ2 zw hzr
′

′

(6.32)

′

= h−ϑye +γ1 ze +γ2 zw +zr mod n
In Equations (6.33)(6.36), we give a re ap of the

in order to argue that

T2 = g1e g2w hr = (hγ1 )e (hγ2 )w hr = h[γ1 e+γ2 w]+r mod n

(6.33)

onversation between a prover

P

ommitments and witnesses used

V,

in a real

and a verier

these are statisti ally indistinguishable from the

U1 = T1re
=

m
Y

ari i brs h−rew = T1re

m
Y

hoi es of the simulator

b−αi ri brs h−rew

i=1
i=1
P
Pm
re β rs − m
α
r
−r
ew
i
i
i=1
T1 (h )
= T1re hβ(rs − i=1 αi ri )−rew
h

(6.34)

mod n

U2 = g1re g2rw hrr = (hγ1 )re (hγ2 )rw hrr = h[γ1 re +γ2 rw ]+rr mod n
U3 = T2−re g1ree g2rew hrer = T2−re (hγ1 )ree (hγ2 )rew hrer

let

ξ := γ1 e + γ2 w

T2

and

T2′

(6.35)

(6.36)

= h[γ1 ree +γ2 rew ]+rer mod n
We start by arguing that

S.

are statisti ally indistinguishable. For this,

(see Equation (6.33)). As in the dis ussion of zero knowledge

x whi h are 'redu ed' modulo ord(QRn )
ϑ from T2′ (see Equation (6.29)) and of r
from T2 (see Equation (6.33)) are identi al. Sin e the value ξ an be regarded as an
arbitrary oset in Zord(QRn ) , it is lear that the distribution of the sum ς := ξ + r
and of r are identi al on Zord(QRn ) . Hen e, the distribution of ϑ and of ς is identi al,
′
and therefore the distribution of T2 and T2 is (statisti ally) indistinguishable.
′
The same arguments used for the indistinguishability of (T2 , T2 ) also apply to
′
′
′
the remaining 'pairs' (U1 , U1 ), (U2 , U2 ), and (U3 , U3 ). That is, for every omponent
U , its exponent an be rewritten as a sum ς := ξ + ρ, where ξ takes the role of an
oset in Zord(QRn ) and ρ is the portion that makes the sum uniformly distributed
on Zord(QRn ) . Now, let V be a random variable for the omponent from a real
′
onversation between P and V and let V be a random variable for the omponent
hosen by S . Then we have

from Se tion 6.5.4, we denote quantities
by

x.

First, note that the distributions of

′

′

Pr (V = Uiξ+ρ mod n) = Pr (V ′ = Ui′ξ +ρ mod n),
be taken from the mat hing row of

′ ′
omponent Ui and ξ , ρ are to
′
omponent Ui , all found in the following table.
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where

ξ, ρ

are to be taken from the mat hing row of
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Component

U1
U1′
U2
U2′
U3
U3′

ξ / ξ′
P
β(rs − P m
i=1 αi ri )
′
β(ys′ + m
i=1 αi yi )
γ1 re + γ2 rw
′
−ϑt′ + γ1 ye′ + γ2 yw
γ1 ree + γ2 rew
′
−ϑye + γ1 ze′ + γ2 zw

This means, that all pairs

QRn

(Ui , Ui′ )

are

ρ / ρ′
re
ye′
rr
yr′
rer
zr′

Pr(R = ρ) / Pr(R′ = ρ′ )
1/2ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ
1/2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ
1/2ℓn +ℓe +ℓH +2ℓφ

omponent-wise identi ally distributed on

and hen e, (statisti ally) indistinguishable.

Finally, we are going to argue that the remaining

orresponding values from

ea h trans ript are statisti ally indistinguishable. As we are in the honest verier
model,

V

will

t′ ,

hoose his

hallenge

t

a

ording to the proto ol and sin e

S

does this

both

hallenges are identi ally distributed. For the rest of the values

from the trans ript

T , note that every response y1 , y2 , . . . , ym , ye , yw , yr , ys , ze , zw , zr
Y = U + R, and hen e,

as well for
of

Y

P

an be written as the sum of two random variables, i.e.,

denes a random variable by itself. Following the approa h from Se tion 6.5, the

P 's responses y an be seen by
Pr (Y = y). Any response y an
ζ
ζ+ℓφ − 1]. Hen e, by
be written as y = υ + ρ, where υ ∈ [0, 2 − 1] and ρ ∈R [0, 2
evaluating Equation (6.37) for any y from the table below, the distribution of any
response y an be found.
statisti al indistinguishability of the distribution of

determining their respe tive distribution fun tions

y
y1 , . . . , ym
ye
yw , yr
ys
ze
zw , zr

ζ of υ
ℓx + ℓH
ℓe + ℓH
ℓn + ℓH + ℓφ
ℓs + ℓH
2ℓe + ℓH
ℓn + ℓe + ℓH + ℓφ

Response

Pr(Y = y) =

Length

1
2ζ+ℓφ

ζ+ℓφ

2

X−1
Pr (U = y − ρ)

(6.37)

ρ=0

Equation (6.38) summarises the distribution for any value

y from the table above

and Estimation (6.39) shows that the statisti al dieren e between the distribution
of any

y,

with respe t to

Y,

and the distribution of a random variable

ζ+ℓφ
uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 2
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− 1]

Y′

that is

is a negligible quantity in the
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ℓφ .

=0




 ≤ 2−(ζ+ℓφ )
Pr (Y = y) =
= 2−(ζ+ℓφ )


 ≤ 2−(ζ+ℓφ )


=0

se urity parameter

y<0
0 ≤ y < 2ζ − 1
2ζ − 1 ≤ y ≤ 2ζ+ℓφ − 1
2ζ+ℓφ ≤ y ≤ 2ζ+ℓφ + 2ζ − 1
y ≥ 2ζ+ℓφ + 2ζ

for
for
for
for
for

(I)
(II)
(6.38)

(III)
(IV)
(V)




2ℓζ +ℓφ − 1 − (2ℓζ − 1) + 1
|Pr (Y = y) − Pr (Y = y)| = 1 −
2ℓζ +ℓφ
y∈Z

 ℓζ ℓφ
2 (2 − 1) + 1
=1−
2ℓζ +ℓφ
1
1
1
2ℓφ − 1
− ℓ +ℓ = ℓ − ℓ +ℓ
=1−
ℓ
φ
ζ
φ
φ
ζ
φ
2
2
2
2
1
< ℓ
2φ

X

′

Hen e, we have shown that the distributions of the trans ripts

T

and

(6.39)

T′

from

Equations (6.27) and (6.28), respe tively, are statisti ally indistinguishable. Therefore, we

an

on lude that

PoKSign

is an honest-verier statisti al zero-knowledge

proof of knowledge of a CL signature.



6.7 Construction of the Coupon System
In this se tion we propose a

on rete s heme for a

oupon system that allows is-

suan e and redemption of multi- oupons. The s heme is

omprised of two proto ols,

Issue

U

and

Redeem,

whi h are

arried out between a user

and a vendor

V,

and an

Initialisation algorithm. Major portions of the following text had been previously
published in [CES

+ 05℄.

6.7.1 System Setup
V

initialises the system by running his key generation algorithm with input

where

k

1k ,

is a se urity parameter:

k
(A, b, c, n, h, p, q) ← KeyGen CL
m (1 ).
He then randomly hooses g1 , g2 ∈R hhi and publishes his publi
key PK =
(A, b, c, n, g1 , g2 , h) along with the length parameters ℓx , ℓe , ℓn , ℓs , ℓH and ℓφ . In addition, he publishes a non-intera tive proof that g1 , g2 ∈ hhi. In essen e, the latter
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is a simple proof of knowledge of a DLREP of

g1

and

g2

with respe t to the base

that has been made non-intera tive by using the Fiat-Shamir heuristi
the

hallenger/verier is 'repla ed' by a

h

[FS87℄, i.e.,

ryptographi ally strong hash fun tion.

6.7.2 Protocols
Issue.

U hooses serial numbers xi ∈R [0, 2ℓx − 1],
X := (x1 , . . . , xm ). Then U runs with V

In the issue proto ol,

1, . . . , m,

and sets

for

i=

(v, e, s) ← BlindSign (A,b,c,n)(X)
to obtain a blind CL signature

(v, e, s)

on

X.

The tuple

M := (X, v, e, s)

will a t

as the user's multi- oupon.

U (randomly) hooses an unspent oupon xj
′
from the tuple X, sets x := xj and X := X \ (x). The value x then be omes a
ommon input to the redeem proto ol, i.e., it is sent to V , and subsequently plays
Redeem.

In the redeem proto ol,

the role of the single

oupon to be dedu ted from the

ustomer's multi- oupon.

V that she is in possession of a valid multi- oupon (V 's signature
on X ) ontaining x without revealing the signature itself.
Proving that x is the j -th element of the signed message tuple X an be easily
done by using Remark 1 from Se tion 6.4.3: V and U ompute for themselves a
x
modied publi key PK j := (A\(aj ), b, c/aj ) and run
Next

U

proves to

ind ← PoKSign (A\(aj ),b,c/axj ,n,g1 ,g2,h) (X ′ , v, e, s).
This way, the signature
dis losed by the publi

(v, e, s) and X ′
key PK j .

are still kept from

Unfortunately, the dis losure of the index
ment.

j

immediately learns that the

aj

though the index

j

is

violates the unlinkability require-

To see this, simply suppose that two dierent

vealed both with respe t to the base

V,

oupons

from the CL signature.

x

and

y

In this

orresponding multi- oupons are dierent, sin e

are rease,

V

learly

′
′
′ ), where the z
, y, zj+1
, . . . , zm
(z1 , z2 , . . . , zj−1 , x, zj+1 , . . . , zm ) 6= (z1′ , z2′ , . . . , zj−1
i
′
and zi are the other single oupons from the multi- oupon of x and y , respe tively.
So in fa t, by revealing the index j , more is proven than just xj being in luded in
the multi- oupon's signature. It is proven that x is in luded in the multi- oupon's
signature and that x is the j -th omponent of the message tuple X . In other words,
the proto ol yields an additional proof that x is the j -th element in an ordered set of
messages (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ), where the xi , with i 6= j , are unknown to V . However, in
order to retain unlinkability the index must not be dis losed and we need to prove

x is ontained in an unordered
xi , i 6= j , are unknown to V .

that
the

set of messages, i.e.,
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x ∈ {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm } where
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U

In order to over ome this index problem,

PoKSign

runs an extended version of the

proto ol from Figure 6.3 whi h proves that

does not dis lose the index of the spent

x

is part of the signature but

oupon. The idea for this extension is as

V whi h on rete publi key PK i (i = 1, . . . , m)
is to be used for the veri ation, U proves that one of the publi keys PK i is the
′
veri ation key with respe t to the signature (v, e, s) on the message X . For this,
the proof PoK is extended with the PoKOr proto ol whi h adds the proof for
Q
Wm
ξl σ ω
ǫ
the term
l∈{1,...,m},l6=i al b h to PoK (see also Se tion 6.4.4). 
i=1 Ci = T1
x
Note that the terms Ci = c/ai are omputed by both U and V . Using PoKOr , U
proves that she knows the DLREP of one of the Ci with respe t to its orresponding
bases (T1 , A\(ai ), b, h) without revealing whi h one  sin e x is equal to xj , the
x
ommitment Cj = c/aj must have a representation to the bases (T1 , A\(aj ), b, h)
whi h is known to U . Also note that this proves knowledge of the signature (T =
vbw , e, s∗ = s − ew) with respe t to the publi key PK j := (A\(aj ), b, c/axj ). This is
a ording to Remark 1 the same as proving it with respe t to the publi key (A, b, c)
∗
and, by Remark 2, the randomised signature (T1 , e, s ) is, from V 's point of view,
equivalent to the signature (v, e, s). Hen e, x must be part of a valid multi- oupon,
follows. Instead of dis losing to

i.e., a

omponent from a message tuple that was signed by the vendor.

accept
ontains x.

Eventually, if the proof proto ol yields
a signature on an

m-tuple X

whi h

stored in his database of redeemed

oupons.

then

V

is

At last,

onvin ed that

V
V

If it is not,

he ks if
a

epts

x
x

U

owns

is already
as a valid

oupon and will grant the servi e.

Detailed Description.



In Figure 6.5, the redeem proto ol des ribed above is shown in

detail. We will only briey go through the proto ol, as most parts of it have already
been dis ussed in Se tion 6.6. For the run of the proto ol shown in Figure 6.5, it is
assumed that
the base

aj .

U

hose her

exa tly as the proto ol
alled.

Prepare

of the

PoKSign

Prepare ,

omputed.

PoKSign

oupon for redemption, i.e., the dis rete logarithm to

hoi e in the beginning, the redeem proto ol pro eeds
from Figure 6.4, until the pro edure

the proto ol elements for the

Essentially,

Prepare

produ es

is

m−1

PoKOr

part of the

random trans ripts

proto ol, in the same way as a simulator for the proto ol would

do ( .f. Se tion 6.6.4). One su h trans ript is
11).

Prepare

is shown in Figure 6.6.

In the pro edure
proto ol are

j -th

Ex ept for this

Ea h 'forged' trans ript is

omputed in ea h loop (see line 2

omputed with respe t to a dierent publi

key

PK i := (A \ (ai ), b, c/ai ). The only trans ript that is omitted in the loop is the
one for the j -th publi key PK j . This publi key will be used in the main part of
Redeem to eventually produ e the only 'real' trans ript, i.e., the one proving that
xj , a.k.a. x, is part of the multi- oupon. In lines 1216, the resulting elements of
the trans ripts are stored in matri es for later referen e. The bullets ( •) in the
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User

U

V

Vendor

Common Input:

Commitment key PK := (A, b, c, n, g , g , h),
A := (a , a , . . . , a )
Length parameters
ℓ ,ℓ ,ℓ ,ℓ ,ℓ ,ℓ
(v, e, s)
Signature:
Message X := (x , x , . . . , x )
1

x

User's Input:

1

2

e

1

2

s

n

2

m

H

φ

m

x := xj ;

Choose:

w, r ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓφ − 1];
rw , rr ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1];
rs ∈R [0, 2ℓs +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
r1 , . . . , rm ∈R [0, 2ℓx +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
re ∈R [0, 2ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
rew , rer ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓe +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1];
ree ∈R [0, 22ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
R := (e, w, r, rw , rr , rs , r1 , . . . , rm , re , rew , rer , ree );
T1 := vhw mod n;
T2 := g1e g2w hr mod n;
Prepare(T1 , T2 , x, j)
(T , Y, Yaux , U, Z);
Qm
Uj,1 := T1re i=1,i6=j ari i brs h−rew mod n;
Uj,2 := g1re g2rw hrr mod n;
Uj,3 := T2−re g1ree g2rew hrer mod n;

Call
Assign its result to
Insert (U

j,1 , Uj,2 , Uj,3 )

in row j of U

T1 ,T2 ,U

−−−−−→
t

tj :=

m
L

←−− t ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1];

ti ⊕ t;

Call Finalise(Y, Y , Z, R, t , j)
Assign its result to (Y, Y , Z)
i=1,i6=j

aux

Choose:

j

aux

x,T ,Y,Yaux ,Z

−−−−−−−−−→

Verify:
L
?

m

t=

ti ;

For i = 1, . . . , m :
i=1

?

m
Q

y
al i,l byi,s h−zi,w ;
l=1,l6=i
? y
y
T2ti Ui,2 = g1 i,e g2 i,w hyi,r ;
?
−y
z
z
Ui,3 = T2 i,e g1i,e g2i,w hzi,r ;
?
yi,e − ti 2ℓe −1 ∈ {0, 1}ℓe+ℓH +ℓφ ;
y

(c/axi )ti Ui,1 = T1 i,e

For l = 1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , m :
?

yi,l ∈ {0, 1}ℓx+ℓH +ℓφ +1 ;

Figure 6.5: Detailed protocol Redeem : Redemption of the j -th Coupon
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matri es are used to denote
returned to the
After the

ells whi h are left empty.

Finally, the matri es are

aller, i.e., the main proto ol.

all to

Prepare ,

the

Redeem

proto ol again pro eeds in the same way

Uj,1 , Uj,2 , Uj,3 are omputed in the same
U returned from Prepare . Now,
instead of sending just these three witnesses, as in PoKSign , the whole matrix U
is sent along with T1 and T2 . Sin e the PoKOr part of the proto ol is employed
to prove knowledge of a signature with respe t to one out of m publi keys PK i ,
the ustomer also has to sent m tuples of witnesses (U∗,1 , U∗,2 , U∗,3 )  one for ea h
key. In general, PoKOr ensures that at least one of the laimed statements is true.
In ase of Redeem , the (te hni al) statements are  x is part of a CL signature that
an be veried using publi key PK i  and only one of them is a tually true  the
statement referring to PK j .
as the

PoKSign

proto ol, i.e., witnesses

way. Then, these witnesses are stored in the matrix

Next, the vendor sends his
'sub- hallenge'

tj

hallenge

t.

From this

whi h is the one used in the

hallenge,

U

omputes the

omputations for the responses that

6= j ) from T had been
hosen beforehand, as part of the 'forging' in Prepare . Also note that tj ' orre ts'
the xor ( ⊕, ex lusive or) of all forged ti to nally 'sum up' to V 's hallenge t.
Next, Finalise is alled whi h ondu ts the remaining omputations for the user

a tually prove knowledge. Note that the other

hallenges ti (i

(see Figure 6.7).

Finalise , the same omputations of responses are made, with
tj and publi key PK j , whi h would otherwise be omputed in
the proto ol PoKSign after the prover re eived the verier's hallenge t ( .f. Figure
6.4). Hen e, these responses are the ones allowing the vendor V to eventually
In the pro edure

respe t to

hallenge

evaluate the or-statement to true, as these are literally the only true responses, i.e.,
non-forged ones. At the end, the responses are inserted in their appropriate pla es
in the matri es
Now,

U

Y, Yaux ,

sends the

and

Z

and returned to the main proto ol

oupon to be spent

x,

Redeem .

the tuple of sub- hallenges

T

and the

Y, Yaux , and Z to V . Note that a row in Y, Yaux and Z orrespond
y∗ , z∗ , respe tively, sent in the prover's last step of PoKSign . After
the vendor re eived U 's responses, his rst step is to verify that the ex lusive xor
of all sub- hallenges from T 'sums up' to his own hallenge t. If that is the ase,
he starts verifying the user's responses, almost like in the proto ol PoKSign . The
other responses

to the responses

only dieren e is that, instead of verifying a single tuple of responses, he now has
to verify

m

tuples of responses, owing to the

m

dierent publi

the veri ation is done. Finally, if all veri ations are su
the

oupon

x

and stores it in his database of spent

keys

PK i

for whi h

essful, the vendor a

epts

oupons (steps are not shown

in Figure 6.5).
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[1℄
[2℄
[3℄
[4℄
[5℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄
[9℄
[10℄
[11℄
[12℄

Prepare (T1 , T2 , x, j):
For i = 1, . . . , j − 1, j + 1, . . . , m :

Pro edure

ti ∈R [0, 2ℓH − 1];
yi,e ∈R [0, 2ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
yi,1 , . . . , yi,m ∈R [0, 2ℓx+ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
yi,s ∈R [0, 2ℓs +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
yi,w , yi,r ∈R [0, 2ℓn +ℓH +2ℓφ − 1];
zi,e ∈R [0, 22ℓe +ℓH +ℓφ − 1];
+ℓH +2ℓφ
zi,w , zi,r ∈R [0, 2ℓn+ℓeQ
− 1];
yi,l yi,s −zi,w
m
x
ti yi,e
mod n;
h
Ui,1 := (ai /c) T1
l=1,l6=i al b
y
y
Ui,2 := T2−ti g1 i,e g2 i,w hyi,r mod n;
−y
z
z
Ui,3 := T2 i,e g1i,e g2i,w hzi,r mod n;

T := (t1 , . . . , tj−1 , •, tj+1 , . . . , tm );

•

[13℄

y1,2

.

.

.

 yj−1,1

Y :=  •
 y
 j+1,1

.

.
.

ym,1

..

[14℄

[15℄

Yaux



 Um,1
z1,e

[16℄
[17℄
†

.

.

.

 zj−1,e

Z :=  •
 z
 j+1,e

.

.
.

zm,e

y1,j+1

...

y1,m

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

•
•

yj−1,j+1
•
•†

...
...
...

yj−1,m
•
yj+1,m

.
.
.

..

.

.
.
.

y
m,j+1

...

•

...
...
...

yj+1,j−1

yj−1,j
•
yj+1,j

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

...
y1,s

ym,j−1
y1,w

y1,r

.
.
.

.
.
.

yj−1,s
•
yj+1,s

yj−1,w
•
yj+1,w

yj−1,r
•
yj+1,r

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

ym,w ym,r
U1,3
.
.
.

Uj−1,2
•
Uj+1,2

Uj−1,3
•
Uj+1,3

.
.
.

.
.
.

Um,2
z1,w
.
.
.








;










;










;





Um,3 
z1,r
.
.
.

zj−1,w
•
zj+1,w

zj−1,r
•
zj+1,r

.
.
.

.
.
.

zm,w

zm,r

Return (T , Y, Yaux , U, Z)

This

•

.
.
.

ym,e
ym,s
U1,1
U1,2

.

.

.

 Uj−1,1

•
U := 
 U
 j+1,1

.

.
.

y1,j

.

y1,e

.

.

.

 yj−1,e

:=  •
 y
 j+1,e

.

.
.

...






;





ell's right neighbours are not empty

ells, as the dots ( . . . ) may suggest, but
with

yj+1,j+2 , yj+1,j+3 , . . . ,

ontinue
instead.

Figure 6.6: Procedure Prepare computing ’forged’ values
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Finalise(Y, Yaux , Z, e, w, r, rw , rr , rs , r1 , . . . , rm , re , rew , rer , ree , tj , j):
yj,e := etj + re ;
For i = 1, . . . , j, j + 1, . . . , m :
yj,i := xi tj + ri ;
yj,s := stj + rs ;
yj,w := wtj + rw ;
yj,r := rtj + rr ;
zj,e := eetj + ree ;
zj,w := ewtj + rew ;
zj,r := ertj + rer ;
Insert (yj,1 , . . . , yj,j−1, •, yj,j+1 , . . . , yj,m ) in row j of Y;
Insert (yj,e , yj,s , yj,w , yj,r ) in row j of Yaux ;
Insert (zj,e , zj,w , zj,r ) in row j of Z;
Return (Y, Yaux , Z)

Pro edure
[1℄
[2℄
[3℄
[4℄
[5℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄
[9℄
[10℄
[11℄
[12℄
[13℄

Figure 6.7: Procedure Finalise computing ’values of knowledge’

6.7.3 Properties
In the following, we sket h how the

oupon system proposed in the previous sub-

se tion satises the requirements from Se tion 6.3.1. We will analyse the se urity
of the system assuming that the strong RSA assumption holds.

Unforgeability.

The property of unforgeability of our

oupon system follows from

the unforgeability of the CL signature s heme. As des ribed in the previous se tion,
a set of multi- oupons is a single CL signature on a blo k of messages. As has been
proven in [CL02℄, forging CL signatures would break the strong RSA assumption.
Resetting the number of spent

oupons requires to

hange some

omponent in

x∗i 6= xi , sin e the vendor
∗
stores ea h spent single oupon xi . However, repla ing xi by xi , yielding tuple
∗
∗
X , must be done su h that Sign (·) (X) = Sign (·) (X ). Suppose the latter an be
Qm x i s
Qi−1 xj x∗i Qm
xj s
e
e
done. Then we get v
i=1 ai b ≡ v
j=1 aj ai
j=i+1 aj b . Dividing by the
the tuple

X,

e.g., repla ing a redeemed

oupon

xi

with

x −x∗

ai i i ≡ 1 mod n. Sin e xi 6= x∗i it must be the ase that
∗
xi − xi = α · ord(Zn ). Now, hoose any e su h that 1 < e < (xi − x∗i ) and
gcd(e, xi − x∗i ) = 1. By the extended Eu lidean algorithm we an nd d su h that
ed + (xi − x∗i )t = 1. Using this, we an ompute e-th roots in Z∗n . For this, let
∗
u be any value from Z∗n and ompute w := ud mod n. Sin e u ≡ ued+(xi −xi )t ≡
ued uα·ord(Zn )·t ≡ (ud )e ≡ we mod n, the value w is an e-th root of u. This means
right hand side yields

we would have found a way to break the (strong) RSA assumption. Sin e this is
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assumed to be infeasible,
signature

xi

(v, e, s).

Double-spending detection.
oupon

annot be repla ed by

xi ,

she will be

If a

without

hanging the

heating user tries to redeem an already spent single

aught at the end of the redeem proto ol, sin e the

to be redeemed must be dis losed and, thus,
database of spent

x∗i 6= xi

oupon

an easily be looked up in the vendor's

oupons.

Redemption limitation.

An

m-redeemable

oupon

M

annot be redeemed more than

m times (without the vendor's onsent). Ea h multi- oupon M ontains a signature
m-tuple (x1 , . . . , xm ) of single oupons and in ea h run of the issue proto ol
a single oupon xi is dis losed. Thus, after m honest runs with the same M all xi
will be dis losed to the vendor. As argued under unforgeability and double-spending
dete tion, already redeemed xi annot be repla ed by fresh x∗i and any attempt to
reuse an already dis losed xi will be aught by the double-spending he k.
on an

Weak protection against splitting.

Suppose that two users

some multi- oupon

M := (X, v, e, s)

{x1 , . . . , xi }

re eives the remaining

and

U2

a hieve splitting, they have

and

U2

want to share

oupons X1 :=
X2 := {xj , . . . , xm }, i < j . To
to nd a way to make sure that U1 is able to redeem
′′
able to redeem any oupon xl ∈ X2 , and analogously
su h that

U1

U1

re eives single

oupons

x′l ∈ X1 while not being
for U2 . However, in the redeem proto ol it is ne essary to prove knowledge of the
DLREP of T1 , whi h essentially is X . Sin e proving knowledge of X while knowing
only X1 or X2 would violate the soundness of the employed proof of knowledge
PoKRep and hen e violate the strong RSA assumption this is believed to be
infeasible. Again, the missing part of X , either X1 or X2 , annot be repla ed by
′
'fake' oupons X
1|2 sin e this violates the unforgeability property of the oupon
system. Hen e, X annot be split and an only be shared if both U1 and U2 have
full knowledge of X whi h omes down to all-or-nothing sharing.
all

Unlinkability.

For unlinkability, we have to

onsider two

ases, unlinkability between

issue and redeem proto ol runs and between exe utions of the redeem proto ol.
(1)

issue vs. redeem :

The issue proto ol is identi al to the proto ol

hen e, the vendor
message

(v, e, s)

X

V,

a ting as signer

being signed.

However,

V

S,

and,

has partial knowledge of the signature

(v, e)
v or e in

be ause at the end of the issue proto ol he learns

To exploit this knowledge, he would have to re ognise
the redeem proto ol.

BlindSign

does not learn anything about the
but not

s.

any run of

However, sin e the redeem proto ol is zero-knowledge,

nothing is dis losed ex ept for the fa t that
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xj

is part of some valid signature.
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redeem vs. redeem :

(2)

As argued before, sin e the redeem proto ol is zero-knowl-

edge, in any two runs of the redeem proto ol, only the

oupon to be spent in

ea h run of the proto ol is dis losed and the fa t that ea h of them belongs
to some valid multi- oupon.

However, this yields no information about the

orresponding multi- oupons and hen e,

V

will not be able to tell whether the

two belong to the same multi- oupon or to dierent ones.
From the arguments above it is

I of the issue proto ol and
R and R′ , it holds that the vendor
L(R, R′ ) holds.

lear that for any run

any two dierent runs of the redeem proto ol,
an neither de ide if

Minimum disclosure.
the

L(I, R)

holds, nor that

A further

onsequen e of the unlinkability of transa tions in

oupon system, and due to the fa t that no

the number of unspent

oupons

ounter value is sent in any proto ol,

annot be inferred from any redeem proto ol run.

6.8 Conclusion
The

oupon system presented in this

to their

hapter allows vendors to issue multi- oupons

ustomers, where ea h single

oupon of su h a multi- oupon

an be re-

deemed at the vendor's in ex hange for some good, e.g., an MP3 le, movie on
demand, or some servi e, e.g., a
Issuing

ess to

ommer ial online arti les of a newspaper.

oupons is advantageous to vendors sin e

tomers as long as they have

oupons ee tively retain

be misused by vendors to link transa tions of

ustomers in order to

ompile information from their transa tions in a prole.
of

ustomers in this respe t, the proposed

linkably redeem single

us-

oupons left to spent. However, multi- oupons might
olle t and

To prote t the priva y

oupon system allows

ustomers to un-

oupons while preserving se urity requirements of vendors,

su h as double-spending dete tion and redemption limitation. In addition, the system dis ourages lending/sharing of multi- oupons, whi h we
against splitting, as this means, for the lending party, to give up
multi- oupon's remaining single

all weak prote tion
ontrol of all of the

oupons, as opposed to just a few single

oupons,

and allow the re ipient to spent all of them.
The s heme underlying our

oupon system may be of independent interest, as it

realises

m-showable

of the

redentials and dis ouraging lending of the

redentials providing unlinkability between dierent showings
redentials by employing all-or-

nothing sharing.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
In this work, we had been primarily

on erned with the priva y of online

Our fo us was on moving away from hardly veriable priva y
to methods providing priva y prote tion that is veriable by
by a third party of the vendor's

ustomers.

laims of vendors on

ustomers, rather than

hoi e, as in seal programs.

The abstra t model developed in this work

an support vendors in a tively

transforming their businesses into more priva y-friendly ones by helping them to
understand and identify the dierent types of data links
tions. Su h links, between or within transa tions, often

reated in regular transa reate the threat to priva y

and their type and existen e eventually make up the dieren e between a priva yenhan ed store and a regular one. The novel approa h in our model is to
not only data

onsider

onveyed between transa tions but also between individual phases of

a transa tion.
The benet of

onsidering phases for priva y prote tion is that by ensuring

unlinkability of phases, priva y is ensured even if the transa tions that in lude
these phases

an be related, as the unlinked phase is de oupled from all other data.

Thus, by ensuring unlinkability of phases, one
whi h will help to limit the

an add more priva y safeguards

olle tion of personal data even more.

As an example for the de oupling of phases, we presented how the sear h phase
of an online transa tion
delivery phase. The

an be de oupled from its subsequent order, payment, and

de oupling omponent

developed for this purpose was initially

based on mobile agents but only served as an example, as other implementations
are

ertainly possible. Another possibility for su h an implementation, making use

of Web servi es, had also been sket hed herein.
The other

ontributions of this work in the area of priva y and se urity had

been made in the relatively new eld of digital in entive and loyalty systems. Su h
systems are already known from the real world and are

riti ally eyed by priva y

advo ates for their potential of priva y invasion.
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Loyalty and in entive systems for the Internet may gain momentum in the near
future, as more and more servi es are oered whi h
online, e.g., musi
s enarios,

an be

ompletely handled

downloads, movie-on-demand, ebook downloads, et .

In su h

ustomers on the one hand may still wel ome the benets of a loyalty

program membership, but on the other hand may not want to give up priva y for
it.
Our works on loyalty and in entive systems allow both program membership
and priva y prote tion. The systems developed are the rst ones usable in online
ommer e that allow
tion for

ustomer retention while providing veriable priva y prote -

ustomers and se urity for vendors employing the systems. In parti ular,

the priva y-preserving property of the systems may even attra t priva y-sensitive
ustomers who otherwise would never
loyalty program be ause of priva y

onsider to be ome members of a regular

on erns.

The loyalty systems are based on dierent

ryptographi

assumptions but share

the idea of an

anonymous ounter

Herein, su h

ounters are realised as a two party proto ol, where one party se retly

holds a

ounter that

The last

ounter

annot manipulate it and the party who is to

ounter does not learn its value until the holder dis loses it.
ontribution of this work are what we

are issued on e and
e.g., to a

on ept introdu ed in this work.

an only be in reased by the other party. The proto ol ensures

that the party holding the
in rease the

whi h is a novel

all

multi- oupons.

Su h

oupons

an subsequently be spent for a predetermined number of times,

ess some online servi e. What distinguishes multi- oupons from bat hes

of single tokens is the fa t that our

oupons

owner of a part from the multi- oupon

annot be partitioned su h that every

an spent only her own part and none of the

other ones. Multi- oupons are basi ally limited-show

redentials whi h allow their

holders to anonymously prove some statement, as long as they do not overspent.
That is, the

redentials be ome linkable when they are shown more often then

spe ied by their issuer.
Today's priva y problems arise not only be ause more data is being

olle ted

and pro essed than ever before but also be ause this data is interlinked and related to natural persons. Apart from
demo ra y, un he ked data

reating

on erns for individual freedom and

olle tion also hinders the proliferation of online

mer e be ause priva y- on erned users may yet go online but often
buy from the Internet. This

om-

hoose not to

reates an opportunity for vendors investing in priva y

enhan ing te hnology as they may attra t priva y- on erned users whi h have negle ted online

ommer e so far or whi h are looking for priva y-friendly alternatives.

The results of this work
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an help vendors to provide su h alternatives.
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